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Mayor Beverly O'Neill and
Honorable Members of the Long Beach City Council
C/o Ms. Anita Garcia, Project Manager
Department of Planning and Building
City Hall , 5 floor
333 West Ocean Blvd.
Long Beach, CA 90802

Re: Opposition to Certification of Long Beach Memorial Medical
Center Expansion Environmental Impact Report and Request for
Supplemental EIR.

Honorable Mayor O'Neill and Honorable Members of the Long Beach City Council:

We are writing on behalf of the SEIU United Healthcare Workers - West
SEIU") with regard to the City s Long Beach Memorial Medical Center Expansion

(the "Project") Environmental Impact Report (State Clearinghouse No. 2004081142)
the EIR"). As explained more fully below , the EIR does not comply with the

requirements of the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA" l The City

may not approve the Project or grant any permits for the Project until an adequate
Environmental Impact Report ("EIR") is prepared and circulated for public review
and comment.

Many members of SEIU live and work in areas in and around Long Beach
and in the immediate vicinity of the Project. They are concerned about sustainable
land use and development in the City. Poorly planned and environmentally
detrimental projects may jeopardize future jobs by making it more difficult and
more expensive for business and industry to expand in the region, and by making it
less desirable for businesses to locate and people to live here. Continued

1 Public Resources 
Code 99 21000 et seq.
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degradation can, and has , caused construction moratoriums and other restrictions
on growth that, in turn, reduce future employment opportunities. Additionally, the
members live in the communities that suffer the impacts of environmentally
detrimental projects. Union members breathe the same polluted air that others
breathe and suffer the same health and safety impacts.

Finally, SEIU members are concerned about projects that carry serious
environmental risks without providing countervailing employment and economic
benefits to local workers and communities. CEQA's most fundamental mandate is
that an agency may only approve a project having significant impacts if it finds that
specific overriding economic, legal social technological, or other benefits of the

project outweigh the significant effects on the environment."2 Our goal is consistent
with the legislative purpose embodied in CEQA to maximize the Project' s economic
and other benefits , while minimizing its impacts to the environment.

Due to the deficiencies in the EIR, a supplemental EIR ("SEIR") should be
prepared to analyze the Project' s impacts and re-circulated for public review. CEQA
requires re-circulation of an EIR when significant new information is added to the
EIR following public review but before certification.3 The Guidelines clarify that
new information is significant if "the EIR is changed in a way that deprives the
public of a meaningful opportunity to comment upon a substantial adverse
environmental effect of the project" including, for example

, "

a disclosure showing
that ... (a) new significant environmental impact would result from the project.
Significant new information will be required to analyze and mitigate the
deficiencies identified in the EIR. An SEIR is therefore required.

2 Pub. Res. Code 9 21081(b)
3 Pub. Res. Code 9 21092.
4 CEQA Guidelines 9 15088.
5 We reserve the right to supplement these comments at any time prior to or through the date of final

project approval by the City Council , and at any later hearings and proceedings for this Project. 
incorporate by reference all comments that have been or will be submitted by any other entities , agencies
organizations or individuals concerning the Project and/or the EIR. Bakersfield Citizens for Local Control
v. City of Bakersfield (2004) 124 Cal. App. 4th 1184; Galante Vineyards v. Monterey Water Dist. (1997)
60 Cal. App. 4th 1109.
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EXCUTIVE SUMMARY

CEQA requires the City of Long Beach to analyze the potential
environmental impacts of its proposed actions in an environmental impact report
(EIR). CEQA is designed to inform decision makers and the public about the
potential, significant environmental effects of a project, and directs public agencies
to avoid or reduce environmental damage when possible by requiring mitigation
measures of significant impacts and considering alternatives. The Project EIR for
the Long Beach Memorial Hospital Project fails to fulfill these CEQA requirements.
Thus, the City must prepare a Supplemental EIR (SEIR) that addresses the critical
issues outlined below.

A. The EIR illegally Ignores Impacts to Housing

The Project calls for the demolition of 51 units of existing affordable housing
units so that a surface-level parking lot can be constructed, while it simultaneously
increases the demand for additional housing by generating new jobs and by
destroying existing housing. Given the already severe shortage of affordable
housing in the area, this loss of affordable housing is a significant impact that must
be analyzed under CEQA. The EIR fails entirely to analyze impacts to affordable
housing, erroneously concluding that the impact is insignificant. However, the
court of appeal has held that the loss of affordable housing is an impact that must
be analyzed under CEQA , and it is customary for EIRs to analyze this impact and
propose mitigation measures.

The EIR contains absolutely no mitigation measures to address the
significant housing and related growth inducing impacts. An SEIR must be
prepared to consider and adopt feasible measures such as relocating the housing,
requiring the payment of "linkage" fees, or requiring Memorial to refrain from
destroying the affordable housing by constructing a parking structure rather than
ground level parking. These types of mitigation measures are routinely required by
other cities and have been upheld by the courts. For example , over 18 cities
throughout California require developers to pay "linkage fees" of up to $15 per
square foot to fund affordable housing.S The City of Sacramento has required
commercial developers to build affordable housing for their workforce as a means to
mitigate project impacts.9 An SEIR should be prepared to study these and other
feasible measures.

6 Concerned Citizens of South Central Los Angeles v. Los Angeles USD
24 Ca1.AppAth 826 837.

See, Concerned Citizens of South Central, supra; see EIRs attached to Watt Comment Letter as Exhibits
C and D: Placer County - Northstar Highlands DEIR, Chapter 4. , Population, Housing and Employment;
Lassen County - Dyer Mountain Resort DEIR, Chapter 5 , Population, Housing and Employment.
8 See list cities that regularly use Linkage Fees , Attachment G to Watt Comment Letter.
9 Commercial Builders v. Sacramento 

(1991) 941 F.2d 872.
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B. The EIR Fails to Accurately Describe or Mitigate Toxic Contamination
Impacts

The site on which this Project wil be built , historically used for oil and gas
wells , is heavily contaminated with toxic chemicals , such as arsenic, lead, benzene
toluene and many others. Benzene a known human carcinogen, is present on the
site at levels over 2000 times above the US EPA standard for shallow soil.
The EIR fails to describe the location of the old wells and the extent of the
contamination, and fails to provide sufficient mitigation measures to ensure the
health and safety of construction workers , and future hospital employees and
patients.

The EIR claims that the Department of Toxic Substance Control (DTSC),
which is responsible for the mitigation of the soil contamination, will provide
mitigation in its Remedial Action Workplan (RAW). However nTSC submitted
comments stating that the EIR should not be finalized until the RAW is
completed so that the remediation measures themselves can be included in the
final EIR. The EIR consultant ignored DTSC's comments. CEQA forbids such
deferred mitigation and requires consideration and adoption of mitigation measures
prior to EIR adoption.

The EIR fails entirely to mention the fact that the site is heavily
contaminated with TCE (trichloroethylene), a human carcinogen , at 136 times
above the allowed US EPA level. Despite this extremely high level of
contamination , TCE was not even mentioned in the EIR. Toxic chemical vapors
may be released into the air during site excavation for Project construction and
during site remediation. Such vapors can pose a risk to construction workers
hospital employees and nearby residents.

The EIR also misrepresents methane contamination that has been identified
on the Long Beach Memorial Medical Center ("LBMMC") site , which far exceeds the
DTSC screening levels , creating a significant environmental impact. The EIR
understates the extent of methane contamination by almost 300%, failing its
public disclosure function. The EIR also fails to disclose that an existing methane
mitigation system has already been installed at the Miler Children s Hospital
which has measured methane contamination at 17 times above the DTSC screening
level, 3 times above levels disclosed in the EIR.

The EIR also misrepresents the extent of benzene soil gas contamination that
has been found on the LBMMC site. Dr. Clark calculated that the EIR
underestimates the benzene soil gas contamination by almost half (forty-
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five percent), further misleading the public about the extent and nature of on site
contamination.

The EIR fails entirely to describe the potential human health impacts of toxic
chemicals on the LBMMC Site. Contaminated soil on the site will be disturbed
during Project construction and site remediation , potentially exposing construction
workers , hospital employees and nearby residents to toxic chemical vapors. Air
quality expert Dr. James Clark and hazardous waste expert Matt Hagemann
calculate that the toxic chemicals generated from disturbing the contaminated soil
and diesel fumes from construction may be several times above CEQA significance
thresholds. Despite the presence of extremely high levels of toxic chemicals and
clear routes of exposure , the EIR fails entirely to analyze the potential human
health impacts of such exposures to toxic chemicals. This renders the document
legally inadequate.

C. EIR Fails to Adequately Describe or Mitigate Significant Air Quality Impacts
from Project Construction and Operation, Including Highly Significant
Increases in Cancer Risk to Workers and Nearby Residents

The EIR fails to analyze the health risks posed by diesel emissions at all, or
to consider any feasible mitigation measures. Diesel exhaust is a serious public
health concern, linked to a range of serious health problems including an increase
in respiratory disease , lung damage , cancer, and premature death. Dr. Clark
conducted a cancer risk assessment from the Project's diesel emissions and found
that the LBBMC Project will create a cancer risk of 900 in a milion for workers
and 1000 in a milion for nearby residents. This is up to 1000 times above the
CEQA significance threshold for cancer of one in a million, and is almost
equal to the overall cancer risk in the Long Beach area from all sources of 1200 in a
million. There is clearly a fair argument that diesel emissions from the Project may
have an adverse environmental and public health impact and must be analyzed in
the EIR. Nevertheless, the EIR ignores the diesel emission health risk entirely.
Feasible mitigation measures exist to reduce diesel impacts, including requiring the
use of alternate diesel fuels , particulate traps, CARB-certified construction
equipment, electric equipment where possible , natural-gas power equipment, and
other measures. The EIR fails entirely to consider these feasible mitigation
measures. Thus, a supplemental EIR must be prepared to analyze and mitigate
this impact.

Additionally, The EIR admits that the Project wil have significant
operational and construction air quality impacts. The EIR admits that construction
emissions will exceed applicable significance thresholds for carbon monoxide (CO)
by over 300% , nitrogen oxides (NOx) by over 1700% , and reactive organic
compounds (ROGs, also known as VOCs) by over 450%. The EIR admits that the
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Project's operational emissions will combine with these construction emissions in
2010 to create cumulatively significant air impacts for CO, NOxand ROGs. The
EIR also admits that the Project's operational impacts a build-out will be significant
for NOx and ROGs.

Despite these admissions of significant air quality impacts, the EIR fails to
require implementation of all feasible mitigation measures, and admits that the
Project' s air quality impacts wil remain significant even after implementation of all
mitigation measures set forth in the EIR. The EIR fails to include many feasible
construction emission mitigation measures that are routinely required by other
agencies , and includes almost no mitigation measures for operational emissions
other than to encourage carpooling. Many mitigation measures are feasible , are
often required by other agencies, and must be considered according to CEQA
requirements. Thus , an SEIR must also be prepared to mitigate the significant air
quality impacts already admitted in the EIR to be significant.

D. The EIR Fails to Describe or Mitigate Significant Cumulative Impacts

An EIR must discuss significant "cumulative impacts " defined as two or
more individual effects which, when considered together, are considerable or which
compound or increase other environmental impacts." Courts have found that
ignoring cumulative impacts from a project is legally fatal to an EIR because "One
of the most important environmental lessons that has been learned is that
environmental damage often occurs incrementally from a variety of small sources. .
. (which) appear insignificant when considered individually, but assume
threatening dimensions when considered collectively with other sources with which
they interact.

This EIR violates CEQA by failing to provide any cumulative impact
analysis at all for air quality, aesthetics, geology, hazardous materials
land use planning and public services. Even after admitting that there are
significant environmental impacts from air pollution, hazardous materials , and
impacts to fire protection services, the EIR provides conclusory statements that
there will be no cumulative impacts with no analysis to support the conclusions.

Dr. James Clark calculates that the LBMMC Project will clearly have
significant cumulative impacts in every category when considered together with
emissions of other projects in the area, including proposed expansions of the Ports of
Long Beach and Los Angeles , an expansion of the Paramount Refinery and other
projects. The EIR fails entirely to consider these cumulative impacts , and fails to
propose any feasible mitigation measures to reduce them. This omission is
particularly significant since the LBMMC Project is located in one of the most
highly polluted areas of the state , near the ports, major freeways, and downwind of
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several refineries. CEQA requires an analysis of the public s exposure to such a
toxic soup," but the EIR makes absolutely no attempt to analyze the Project's

cumulative impacts to human health. This is a clear violation of CEQA'
requirement to prepare cumulative impacts analysis.

E. The EIR Fails to Adequately Consider Alternatives to the Proposed Project

CEQA requires that an EIR describe a range of reasonable alternatives to the
project that would fulfil the objectives of the project while avoiding or lessening
significant effects of the project. CEQA includes this requirement to ensure that
decision makers and the public have more than one project option to consider when
participating in the decision making process.

This EIR fails to meet the CEQA standards for a proper alternatives analysis
because it fails to present a reasonable range of alternatives, fails to demonstrate or
describe the process used to narrow down the alternatives considered, and fails to
consider any alternative related to the five central parts for the LBMMC other than
timing of construction. An SEIR must be prepared to consider reasonable
alternatives the single build-out plan currently on the table.

Given that the impact to affordable housing is a significant environmental
impact, logical alternatives to this Project would consider changes to the scope of
the build-out of the Project, or alternative design configurations that would meet
the goals of the Project without requiring the demolition of affordable housing. For
example , an alternative design could include construction of a parking structure to
accommodate parking needs with demolishing existing housing, or construction of a
mixed use structure combining parking in combination with housing. Such
alternative would clearly be feasible , and must be considered in a supplemental
EIR.

F. The City Must Prepare a Supplemental EIR

The City of Long Beach must prepare a supplemental EIR because the
previous EIR failed to address significant environmental effects and failed to
discuss mitigation measures that would substantially reduce the impacts from this
Project. An SEIR is necessary to address the critical environmental issues and to
involve the public in the review and decision-making process once the EIR is
complete.
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II. INTRODUCTION: LEGAL STANDARDS

CEQA generally requires that an agency analyze the potential environmental
impacts of its proposed actions in an environmental impact report ("EIR").1 The
EIR is the very heart of CEQA. ll "The 'foremost principle' in interpreting CEQA 
that the Legislature intended the act to be read so as to afford the fullest possible
protection to the environment within the reasonable scope of the statutory
language." 12

CEQA has two basic purposes, neither of which the Long Beach Memorial
Medical Center ("LBMMC") EIR satisfies. First, CEQA is designed to inform
decision makers and the public about the potential, significant environmental
effects of a project. 13 "Its purpose is to inform the public and its responsible officials
of the environmental consequences of their decisions before they are made. Thus
the EIR 'protects not only the environment but also informed self-government.
The EIR has been described as "an environmental 'alarm bell' whose purpose it is to
alert the public and its responsible officials to environmental changes before they
have reached ecological points of no return."15

Second, CEQA directs public agencies to avoid or reduce environmental
damage when possible by requiring alternatives or mitigation measures.1 The EIR
serves to provide public agencies and the public in general with information about
the effect that a proposed project is likely to have on the environment and to
identify ways that environmental damage can be avoided or significantly

reduced."17 If the project has a significant effect on the environment, the agency
may approve the project only upon finding that it has "eliminated or substantially
lessened all significant effects on the environment where feasible" and that any
unavoidable significant effects on the environment are "acceptable due to overriding
concerns" specified in CEQA section 21081.

Standard of Review: While the court is to review an EIR using an "abuse of

10 Pub. Res. Code 9 21100
11 Dunn-Edwards v. BAAQMD (1992) 9 Cal.AppAth 644, 652.
12 

Communities for a Better Environment v. Calif Resources Agency (2002) 103 Cal. App. 4th 98 , 109.
13 14 Cal. Code Regs. ("CEQA Guidelines 15002(a)(1).
14 

Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Board of Supervisors (1990) 52 Cal.3d 553 564.
15 Berkeley Keep Jets Over the Bay v. Bd. of Port Comm rs. (2001) 91 Cal. App. 4th 1344, 1354

Berkeley Jets ); County ofInyo v. Yort (1973) 32 Cal.App.3d 795 810.
16 

CEQA Guidelines 15002(a)(2) and (3). See also, Berkeley Jets, 91 Cal. App. 4th 1344, 1354;
Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Board of Supervisors (1990) 52 Ca1.d 553 564; Laurel Heights
Improvement Ass v. Regents of the University of California (1988) 47 Ca1.d 376, 400.
17 

Guidelines 915002(a)(2)
18 Guidelines

, 9 15092 , subd. (b )(2)(A) & (B)
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discretion" standard the reviewing court is not to 'uncritically rely on every study or
analysis presented by a project proponent in support of its position. A 'clearly
inadequate or unsupported study is entitled to no judicial deference. 

' "19 As the court
stated in Berkeley Jets

A prejudicial abuse of discretion occurs

" '

if the failure to include relevant
information precludes informed decisionmaking and informed public
participation, thereby thwarting the statutory goals of the EIR process.'
(Citation.

)" 

(San Joaquin Raptor/Wildlife Rescue Center v. County of
Stanislaus (1994) 27 Cal. App. 4th 713 , 722 (32 Cal. Rptr. 2d 704); Galante
Vineyards v. Monterey Peninsula Water Management Dist. (1997) 60 Cal.
App. 4th 1109 , 1117 (71 Cal. Rptr. 2d 1); County of Amador v. El Dorado
County Water Agency (1999) 76 Cal. App. 4th 931 , 946 (91 Cal. Rptr. 2d 66).).

. . "

Our role here , as a reviewing court, is not to decide whether the board
acted wisely or unwisely, but simply to determine whether the EIR contained
sufficient information about a proposed project, the site and surrounding area
and the projected environmental impacts arising as a result of the proposed
project or activity to allow for an informed decision... (Citation.) (San
Joaquin Raptor/Wildlife Rescue Center v. County of Stanislaus, supra, 27
Cal. App. 4th at p. 718.

19 Berkeley Jets 91 Cal. App. 4th 1344 , 1355 (emphasis added), quoting, Laurel Heights Improvement
Assn. v. Regents of University of California 47 Cal. 3d 376 391409, fn. 12 (1988).

91 Cal. App. 4th at 1355.
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III. THE DEIR FAILS TO ANALYZE AND MITIGATE ALL POTENTIALLY
SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS

An EIR must disclose all potentially significant adverse environmental
impacts of a project. CEQA requires that an EIR must not only identify the
impacts , but must also provide "information about how adverse the impacts will
be."22 The lead agency may deem a particular impact to be insignificant only if it
produces rigorous analysis and concrete substantial evidence justifying the
finding.23 The DEIR for this Project fails to do so.

As explained by a recent CEQA decision:

The EIR must demonstrate that the significant environmental
impacts of the proposed project were adequately investigated and
discussed and it must permit the significant effects of the project to be
considered in the full environmental context." (Guidelines 15125
subd. (c).) We interpret this Guideline broadly in order to "afford the
fullest possible protection to the environment. (Kings County Farm
Bureau, supra 221 Cal. App. 3d 692 , 720.) In so doing, we ensure that
the EIR's analysis of significant effects , which is generated from this
description of the environmental context, is as accurate as possible.
(See also Remy et al. Guide to the Cal. Environmental Qualitv Act
(CEQA) (10th ed. 1999), pp. 374-376. )24

A. EIR Fails Entirely to Describe, Disclose, Analyze, Mitigate or
Propose Alternative for the Project' s Impacts to Housing,
Population and Employment

Project development includes the demolition of 51 units of existing affordable
rental housing units so that a surface parking lot can be constructed. The Project
will increase the demand for additional housing by generating new jobs and by
destroying existing housing. This is a significant adverse physical environmental
impact that must be addressed in the EIR.

The EIR fails entirely to analyze , propose mitigation, or consider alternatives
for the loss of 51 units of affordable housing and the increase in demand for housing
caused by the Project. This impact is particularly severe given the extreme

21 Pub. 
Res. Code 9 21100(b)(1). CEQA Guidelines section 15126(a); Berkeley Jets 91 Cal. App. 4th

1344, 1354.
22 

Santiago County Water Dist. v. County of Orange 118 Cal.App.3d 8l8 , 831 (1981).
23 

Kings County Farm Bureau v. City of Hanford 221 Cal.App.3d 692 (1990).
24 

Friends of the Eel River v. Sonoma County Water Agency, (2003) 108 Cal. App. 4th 859 874.
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shortage of affordable housing in the Long Beach area and the cumulative loss of
affordable housing throughout the region. The Project proposes to destroy 51 units
of affordable housing (with an unspecified number of residents) and to replace the
housing with surface-level parking lots.

City and urban planning expert Terrell Watt reviewed the Project and its
relationship to the housing environment in Long Beach and the region.25 Based on

conservative assumptions and excluding secondary growth, Ms. Watt projected the
Project to generate a demand for approximately 300 new units , with the majority of
those in the affordable range (51 rental units plus 250 units for the new
employees not currently residing in the area).26 Ms. Watt concluded that this
increase in demand is significant based on both the number of Lower-income units
built in the City over the last five years (771 low income apartment units), as well
as when compared with an estimated 231 new residential units of housing to 
developed near the Project. (EIR, page 13-49.

Thus, a conservative estimate of increased housing demand, considered with
the destruction 51 housing units leads to one conclusion: this Project has significant
impacts on housing that must be evaluated and mitigated in an SEIR.

EIRs routinely include an analysis of population, jobs and housing where the
project wil increase employment and the demand for housing or result in the loss of
housing.27 In addition to analyzing population, housing and employment-related
impacts , an EIR must evaluate the consistency of a proposed project with applicable
plans and policies. In this case , the Project is inconsistent with numerous policies of
the City s General Plan and specific plans, which are not disclosed, analyzed or
addressed.

The EIR here fails to provide any facts, evidence or analysis to support the
conclusion that impacts related to population and housing will not be significant.
To the contrary, the facts strongly support the conclusion that increased new jobs
and related demand for housing affordable for those employees alone and in
combination with the loss of affordable rental housing units in an area of acute lack
of affordable housing is significant. Moreover, the housing impacts will lead to
significant demand for new housing in the City but also likely elsewhere leading to
longer commutes and air quality impacts that are not disclosed, analyzed ormitigated in the EIR. 

25 Comment Letter ofTeITell Watt ("Watt Comment") (Attached as Exhibit 1).
26 Watt Comment, p. 3.
27 Id. at 4.
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1. The Loss of Mfordable Housing is a Significant Impact that Must
Be Analvzed

The EIR consultant admitted at the May 5 , 2005 Planning Commission
hearing that the loss of housing was determined not to be a significant adverse
environmental impact at the initial study phase , and therefore was not analyzed at
all in the EIR. This was a legal error with severe environmental and public policy
implications. An SEIR must be prepared to analyze the impacts of the loss of 
units of affordable housing, to consider feasible mitigation and alternatives that
could avoid this loss.

Contrary to the EIR consultant's assertions, CEQA plainly establishes that a
project wil have adverse environmental impacts that must be analyzed in an EIR if
it will "displace substantial numbers of existing housing, " or if it wil "displace
substantial numbers of people."28 The courts have held that the " loss of low income
housing units (is) a significant cumulative environmental impact" that must be
analyzed in an EIR. The court held in the Concerned Citizens of South Central
case held that:

the impact of a reduction in 67 total dwelling units would be considered a
significant adverse impact on housing in the local area. In fact given the
shortage of vacant housing even a much smaller reduction in the current
housing supply would be considered a significant adverse impact on housing
resources in the local area."30

Thus , the court held that the EIR was required to analyze the impacts of the
loss of affordable housing, including "full disclosure of the project's impact on
housing in the (project) area as well as in the larger community."31 The EIR must
inform "the public of the housing conditions in the greater (project) area with
sufficient detail to enable those who did not participate in its preparation to
understand and to consider meaningfully the issues raised by the proposed
project. 32 The 

Concerned Citizens court held that the EIR in that case was
adequate because it contained an entire section devoted to the housing issue

28 CEQA Guidelines, Appendix G, Section XII. Population and Housing.
29 Concerned Citizens of South Central v. Los Angeles Unif. Sch. Dist. (1994) 24 Cal.AppAth 826. Loss
of affordable housing can cause urban decay by increasing the homeless population. (See Bakersfield
Citizens for Local Control v. City of Bakersfield (2004) 124 Cal. App. 4th 1184. Loss of affordable
housing can also have significant adverse impacts related to displacing people to different areas. (See
Muzzy Ranch v. Solano County (2005) 125 Cal. App. 4th 810 (project had significant impact because it
caused the displacement of housing to other areas in the region).

24 Cal.AppAth 826 837.
31 Id. at 840
32 Id. at 839
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including "statistics as to housing availability and vacancy rates" in the area
statistics on the availability and cots of housing" in the area, cumulative impacts

caused by other projects in the area that would cause loss of affordable housing,
numerous mitigation measures to reduce the impacts of the loss of housing, and an
alternatives analysis. 

The Long Beach Memorial Project wil include the "demolition of 51 existing
residential units to create surface parking (lots Q, R, S , and T)." (DEIR, p. ES-

, pp.

, 2- 21). Under Concerned Citizens and the CEQA Guidelines , this is a significant
impact that must be analyzed in the EIR. However, since this impact was
determined not to be significant, it was not analyzed at all in the EIR, nor were any
mitigation measures or alternatives analyzed to reduce this impact. The EIR barely
mentions the loss of housing at all, has no section on housing impacts , does not
provide any housing statistics, does not analyze cumulative housing loss impacts
does not propose any mitigation measures, and does not consider any alternatives
that might reduce this impact. In fact, in its response to comments , the final EIR
states that "mitigation measures are not required for the loss of the 13 residential
structure (containing 51 units) as the properties are owned by the LBMMC."
(FEIR, p. 13-49). There is no exception to CEQA review or mitigation for situations
where the project proponent owns the subject property. In fact, it is precisely the
opposite. When the project proponent owns the property, it has much greater
control over the impact and over possible mitigation and alternatives. Thus , the
final EIR's conclusion is contrary to law.

Ms. Watt concluded that the loss of 51 housing units alone constitutes a
significant environmental impact.34 In addition to the significant impacts that wil
result from the loss of 51 housing units, the synergy of reducing housing to
accommodated this Project with an increased in demand for housing as a result of
the increase of around 500 new Project-related jobs wil result in a significant
demand for affordable housing in Long Beach and elsewhere that must be
considered in the EIR. 

Ms. Watt enumerated three key impacts that must be disclosed and analyzed
by an SEIR related to housing and the growth inducing impacts from this Project:

The loss of 51 housing units alone and in combination with an
increased demand for housing as a result of the increase of
approximately 500 net new jobs results in a significant demand for
affordable housing in the City and elsewhere. To the extent the
demand cannot be met in the City, longer commutes will result.

33 Id. at 836-837
34 Watt Comment, p. 8.

Id.
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. The Project is likely to further reduce the jobs to housing balance in
the City and immediate region, resulting in employees and
displaced residents experiencing longer commutes , significant
vehicle trips and air quality impacts not disclosed or analyzed in
the EIR. Neither the air quality nor the traffic analysis include the
impacts of the displaced residents, let alone consider the longer
comm utes of new employees unable to find housing in Long Beach.

Cumulative impacts related to population, housing and
employment, which, at a minimum, should be based on a study area
related to where existing employees reside.

Thus , there is a fair argument that the loss of affordable housing and housing
related impacts are significant. Thus, an SEIR must be prepared to address these
critical issues that are ignored entirely in the EIR.

2. The Growth Inducing Impacts Related to the Loss of Housing and
the Increased Demand in Housing is a Significant Impact that Must
be Analvzed

The EIR must consider the growth inducing impacts of the Project. The EIR
must " (d)iscuss the ways in which the proposed project could foster economic
growth, or the construction of additional housing, either directly or indirectly, in the
surrounding environment" . . . as well as how the project may "encourage and
facilitate other activities that could significantly affect the environment, either
individually or cumulatively" or "remove obstacles to population growth."37

The DEIR concludes that the Project would have no growth inducing impacts
because it is consistent with growth projections and would not extend services or
provide service beyond the project boundaries. However, in the same paragraph
the DEIR states

, "

(t)his proposed project would create hundreds of jobs for Long
Beach citizens and for those in neighboring communities during both the design and
construction phase and for many years thereafter in new support staff and
professional staff positions." (DEIR, p. 12-59).

As Ms. Watt explained in her comment

, "

the Long Beach Memorial
expansion, that creates hundreds of new jobs will by definition have a significant
growth-inducing impact "38 and concluded that a "revised growth inducing analysis
must be prepared, including the total demand for new housing and services

36 Watt Comment, p. 8-
37 CEQA Guidelines 9 15126.2(d).
38 Watt Comment ~ IV
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generated by the hundreds of new jobs within Long Beach and surrounding
communities generated by the Project."39 Thus, there is a fair argument that the
Project will have significant growth inducing impacts that must be analyzed in a
supplemental EIR.

3. The EIR Must Provide Feasible and Binding Mitigation Measures
to Address Significant Housing and Employment Related Impacts

CEQA requires that mitigation measures be identified and analyzed. "The
purpose of an environmental impact report is . . . to list ways in which the
significant effects of such a project might be minimized. . . ."40 The Supreme Court
has described the mitigation and alternative sections of the EIR as the "core" of the
document. The EIR, however, fails to identify or analyze any mitigation
measures for housing and employment related impacts. As the court has
explained, an agency may not use the inadequacy of its impacts review to avoid
mitigation: "The agency should not be allowed to hide behind its own failure to
collect data."42 Nor may the agency use vague mitigation measures to avoid
disclosing impacts. Lastly, the formulation of mitigation measures may not
properly be deferred until after Project approval; rather

, "

(m)itigation measures
must be fully enforceable through permit conditions, agreements, or legally binding
instruments."44 In the present case , the DEIR does not come close to satisfying
these basic CEQA requirements regarding impact mitigation for housing related
impacts.

Even though the Project proponents acknowledge the importance of housing
for seniors and employees , the EIR fails to address these issues by improperly
deferring the analysis of housing and employment related impacts and the
determination of mitigation needed to address the impacts. On the one hand, the
Project Master Plan directly addresses the need: "The City of Long Beach and the
LBMMC recognize the value and importance of senior and worker housing in close
proximity to major employment centers and public transit. The LBMMC will
continue to work with the City of Long Beach to discuss opportunities for senior and
worker housing." (Master Plan , page 56.) Yet, the EIR fails to adequately address
housing impacts with mitigation measures.

As the only attempt at mitigating the loss of affordable housing, the final EIR
states that relocation assistance mayor may not be provided to some residents of

Id.
40 Pub. Res. Code ~ 21061.
41 Citizens 

of Goleta Valley v. Board of Supervisors (1990) 52 Cal. 3d 553
42 

Sundstrom v. County of Mendocino (1988) 202 Cal.App.3d 296 361.
43 See Stanislaus Natural Heritage Project v. County of Stanislaus (1996) 48 Cal.AppAth 182 , 195.
44 CEQA Guidelines ~ 15126A(a)
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the 51 units pursuant to a municipal ordinance. The EIR states

, "

In order for the
City to assist the displaced tenants, existing tenant would need to fill out a ' Tenant
Relocation Program Application' to see if any benefits would be applicable. " (Final
EIR, p. 13-49). This is far from a binding mitigation measure subject to a
mitigation monitoring program as required by CEQA.

As Ms. Watt outlines in her Comments , feasible mitigation measures exist for
the loss of housing, are commonly required by other cities , and must be included in
an SEIR. Such measures range from preservation of existing housing, to
construction of replacement housing, to relocation of the housing to payment of
linkage" fees. A mitigation "fee" can be legally imposed under CEQA. Cities and

counties throughout California commonly employ mitigation fees such as linkage
fees.48 A City may even require a developer to construct new housing to mitigate
adverse impacts to affordable housing.49 Of course , the City could simply require
Memorial to refrain "from destroying the affordable housing by constructing a
parking structure rather than ground level parking. Below is a list of mitigations
measures that planning expert Watt outlined in her comment:

Construction of a parking structure or structures to
accommodate parking needs, while allowing retention of the
existing housing (see also Alternatives);

Construction of a mixed-use structure; parking in combination
with housing (see also Alternatives);

Purchase of housing off-site for rental to employees;

Construction of housing off-site within the City (for example , a
developer in Sacramento was required to construct housing off-
site to mitigate housing impacts of a commercial development
project

Payment of a "linkage" fee or fee to offset the cost of providing
both replacement housing and new housing for employees (per
Housing Objective 21). At least 19 California cities have
imposed linkage fees requiring commercial developers to pay

45 Pub. 
Res. Code 21081.6

46 Watt Comment at 15-16.
47 

Concerned Citizens of South Central v. Los Angeles USD 24 Ca1.AppAth 826, 837.
48 Watt Comment at 16
49 

Commercial Builders v. Sacramento (1991) 941 F.2d 872.
50 Id.
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into funds for the purpose of constructing affordable housing. 
Some cities impose housing linkage fees of up to $15 per square
foot. Such a fee would raise approximately $2 million for the
City in this case to construct affordable housing. The City of
Long Beach Housing Element encourages imposition of a
linkage fee on commercial development "to address the demand
for affordable housing generated by commercial and office
development. Funds received are deposited in a Housing Trust
fund." (Housing Element, Page V- , Objective 21.)
Nevertheless, this mitigation measure is not considered at all in
the EIR.

An SEIR must be prepared that both analyzes the housing related impacts
and includes feasible mitigation measures to address these impacts.

4. The EIR Fails to Analyze Proiect Consistency with Applicable
Plans. Policies and Regulations of the City

The EIR is legally deficient because it fails to analyze and mitigate the
Project' s inconsistencies with all applicable policies, including the Long Beach
General Plan, the Long Beach Housing Element and Housing Action Plan, Long
Beach City ordinances related to housing relocation assistance , and the Long Beach
Redevelopment Plan. A Project's inconsistencies with local plans and policies
constitute significant impacts under CEQA.

a. Legal Requirements

CEQA requires an adequate description of the environmental setting and an
assessment of any inconsistencies between the Project and applicable general plans
and regional plans. 52 A significant impact on land use and planning would occur if
the Project would " (c)onflict with any applicable land use plan, policy, or regulation
of an agency with jurisdiction over the project (including, but not limited to the
general plan, specific plan, local coastal program , or zoning ordinance) adopted for
the purpose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect."53 "Environmental
effects" include direct and indirect impacts to land use and planning. 54 Thus , under
CEQA, a project results in a significant effect on the environment if the project is
inconsistent with an applicable land use plan, policy or regulation adopted for the
purpose of avoiding or mitigating one or more of these environmental effects.

51 See, Exhibit G to Watt Comment, List of Cali fomi a cities imposing housing linkage fees.
52 CEQA Guidelines ~ 15125(a), (d)
53 CEQA Guidelines Appendix G, section IX(b).
54 Id.
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b. The Project is inconsistent with the Long Beach General Plan

The General Plan provides the blueprint for future land uses in the City of
Long Beach. Under California law, a general plan serves as a "charter for future
development "55 and embodies "fundamental land use decisions that guide the
future growth and development of cities and counties. 56 The General Plan has
been aptly described as "the constitution for all future developments" within a city
or county. 57 The "propriety of virtually any local decision affecting land use and
development depends upon consistency with applicable general plan and its
elements. 58 The consistency doctrine has been described as the "linchpin of
California s land use and development laws; it is the principal which infuses the
concept of planned growth with the force of law.

The removal of housing for construction of surface parking is inconsistent
with specific policy objectives provided in the General Plan. The City s General
Plan designates the Project property for No. 7 Mixed-Use District in the Land Use
Element, Figure 3. , General Plan Land Use Designation. The EIR fails to
adequately discuss the consistency with LUD No. , which provides:

Combinations of land uses intended by this district are , for
example , employment centers such as retail, offices, medical
facilities , higher density residences , visitor-serving facilities
personal and professional services , or recreational facilities.

Land is not intended for uses that may have a detrimental effect 
the ambiance , environment, or social well-being of the area, such as
industrial and manufacturing uses , warehousing activities , and
outside storage.

The General Plan also states that tall buildings in this center would be very
appropriate.

Ms. Watt concluded

, "

a revised consistency discussion must disclose that the
removal of housing for construction of surface parking is not wholly consistent with

55 Lesher Communications, Inc. v. City of Walnut Creek (1990) 52 Ca1.d 531
56 City of 

Santa Ana v. City of Garden Grove (1979) 100 Ca1.App.3d 521 532
57 

Families Unafraid to Uphold Rural EI Dorado County v. Board of Supervisors of EI Dorado County
(1998) 62 Ca1.AppAth 1334, 1335.
58 

Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Board of Supervisors of County of Santa Barbara (1990) 52 Ca1.d 553
570
59 Corona-

Norco Unifed School District v. City of Corona (1993) 17 Ca1.AppAth 985 994.
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the policy objectives ofLUD No. 7. 60 Additionally, Ms. Watt concluded

, "

the loss of
housing sites and replacement with surface parking appears to be inconsistent with
the higher intensity uses intended for this land use designation. 61 A revised
consistency analysis in an SEIR must thoroughly review the project-policy
consistency issues in all elements of the city s General Plan. A consistency table
should be developed which includes each relevant policy and a description of how
the project is or is not consistent. This table should be the basis for project
modification to attain consistency (e.g. a mixed Medical Center and Housing
Project) or to amend the policies or land use designations to attain consistency.

c. The Project is Inconsistent with the Long Beach Housing
Element and Housing Action Plan

The EIR is also faulty by failing to disclose several inconsistencies between
the project and the policies and programs in the Long Beach Housing element
which is part of the General Plan, and Housing Action Plan. Ms. Watt concluded
that such inconsistencies must be disclosed in a consistency table that evaluates the
project as compared with each relevant goal, policy or program.

The Project is inconsistent with the following primary Goals of the City
housing element:

Goal #1: Maintain and Improve the Quality of Existing Housing
Stock
Goal #2: Provide Opportunity to Expand the Housing Stock with
New Construction
Goal #3: Protect and Preserve Housing Mfordable to Low-Income
Households
Goal #6: Ensure Fair Treatment and Equal Opportunity for All
Households

Ms. Watt concluded that the Project is not consistent with numerous other
policies and programs in the Housing element and HAC , including, but not limited
to policies which call for housing stock maintenance (Housing Element, page V-3);
encouraging construction of new housing on appropriate sites (Id. Page V-4);
protecting and preserving affordable housing (Id. , Page V-5), housing and
neighborhood conservation and related policies (Id. Page V-9); Policy 2. 5 to

60 Watt Comment p. 11.
61 rd.

62 rd. at 11-
12.

63 rd. at 12.
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encourage housing development along transit corridors and in activity centers on
infil sites (Id. Page V- I0), and more.

The EIR also fails to address the objective of the Housing Element to
evaluate establishing a commercial impact/linkage fee for non-residential
development to fund housing services. (Housing Element, Page V- , Objective 21.)
The Housing Element states:

There is a clear relationship between new employment within a given area
and the associated demand for new housing. Some jobs will be service
occupations that earn more modest income , while other occupations will be
higher-paying. If the demand for new housing exceeds the supply of housing,
housing costs wil increase accordingly - having its greatest impact upon low-
and moderate-income households. Suitable housing will also need to be
available in order to attract desired industries. An impact fee program can
provide funding to address the demand for affordable housing generated by
commercial and office development. Funds received are deposited in a
Housing Trust fund. (Id.

The EIR fails to identify the Project's inconsistencies with these policies. As
Ms. Watt concluded, these inconsistencies are significant impacts within the
meaning of CEQA and must be analyzed in an SEIR, and mitigation measures and
alternatives must be considered.

d. The Project is Inconsistent with the Long Beach Ordinances
Related to Housing Relocation Assistance

The City codes and redevelopment law contain requirements for mitigation
relevant to the displacement of housing in Long Beach. Yet, the EIR fails to
describe these requirements or the project's consistency with them at all. Ms. Watt
concluded that this failure is a flaw requiring correction in an SEIR.

e. The Project is Inconsistent with the Long Beach
Redevelopment Plan

The project is located in the Central Redevelopment Area of the City of Long
Beach, governed in part by a Strategic Guide for Development of the Central Area.
The Guide includes the following policy guidance:

The revitalized Central Study Area will be a community with:
residential neighborhoods that meet the needs of families , seniors

64 rd.

65 rd. at 13.
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and individuals with an emphasis on affordable and accessible
ownership opportunities; new or rehabilitated residential
structures replacing deteriorated housing...

Increasing the supply of housing stock, reducing overcrowding,
preserving and enhancing existing neighborhoods, and enriching
the livability of residential neighborhoods , are among the primary
goals of the Central Study Area; among other policy guidance.

The EIR fails altogether to describe the policies of these plans and to analyze
Project consistency with the Redevelopment Plan and strategic guide. Ms. Watt
concluded that failure to describe and analyze consistency with these policies
requires the preparation of an SEIR to be prepared which includes a detailed
inventory of relevant goals, plans, policies and other requirements and describes
how the project is or is not consistent with each of these. 

Inconsistencies between the project and the City s General Plan and specific
plans and policies must be resolved; overriding considerations cannot be used to
overcome such inconsistencies. Given the inconsistencies with the General Plan
and the City s specific plans , the current request for Project approval cannot be
granted by the City under California land use planning law. The City must refrain
from providing any approvals to the Project until the applicant can demonstrate
consistency between its proposed use of the land and the City s operative General
and Specific Plans.

5. There are No Takings or Nexus Issues

At the Planning Commission hearing on May 5 , 2005 , the EIR consultant and
city attorney asserted that mitigation measures of the loss of housing or
alternatives that could avoid the loss of housing would be an illegal taking due to 
the "nexus" requirement. The consultant and City attorney plainly misunderstand
the applicable law.

The "nexus" requirement merely requires that government may only impose
restrictions on development if it: (1) substantially advances a legitimate
governmental interest; (2) does not deny the owner of all economically viable use of
the land; (3) there is a connection between the development and the fee or exaction
imposed by the government; (4) and the fees or exaction must be roughly
proportional to the project' s impact.

66 rd.

67 
Nollan v. Calif Coastal Comm. (1987) 483 U. S. 825; Dolan v. Tigard (1994) 512 U. S. 374; Agins 

Tiburon (1980) 447 U.S. 255.
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The courts have held that a city is well within its powers to require a
developer to pay fees to provide low-income housing, and that such fees do not
constitute a taking and do not violate any nexus requirements. In the Commercial
Builders v. Sacramento case , the court held that the City of Sacramento was within
its rights to require a commercial developer to pay fees to help construct low-income
housing. The court held that the required "nexus" was satisfied because the project
would attract workers who would need housing. There was thus a nexus between
the project and the fee.

The case is even clearer for the Long Beach Memorial Project. The Project
will employ 630 workers. (DEIR, pp. ES-2 - ES 4). These workers will require
housing, as in Commercial Builders. Furthermore , unlike in Commercial Builders
the Long Beach Memorial Project wil directly destroy 51 units of affordable
housing. It therefore will have a direct impact on reducing affordable housing. The
required nexus between the project and impact on affordable housing could
therefore not be clearer. A fee to address this impact would thus have no nexus
issues.

Also, an alternative that would require the developer to preserve rather than
to destroy affordable housing would raise no nexus or takings issues at all. The
courts have held that there is no right to convert low-income housing to other uses
since such development is a "privilege " not a right.70 The courts therefore upheld
an ordinance prohibiting developers from destroying affordable housing unless they
provided one-for-one replacement housing and provided relocation assistance for
residents. 71 An alternative requiring the developer to preserve the 51 affordable
housing units by constructing a parking structure rather than ground level parking
would thus raise no nexus issues at all.

Requiring the developer to preserve the 51 units of low- income housing, to
provide one-for-one replacement, and/or to provide mitigation fees for relocation or
replacement housing meet all of the requirements of the nexus test. All of these
measures have been affirmed by the courts. All of these mitigation measures and
alternatives must be thoroughly analyzed for feasibility in an SEIR.

68 
Commercial Builders v. Sacramento (1991) 941 F.2d 872.69 Furhermore

, the Nollan line of cases does not apply to the imposition of fees , but only to physical
exactions of propert. Blue Jeans Equities v. San Francisco (1992) 3 Ca1.AppA

th 164.
70 

Terminal Plaza v. San Francisco (1986) 177 Ca1.App.3d 892 (no right to convert low-income
residential hotel to other uses); see also, Trent v. Meredith 114 Ca1.App.3d at 317 (development is a
privilege not a right); Norsco v. Fremont (1976) 54 Ca1.App. 3d 488; Grifn v. Oxnard (1985) 39 Ca1.d
256.
71 

Terminal Plaza v. San Francisco (1986) 177 Ca1.App.3d 892.
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6. The EIR Failed to Adeauately Respond to Comments Reauesting
that Housing Impacts be Analyzed

Numerous comment letters on the DEIR stated that the DEIR fails to
address the affordable housing issues in the neighborhood. As planning expert
Watt explained, responses to these comments were not adequate.72 For example the
Response to Comment No. 1 by Rommel Poricuncula contains misleading and
incorrect information. (FEIR, page 13-49.) The response implies that the units
demolished and converted to parking is consistent with the City requirements
specifically zoning. This comment overlooks that fact that the General Plan land
use designation for the area is mixed use , which provides for precisely the types of
mixed uses currently in existence. The section continues to state that parking, and
by implication not housing, is consistent with the City s zoning. This overlooks the
General Plan land use designation for a mix of uses, including housing.

The Response continues on to state that:

The LBMMC acquired these properties to accommodate the expansion.
Without the acquisition of these properties, the Campus would not be able to
expand and thus not be able to provide medical services to the community.
(EIR, page 13-49.

This statement is patently false. It ignores the opportunity for parking in
structures to either retain or rebuild the housing. (See Alternatives below.

Moreover, the comments request an analysis of housing affordability issues.
Such an analysis was not provided. An SEIR should be prepared which includes all
the information and analysis suggested herein.

7. Since the EIR Fails Entirely to Analyze the Loss of Mfordable
Housing and the Proiect's Impacts to Housing. Population and
Employment. the Impacts are Subiect to the Fair Argument
Standard.

Finally, since the EIR fails entirely to analyze the impact of the loss of
affordable housing and the Project's impacts to housing, population and
employment, these impact are subject to the fair argument, rather than the
substantial evidence standard. Fair argument standard applies even to EIRs if the
EIR fails entirely to analyze a particular impact.

72 Watt Comment p. 18.
73 

Bakersfield Citizens at 1208.
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Under the fair argument standard, an impact must be analyzed in an EIR
whenever substantial evidence in the record supports a "fair argument" that
significant impacts may occur.74 Under the "fair argument" standard, an EIR must
analyze an impact if any substantial evidence in the record indicates that a project
may have an adverse environmental effect-even if contrary evidence exists to
support the agency s decision. 75 The "fair argument" standard creates a "low
threshold" favoring environmental review through analysis in an EIR. 

In this case , there is clearly a "fair argument" that the loss of 51 units of
affordable housing may have a significant adverse environmental impact. There is
also a fair argument that the demand for new housing and the growth inducing
impacts from this Project create significant environmental impacts. These impacts
must be analyzed in an SEIR, and mitigation measures and feasible alternatives
must be analyzed and subjected to public comment.

B. EIR Fails to Accurately Describe or Mitigate Toxic Contamination
Impacts.

As discussed above, the site of the proposed Project is heavily contaminated
with toxic chemicals. Environmental experts Dr. James Clark, Matt Hagemann
John Williams and DTSC have raised significant concerns about the unknown
extent of the contamination, the potential risks posed by the contamination, and the
lack of any adequate mitigation plan. Mr. Williams points out that it is possible
that methane and other hazardous gases may migrate into buildings. In fact, at
least one other building in the complex was required to install a methane gas
mitigation system for this very reason. Dr. Clark and Mr. Hagemann explain that
when soil is disturbed during the six-year construction phase of the Project , toxic
soil vapors will be released into the air, potentially exposing construction workers
hospital employees and nearby residents to significant levels of toxic chemical
vapors. The City violated CEQA by failing to accurately describe or mitigate toxic
contamination impacts.

Among the toxic chemicals identified on the site are arsenic, lead, selenium
benzene , freon, xylene , ethylbenzene, toluene , methane , hydrogen sulfide and other
VOCs. Many of these chemicals are known to be highly toxic to humans.

74 CEQA' s unique "fair argument" standard also applies to a reviewing cour' s examination of an
agency s decision concerning preparation of an EIR. Gentry v. City of Murrieta (1995) 36 Ca1. App. 4th
1359 , 1375-76; Quail Botanical 29 Ca1. App. 4th at 1602.
75 

CEQA Guidelines ~ 15064(f)(1); Pocket Protectors 124 Ca1.AppAth at 931; 
Stanislaus Audubon 

Stanislaus (1995) 33 Ca1.AppAth 144, 150- 151 (1995); Quail Botanical Gardens Found., Inc. v. City of
Encinitas (1994) 29 Ca1. App. 4th 1597, 1602.
76 
Pocket Protectors 124 Ca1.App. 4th at 928.
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Benzene has been identified by the state as a chemical known to cause
cancer in humans , and has been linked strongly to leukemia.
Benzene has been identified on the LBMMC site at levels of up to

800 micrograms per cubic meter (ug/m3) near the corner of Long
Beach Boulevard and Spring Street. This concentration is 2193
times higher than the US EP A guidance level for benzene in
shallow soils of 3. 1 ug/m3 , and 189 times the California EPA
guidance level for benzene in shallow soils of 36 ug/m3.
Ethylbenzene can cause eye and throat irritation, dizziness and
weakness.
Xylene can cause irritation to the eyes, nose and throat, impaired
memory, and dizziness. Xylene can damage the liver, kidneys , lungs
heart and nervous system , and can damage fetuses if pregnant women
are exposed.
Lead has been identified by the State of California as a chemical
known to cause cancer and reproductive toxicity in humans.
According to the United States Environmental Protection Agency (US
EPA), lead can cause brain damage , learning deficits, hearing
problems, headaches , difficulties during pregnancy, high blood
pressure , memory and concentration problems , and muscle and joint
pain.83 Reduced IQ is one of the most common effects oflead poisoning
in children. Each three-microgram increase in lead poisoning has been
found to result in a one-point drop in IQ.84 Adults can be exposed to
lead in soil through gardening or other outdoor activities, but children
are at much greater risk of lead poisoning due to the fact that they
often place their hands, yard toys , soil , and other objects into their
mouths.
Arsenic is known to cause lung cancer, bladder cancer, skin lesions
and other ailments.

77 Proposition 65 Status Report, (Attched as Exhibit 5); A TSDR, Public Health Statement for Benzene
(Attached as Exhibit 6).
78 Comments of Matt Hagemann ("Hagemann Comments ) at section 4 (Attached As Exhibit 2).
79 Comments of Dr. James Clark ("Clark Comment") at Section 5 (Attched as Exhibit 3).
80 ATSDR, Public Health Statement for Ethylbenzene, (Attached as Exhibit 7).
81 ATSDR, Public Health Statement for Xylene, (Attached as Exhibit 8).
82 Proposition 65 Status Report, Exhibit 5.
83 US 

EP A Lead Fact Sheet, (Attached as Exhibits 9 and 10).
84 Lead Health Effects and Sources of Exposure, (Attached as Exhibit 11).
85 

Exhibits 9-11.
86 Univ. of Calif. Berkeley, Program in Arsenic Health Effects Research, (Attached as Exhibit 12).
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1. The EIR Ignored Comments from DTSC That the EIR Should Not
be Finalized Until After the Development of the RAW.

DTSC submitted comments on the project, concluding that the EIR "did not
provide sufficient description of the extent and nature of contamination existing at
the site , or analysis of the potential impacts associated with potential RAW
(remedial action workplan) activities. This is primarily due to the fact that
information related to the extent and nature of the contamination is still being
acquired and evaluated for the development of a draft RAW." (DTSC Comment, p. 2
(March 16, 2005)). DTSC also concludes that that "the specific impacts and
mitigation measures associated with the removal/remediation of contaminated
media that may be encountered during construction have not been outlined." (Id.
Since the site has not been adequately characterized, it is unclear the extent to
which the site exceeds applicable clean-up standards.

DTSC states that "elements of the clean-up requiring mitigation including,
but not limited to, soil excavation, onsite storage , off-site transportation, and
backfill need to be adequately addressed. The actions that will be outlined in
the draft RAW for the Project must be evaluated and incorporated in the
final version of the EIR. (Id.

). 

DTSC also states that "specific impacts
associated with the removal of contaminated soil, and corresponding mitigation
measures must be outlined in the final EIR. (Id. at p. 3). However, the final
EIR did not evaluate, incorporate, or even describe such remedial activities.

Despite the extensive contamination, and clear routes of exposure to hospital
workers, patients , construction workers and others, the EIR presents absolutely no
mitigation proposal. Risks may be particularly pronounced given the certain
presence of children on the site due to the children s hospital.

Instead of proposing mitigation, the EIR states that the toxic contamination
will be mitigated in the future pursuant to a plan that will be developed by various
agencies including the DTSC, the Long Beach Health Department and the South
Coast Air Quality Management District. (Mitigation measures 1- , pp. 3. 14-

17).

CEQA prohibits deferring the formulation of mitigation measures to post-
approval studies.88 An agency may only defer the formulation of mitigation
measures when it possesses "' meaningful information' reasonably justifying an

87 Calif. Regional Water Quality Control Board, Screening for Environmental Concerns at Sites with
Contaminated Soil and Groundwater. (Attached as Exhibit 13). 
88 

CEQA Guidelines ~ 15126.4(a)(1)(B); Sundstrom v. County of Mendocino (1988) 202 Ca1.App.3d 296
308-309.
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expectation of compliance."89 A lead agency is precluded from making the required
CEQA findings unless the record shows that all uncertainties regarding the
mitigation of impacts have been resolved; an agency may not rely on mitigation
measures of uncertain efficacy or feasibility.90 This approach helps "insure the
integrity of the process of decisionmaking by precluding stubborn problems or
serious criticism from being swept under the rug.

Moreover, by deferring the development of specific mitigation measures , the
Applicant has effectively precluded public input into the development of those
measures. CEQA prohibits this approach. As explained by the Sundstrom court:

An EIR ... (is) subject to review by the public and interested agencies. This
requirement of "public and agency review" has been called "the strongest
assurance of the adequacy of the EIR." The final EIR must respond with
specificity to the "significant environmental points raised in the review and
consultation process." . . . Here , the hydrological studies envisioned by the
use permit would be exempt from this process of public and governmental
scrutiny. 92

The EIR suffers from the same fatal flaw. The EIR recognizes significant
toxic chemical-related impacts, but fails to describe the scope or severity of those
impacts , and fails to identify any specific mitigation measures to protect public
health and the environment. By proposing that mitigation for this very significant
impact be deferred until after the close of the CEQA process, the City is sweeping a
very stubborn problem "under the rug" in violation of CEQA.

Also , by proposing that mitigation measures be developed by other agencies
(DTSC , the Long Beach Health Department and the South Coast Air Quality
Management District), the City is abdicating its responsibility as CEQA lead
agency. As CEQA lead agency, the City has a duty to ensure that all impacts are
fully analyzed and mitigated, and the City may not pass this responsibility onto
another agency. 

89 
Sundstrom at 308; see also Sacramento Old City Association v. City Council of Sacramento (1991) 229

Ca1.App.3d 1011 , 1028-29 (mitigation measures may be deferred only "for kinds of impacts for which
mitigation is known to be feasible
90 

Kings County Farm Bureau v. City of Hanford (1990) 221 Ca1.App.3d 692 , 727 (finding groundwater
purchase agreement inadequate mitigation because there was no evidence that replacement water was
available).
91 Concerned Citizens of Costa Mesa, Inc. v. 32nd Dist. Agricultural Assn. (1986) 42 Ca1.3d 929 935.
92 Sundstrom 202 Ca1.App.3d at 308.
93 

Planning and Conservation League v. Dept. of Water Resources (2000) 83 Ca1.AppAth 892
, 903; Eller

Media v. Community Redevel. Agency (2003) 108 Ca1.AppAth 25 38.
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2. The EIR Fails Entirely to Analyze Impacts Related to Very High
Levels of TCE on the LBMMC Site.

The EIR fails entirely to mention the fact that the site is heavily
contaminated with TCE (trichloroethylene). The International Agency for Research
on Cancer (IARC) has determined that TCE is "probably carcinogenic to humans." It
also causes skin rashes, dizziness , lung irritation, breathing problems, and other
ailments. According to a 2004 report, TCE has been found on the site at levels
from 20 to 30 ug/m3. This is 136 times above the US EPA screening level of

22 ug/m3. Despite this extremely high level of contamination, TCE was not
even mentioned in the EIR.

Mr. Hagemann and Dr. Clark explain that toxic chemical vapors may be
released into the air during site excavation for Project construction and during site
remediation. Such vapors can pose a risk to construction workers, hospital
employees and nearby residents. Dr. Clark and Mr. Hagemann conclude that the
Project may disturb contaminated soil, which may expose workers and nearby
residents to significant levels of the toxic chemicals benzene and TCE. Dr. Clark
concludes that given the high levels of toxic chemicals on the site , this is a
potentially perilous situation for both construction workers and nearby neighbors
who may be unwittingly exposed to contaminated oils and vapors through ingestion
inhalation, and dermal absorption.96 Dr. Clark explains that winds may carry
contaminated soil and vapors off-site, potentially exposing nearby residents to
significant levels of hazardous chemicals. The EIR fails entirely to analyze such
risks, or to develop mitigation measures to reduce such risks.

Mr. Hagemann also explains that toxic chemical vapors can migrate into
LBMMC buildings, exposing workers and future patients. Since TCE is not
mentioned at all in the EIR, the document fails entirely to analyze risks from TCE
related to soil-vapor intrusion. This is despite the fact that TCE has been found on
the site at levels 136 times higher than US EPA's Subsurface Vapor Intrusion
Guidance document. Mr. Hagemann concludes that TCE and benzene soil vapor
intrusion pose a potentially significant risk to LBMMC employees and patients that
has not been analyzed in the EIR. 

94 ATSDR, Public Health Statement for TCE, (Attached as Exhibit 15).
95 Since the EIR fails entirely to analyze impacts related to TCE, these impacts are subject to the fair
argument, rather than the substantial evidence standard. Bakersfield Citizens at 1208.

96 Clark Comment at section 5.
97 Hagemann Comment at section 3.
98 Id.
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3. The EIR Mischaracterizes Methane Risks and LBMMC has Failed to
Produce Methane Monitoring Reports to DTSC or Even to its own
Consultants. Claiming that Such Data Has Been "Lost.

The EIR misrepresents methane contamination that has been identified on
the LBMMC site. The DEIR states that methane contamination is present at levels
of 0.6% or 6000 ppmv. (DEIR p. 3. 7). In fact, a test performed in November 2003
found methane at levels between 16 000 ppmv (1.6%) and 17 000 ppmv (1. 7%).
Thus, methane has been found in the site in recent tests at levels almost
three times higher than disclosed in the EIR. The EIR is therefore failing to
perform its basic public information function. These levels are far above DTSC
screening levels of 1000 ppmv. Mr. Hagemann concludes that such high levels of
methane gas and related hydrogen sulfide gas may pose significant health risks to
construction workers , hospital workers and patients and nearby residents. 100

The EIR also fails to mention that an existing methane mitigation system
has already been installed at the Miler Children s Hospital. When DTSC requested
test data for the methane recovery system, DTSC was informed "the records have
been misplaced."101 LBMMC hired the Kleinfelder consulting firm in 2003 to review
methane contamination on the site. Kleinfelder was not informed of the presence of
the existing methane system until it discovered the system during a site inspection.
The consultant noted "during a site walk" Kleinfelder "identified two methane gas
monitoring wells at the front door of the Miler Children s Hospital."102 The
consultant stated:

Kleinfelder was unable to obtain details regarding the circumstances
surrounding the installation of the methane monitoring wells.

It is truly astounding that a consultant retained to design a methane
mitigation system was not informed that such a system was already installed, and
it is also difficult to believe that all monitoring data from the system was "lost.
What is known is that despite the presence of the system , methane has been
detected at levels 17 times above the DTSC screening level and 3 times above levels
disclosed in the EIR. An SEIR is required to analyze this impact, analyze whether
the existing methane mitigation system is operating properly, and propose
mitigation measures to reduce this significant impact.

99 Hagemann Comment at section 5.
100 Id.

101 DTSC Letter to Brian Olney (May 20 , 2005).
102 Hagemann Comment, section 6, citing, Kleinfe1der, Limited Soil Gas Assessment Report, Proposed
Addition to the Miler Children s Hospital (Dec. 22 , 2003).
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4. The EIR Fails to Disclose or Analyze Risks Posed by Former Oil
and Gas Wells.

Six abandoned oil and gas wells exist on the LBMMC site , but the locations of
only t ree are known. None of the wells have been closed in accordance with
modern standards of the Division of Oil, Gas and Geothermal Resources
(DOGGR),103 Mr. Hagemann concludes that the abandoned wells "may act as
conduits for migration of methane and benzene and other toxic gasses. 104 He also

concludes that "here is at least a fair argument that the abandoned wells on the
LBMMC site may pose a significant risk to public health and safety and that the
construction of the Project may result in significant toxic chemical exposure to
construction workers , hospital employees and/or nearby residents.

Mr. Hagemann concludes that the precise location and re-abandonment of
these wells (along with other wells possibly located on the site) is critical given
potentially necessary mitigation measures for the project, including:

soil gas venting;
constructing impermeable barriers to interrupt gas migration
pathways;
subsurface indoor air monitoring; and
indoor air venting and alarms.

A revised supplemental DEIR should incorporate an exhaustive review of
historical oil and gas operations. Results of the review should be included in the
SDEIR to identify all potential oil and gas wells at LBMMC. Maps showing the
locations of all wells should be included as appendices. The LBMMC EIR should
not be finalized until all wells have been located and abandoned according to
current DOGGR standards.

Contrary to representations made in the EIR, the DTSC RAW will not ensure
public safety from toxic chemicals on the site. The DTSC RAW will not include
measures to mitigate risks posed by the abandoned oil and gas wells at all since
those wells are under the jurisdiction of DOGGR, not DTSC.

5. The EIR Fails to Describe Potential Human Health Impacts 
Toxic Chemicals on the LBMMC Site

The EIR fails entirely to describe the potential human health impacts of toxic
chemicals on the LBMMC Site. As discussed by Dr. Clark, Mr. Hagemann , Mr.
Williams, the LBMMC Site is heavily contaminated with toxic chemicals at

103 agemann omment, sectIon
104 Id.
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hundreds and even thousands of times above US EPA and state standards. Dr.
Clark indicated that benzene contamination in the soil at the Project site in
concentrations 2193 times higher than the US EPA guidance level, and 189 times
the California EP A guidance level for benzene in shallow soils, should have been
analyzed by the EIR for human health impacts. However, Despite this heavy
contamination, the EIR makes no attempt to analyze the impacts of potentially
contaminated soils on construction workers and nearby sensitive receptors and
residents. 105

This soil wil be disturbed during Project construction and site remediation
potentially exposing construction workers, hospital employees and nearby residents
to toxic chemical vapors. Dr. Clark, Mr. Williams and Mr. Hagemann have
concluded that such exposures may be highly significant.

Despite the presence of extremely high levels of toxic chemicals and clear
routes of exposure , the EIR fails entirely to analyze the potential human health
impacts of such exposures to toxic chemicals. This renders the document legally
inadequate. As the court of appeal explained in a recent case , and EIR must
correlate the identified adverse air quality impacts to resultant adverse health

effects." The court explained:

Guidelines section 15126. , subdivision (a) requires an EIR to discuss , inter
alia

, "

health and safety problems caused by the physical changes" that the
proposed project will precipitate. Both of the EIR' s concluded that the
projects would have signifcant and unavoidable adverse impacts on air
quality. It is well known that air pollution adversely affects human
respiratory health. (See , e. , Bustillo, Smog Harms Children s Lungs for Life
Study Finds, L.A. Times (Sept. 9 , 2004).) Emergency rooms crowded with
wheezing sufferers are sad but common sights in the San Joaquin Valley and
elsewhere. Air quality indexes are published daily in local newspapers
schools monitor air quality and restrict outdoor play when it is especially
poor and the public is warned to limit their activities on days when air
quality is particularly bad. Yet, neither EIR acknowledges the health
consequences that necessarily result from the identified adverse air quality
impacts. Buried in the description of some of the various substances that
make up the soup known as "air pollution" are brief references to respiratory
illnesses. However, there is no acknowledgement or analysis of the well-
known connection between reduction in air quality and increases in specific
respiratory conditions and illnesses. Mter reading the EIR' , the public would
have no idea of the health consequences that result when more pollutants are
added to a nonattainment basin. On remand, the health impacts resulting

105 Clark Comment section 5.
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from the adverse air quality impacts must be identified and analyzed in the
new EIR' 106

The LBMMC EIR makes absolutely no attempt to analyze the "health
consequences" that may result from Project construction that will necessarily
disturb highly contaminated soil. In fact, the EIR does not even mention the
presence of extremely high levels of toxic TCE on the site , which will impact
workers and nearby residents during Project construction. A supplemental EIR is
required to analyze these impacts in terms of human health and to propose feasible
mitigation measures.

6. A Supplemental EIR is ReQuired to Analyze and Propose Mitigation
for Toxic Chemical Impacts.

An SEIR is required to analyze significant toxic contamination impacts, and
to propose mitigation measure. The SEIR must be circulated for full public review
so that the public may review concrete mitigation measures to determine their
adequacy. 107 As a leading CEQA treatise explains

, "

in Perley v. Board of
Supervisors (1982) 137 Cal.App. 3d 424, the court held that the public has a right to
review a project described in a (CEQA document) in its final form and suggested
that a (CEQA document) must be recirculated if mitigation measures are added."108

Mr. Hagemann and Dr. Clark explain that mitigation measures for toxic
chemical contamination may themselves pose significant risks to the public and to
workers if not designed properly. For example , they explain that excavation of
contaminated soils may expose workers , nearby residents and hospital patients and
employees to vapors released when the soil is disturbed. CEQA requires that such
mitigation measures themselves must be analyzed in an EIR to consider measures
and alternatives to reduce risks to the public and to the environment. 109 The EIR
fails entirely to analyze the risks posed by site remediation and is therefore legally
inadequate.

c. EIR Fails to Adequately Describe or Mitigate Significant Air
Quality Impacts from Project Construction and Operation.

The EIR admits that the Project wil have significant operational and
construction air quality impacts. The EIR admits that construction emissions will

106 
Bakersfield Citizens 124 Ca1. App. 4th 1184, 1219- 1220.

107 
Gentry v. City of Murrieta (1995) 36 Ca1.AppAth 1359, 1391- , 1411 , 1417.

108 
Kostka & Zishcke Practice Under the Calif Environ. Quality Act at ~7. 19.

109 
Oceanview v. Montecito (2004) 116 Ca1. App. 4th 396; Sundstrom v. Mendocino (1988) 202 Ca1. App.

3d 296.
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exceed applicable significance thresholds for carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides
(NOx), and reactive organic compounds (ROGs , also known as VOCs). (EIR, p. 3.
11). The EIR also admits that the Project's operational emissions will combine with
these construction emissions in 2010 to create cumulatively significant air impacts
for CO , NOx and ROGs. (Id. p. 3. 12). The EIR also admits that the Project's
operational impacts a build-out will be significant for NOx and ROGs. (Id. , p. 3.
15).

Despite these admissions of significant air quality impacts , the EIR fails to
require implementation of all feasible mitigation measures, and admits that the
Project' s air quality impacts will remain significant even after implementation of all
mitigation measures set forth in the EIR. (Id. , p. 3. 20). While the EIR includes
several construction emission mitigation measures , the list fails to include many
feasible measures that are routinely required by other agencies. The EIR includes
almost no mitigation measures for operational emissions other than to encourage
carpooling. Dr. Clark explains that many other mitigation measures are feasible
and are often required by other agencies.

The EIR also fails assess any increase in the cancer risk associated with
project air emissions. Dr. Clark concludes , however, that cancer risk from diesel
emissions alone range from 900 to 1000 times above the applicable CEQA
significance threshold. Failure to assess the highly significant environmental
impact in the EIR is a fatal flaw that must be evaluated in an SEIR.

1. EIR Fails to AdeQuately Describe the Proiect's Environmental
Setting.

The LBMMC Project is located in one of the most heavily polluted regions of
the country. As explained by air quality expert Dr. James Clark, Ph. , recent
studies by the SCAQMD estimate the air-pollution-related cancer health risk in the
area is 1 200 in 1 000 000 , making Long Beach one of the most hazardous areas of
the District based on the ambient levels of pollutants. By comparison, the
SCAQMD considers any cancer risk in excess of 1 in 1 000 000 to be significant. no

Dr. Clark explains that the primary sources of the pollutants within this
subregion of the District (greater than 90%) are mobile sources contained within the
Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach and mobile sources from surface streets (cars
trucks , etc.). The project will reside between the largest mobile sources of pollution
within the subregion, the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach, Interstates 405 and
710 , and the Long Beach Airport. Growth in traffic for each of these sources will

110 SCAQMD CEQA Air Quality Handbook p. 10-5 (1993).
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continue to impact the sub-region, decreasing the air quality with the project
area,111

Although immediately bordered by commercial properties to the east and
south, within a mile radius of the project Site large tracts of residential properties
exist around the project Site. The impacts of the project wil therefore be felt by a
large population, including sensitive subpopulations, such as children, pregnant
women, the elderly, the infirm, on a continual basis during the construction (6
years) and operation phases of the proposed project. Within I-mile of the proposed
project site are a hospice .(Long Beach Memorial Medical Center Home Health
Hospice), two schools (Soldedad Enrichment Action and Oakwood Academy), and
ten child daycare/pre-school centers. Nowhere in the Air Quality analysis is the
impact to these sensitive receptors discussed or quantified. The project proponent
should be required to model the actual ground level concentration of pollutants from
the site at each of these receptors to ensure their protection.

As discussed above , CEQA requires that air pollution impacts of a Project
must be described in an EIR in terms of human health impacts. The EIR must
correlate the identified adverse air quality impacts to resultant adverse health

effects." As with the EIR criticized in the Bakersfield Citizens case

, "

there is no
acknowledgement or analysis of the well-known connection between reduction in air
quality and increases in specific respiratory conditions and illnesses. Afer reading
the EIR' , the public would have no idea of the health consequences that result
when more pollutants are added to a nonattainment basin. On remand, the health
impacts resulting from the adverse air quality impacts must be identified and
analyzed in the new EIR' "112

While the EIR contains a health risk assessment analyzing the possible
impacts of soil vapor intrusion into the building in the future , it performs absolutely
no analysis of potentially significant impacts to human health from soil excavation
and disturbance during construction and site remediation, diesel fumes , and toxic
chemical vapors that wil be generated during the six-year construction phase.
Additionally, the EIR underestimates the benzene soil gas contamination by 45%
further misleading the public about the extent and nature of on site
contamination,113 Dr. Clark concluded, "This miscalculation significantly affects the
estimation of vapor concentrations migrating to the surface using various models

111 Comments of Dr. James Clark ("Clark Comments ), Introduction.
112 

Bakersfield Citizens 124 Ca1. App. 4th 1184, 1219-1220.
1\ Dr. Clark used a standard ProUCL statistical analysis to calculate that with 95% confidence that the

benzene soil gas contamination level is 1.78 ug/ rather than the 1.23 ug/L reported by the project
proponent. Clark Comment section 
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for the site , and severely under estimates the potential cancer risk from benzene for
workers , residents, staff and patients at the hospital."114

A supplemental EIR is required to analyze these impacts in terms of human
health and to proposed feasible mitigations.

2. EIR Fails to Adeauatelv Mitigate Significant Air Qualitv Impacts
from Proiect Operation.

The EIR admits that construction emissions will exceed applicable
significance thresholds for carbon monoxide (CO) by over 300% , nitrogen
oxides (NOx) by over 1700% , and reactive organic compounds (ROGs, also
known as VOCs) by over 450%. (EIR, p. 3. 11). The EIR also admits that
the Project's operational emissions will combine with these construction
emissions in 2010 to create cumulatively significant air impacts for CO , NOx
and ROGs. (Id. p. 3. 12).

Since the Project's construction impacts are admittedly significant, the
City is required to impose all feasible mitigation measures. However, the
EIR includes almost no mitigation for operational emissions other than to
encourage" carpooling and the use of public transportation. The EIR 

silent on how the "encouragement" wil be enforced or executed. Dr. Clark
explains that possible operational emission mitigations could include shuttle
service to public transit stations, use of energy efficient windows, insulations
and appliances , preferential parking for hybrid and low-emission vehicles
and other measures. The EIR considers none of these.

The EIR fails to consider numerous feasible measures to reduce
construction emissions. For example the Bay Area Air Quality Management
District (BAAQMD) suggests the following construction mitigations:

. Install wheel washers for all exiting trucks, or wash off the tires or
tracks of all trucks and equipment leaving the site.

. Install wind- breaks, or plant trees/vegetative wind breaks at
windward side(s) of construction areas.

. Suspend excavation and grading activity when winds (instantaneous
gusts) exceed 25 mph.

. Limit the area subject to excavation, grading and other construction
activity at anyone time.

114 Clark Comment section 5.
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The EIR requires some but not all of these measures. Dr. Clark explains that
they are all feasible , and CEQA requires their implementation. (BAAQMD
CEQA Guidelines 1999 p. 15). 115

In addition, Dr. Clark explains that there are numerous additional relevant
and reasonable measures contained in the CEQA guidelines and rules of air
districts and other agencies that should be required for this Project. Some of the
feasible mitigation measures identified by the SCAQMD and other agencies include:

For backfilling during earthmoving operations, water backfill material or
apply dust palliative to maintain material moisture or to form crust when
not actively handling; cover or enclose backfill material when not actively
handling; mix backfill soil with water prior to moving; dedicate water
truck or large hose to backfilling equipment and apply water as needed;
water to form crust on soil immediately following backfilling; and empty
loader bucket slowly; minimize drop height from loader bucket.
(CCHD)116

During clearing and grubbing, pre-wet surface soils where equipment will
be operated; for areas without continuing construction, maintain live
perennial vegetation and desert pavement; stabilize surface soil with dust
palliative unless immediate construction is to continue; and use water or
dust palliative to form crust on soil immediately following
clearing/grubbing. (CCHD)

While clearing forms , use single stage pours where allowed; use water
spray to clear forms; use sweeping and water spray to clear forms; use
industrial shop vacuum to clear forms; and avoid use of high pressure air
to blow soil and debris from the form. (CCHD)

During cut and fill activities , pre-water with sprinklers or wobblers to
allow time for penetration; pre-water with water trucks or water pulls to
allow time for penetration; dig a test hole to depth of cut to determine 
soils are moist at depth and continue to pre-water if not moist to depth of
cut; use water truck/pull to water soils to depth of cut prior to subsequent

115 Clark Comments , section 3.
116 The following acronyms are used in this listing of mitigation measures: ADEQ = Arzona Departent
of Environmental Quality; BCAQMD = Butte County Air Quality Management District; CCHD = Clark
County (Nevada) Health Departent; MBUAPCD = Monterey Bay Unified Air Pollution Control
District; SBCAPCD = Santa Barbara County Air Pollution Control Distrct; SJVAPCD = San Joaquin
Valley Unified Air Pollution Control District; SLOCAPCD = San Luis Obispo County Air Pollution
Control District.
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cuts; and apply water or dust palliative to form crust on soil following fill
and compaction. (CCHD)

For large tracts of disturbed land, prevent access by fencing, ditches
vegetation, berms, or other barrier; install perimeter wind barriers 3 to 5
feet high with low porosity; plant perimeter vegetation early; and for long-
term stabilization, stabilize disturbed soil with dust palliative or
vegetation or pave or apply surface rock. (CCHD)

In staging areas, limit size of area; apply water to surface soils where
support equipment and vehicles are operated; limit vehicle speeds to 15
mph; and limit ingress and egress points. (CCHD)

For stockpiles , maintain at optimum moisture content; remove material
from downwind side; avoid steep sides or faces; and stabilize material
following stockpile-related activity. (CCHD)

To prevent track-out, pave construction roadways as early as possible;
install gravel pads; install wheel shakers or wheel washers, and limit site
access. (CCHD)

. When materials are transported off-site , all material shall be covered
effectively wetted to limit visible dust emissions , or at least six inches of
freeboard space from the top of the container shall be maintained.
(BAAQMD , SJVAPCD , Rule 403 Handbook, ADEQ)

Where feasible , use bed-liners in bottom-dumping haul vehicles. (Rule
403 Handbook)

Grade each phase separately, timed to coincide with construction phase or
grade entire project, but apply chemical stabilizers or ground cover to
graded areas where construction phase begins more than 60 days after
grading phase ends. (Rule 403 Handbook)

All operations shall limit or expeditiously remove the accumulation of
mud or dirt from adjacent public streets at least once every 24 hours when
operations are occurring. (BAAQMD) (The use of dry rotary brushes is
expressly prohibited except where preceded or accompanied by sufficient
wetting to limit the visible dust emissions.) (Use of blower devices is
expressly forbidden. (SJVUAPCD)

Following the addition of materials to, or the removal of materials from
the surface of outdoor storage piles , said piles shall be effectively
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stabilized of fugitive dust emissions utilizing sufficient water or chemical
stabilizer/suppressant. (SJVAPCD , ADEQ)

During initial grading, earth moving, or site preparation, projects 5 acres
or greater may be required to construct a paved (or dust palliative treated)
apron, at least 100 ft in length, onto the project site from the adjacent site
if applicable. (BCAQMD)

Post a publicly visible sign with the telephone number and person to
contact regarding dust complaints. This person shall respond and take
corrective action within 24 hrs. (BCAQMD , MBUAPCD , CCHD)

Prior to final occupancy, the applicant demonstrates that all ground
surfaces are covered or treated sufficiently to minimize fugitive dust
emissions. (BCAQMD)

Gravel pads must be installed at all access points to prevent tracking of
mud on to public roads. (SBCAPCD)

The contractor or builder shall designate a person or persons to monitor
the dust control program and to order increased watering, as necessary, to
prevent transport of dust offsite. (SBCAPCD , SLOCAPCD)

Prior to land use clearance , the applicant shall include , as a note on a
separate informational sheet to be recorded with map, these dust control
requirements. All requirements shall be shown on grading and building
plans. (SBCAPCD , SLOCAPCD)

All roadways , driveways , sidewalks , etc. to be paved should be completed
as soon as possible. In addition, building pads should be laid as soon as
possible after grading unless seeding or soil binders are used.
(SLOCAPCD)

Barriers with 50% or less porosity located adjacent to roadways to reduce
windblown material leaving a site. (Rule 403 Handbook)

Limit fugitive dust sources to 20% opacity. (ADEQ)

Require a dust control plan for earthmoving operations. (ADEQ)

All of these measures are feasible and various combinations of them are
routinely required elsewhere to reduce fugitive PM10 emissions. See the fugitive
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dust control program for the Big Dig (Kasprak and Stakutis 2000117), for the EI Toro
Reuse Draft EIR118, and for the Padres Ballpark Final EIR.1

The EIR requires implementation of some , but not all of these measures. Dr.
Clark concludes that they are all feasible , and so must all be required under CEQA.
The City must prepare a SEIR that includes all the above feasible measures to
mitigate the significant adverse impact caused by fugitive PM10 pollution.

3. EIR Fails to Fully Assess Impacts of Diesel Emission from
Construction Activities and to Include All Feasible Measures.

Dr. Clark explains that in 1998, the California Air Resource Board (CARB)
formally identified particulate emissions from diesel-fueled engines as a toxic air
contaminant ("TAC"). Diesel exhaust is a serious public health concern. Diesel
exhaust has been linked to a range of serious health problems including an increase
in respiratory disease , lung damage , cancer, and premature death. Fine diesel
particles are deposited deep in the lungs and can result in increased respiratory
symptoms and disease; decreased lung function, particularly in children and
individuals with asthma; alterations in lung tissue and respiratory tract defense
mechanisms; and premature death. (CARB 6/98. 120

The EIR fails to analyze the health risks posed by diesel emissions at all, or
to consider any feasible mitigation measures. There is certainly a fair argument
that diesel emission from Project construction may pose a significant risk to
hospital employees, construction workers and nearby residents. A supplemental
EIR must be prepared to analyze and mitigate this impact.

a. The EIR Fails to Assess the Impact of Diesel Emissions From
Construction Activities on the Surrounding Community

117 A. Kasprak and P.A. Stakutis, A Comprehensive Air Quality Control Program for a Large Roadway
Tunel Project Proceedings of the Air Waste Management Association s 93 Annual Conference 7

Exhibition June 18- 2000.
118 County of Orange Draft Environmental Impact Report No. 573 for the Civilan Reuse of MCAS EI
Toro and the Airport System Master Plan for John Wayne Airport and Proposed Orange County
International Airport, Draft Supplemental Analysis Volume I , April 2001 , pp. 2-121 to 2- 123.
119 City of San Diego Final Subsequent Environmental Impact Report to the Final Master Environmental
Impact Report for the Centre City Redevelopment Project and Addressing the Centre City Community
Plan and Related Documents for the Proposed Ballpark and Ancillary Development Projects, and
Associated Plan Amendments V. IV. Responses to Comments, September 13 , 1999 , pp. IV-254 to IV-
256.
120 California Air Resources Board (CAR), Initial Statement of Reasons for Rulemaking, Proposed
Identification of Diesel Exhaust as a Toxic Air Contaminant, Staff Report, June 1998.
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Dr. Clark explains that within the sub-region of the District in which the
project resides , diesel emissions account for over 76% of the estimated cancer risk
from air pollution. According to SCAQMD's MATES II Study the pre-Project risk in
Long Beach from the primary cancer risk drivers is 1 204 in one million. Removing
the diesel emissions from the area would significantly lower the cancer risk from

204 to 284 in one milion.

Table 1. Comparison of the Network Averaged Modeled Risk to Measured Risk
at the MATES-II Sites121

City Benzen 3- Butadiene Other Diesel Total

Compton 147 994 1302
Downtown 170 1176 1505

Long 138 920 1204
Beach
Wilmington 222 1182 1531
Monitored 118 187 1017 1414
Avera

The sources of these diesel emissions include mobile sources contained within
the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach (including trucks, trains , cranes , and
ships) and mobile sources from surface streets (cars and trucks). The project as
outlined will reside between the largest mobile sources of pollution within the
subregion, the Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach, Interstates 405 and 710 , and
the Long Beach Airport. Growth in traffic for each of these sources will continue to
impact the sub-region, decreasing the air quality with the project area.

While the proponent calculates that during the construction phase of the
project the maximum PMlO loading (which can be used as a partial surrogate for
diesel emissions) is 86.941bs per day, below the 150 lbs per day CEQA threshold
the addition of the nearly 100 lbs per day of diesel exhaust to the already impaired
sub-region from construction vehicles will only aggravate the existing health issues
in the City, and wil constitute a cumulatively significant impact according to Dr.
Clark. The EIR ignores this cumulative impact entirely.

b. The EIR Does Not Qualitatively or Quantitatively Evaluate
the Risk From Diesel Emissions From Construction Activities
on the Surrounding Community

121 SCAQMD , 2005. Summary of MATES II Results
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Page 3. 13 of the EIR incorrectly states that the "Risks associated with
diesel particulate from the proposed project are qualitatively evaluated in the risk
assessment (Appendix C)." Appendix C is the Air Quality Technical Report and
does not contain a qualitative or quantitative risk assessment for diesel. A risk
assessment was prepared for soil contamination at the site in Appendix F, but the
risks associated with diesel particulates are not discussed. Given that diesel
exhaust accounts for over 76% of the potential risk to residents from ambient air
pollution within the sub-region and the extended duration of the construction (6
years) wil insure that the community surrounding the project will continue to be
impacted by diesel emissions on a daily basis, the proponent should be required to
quantify the risk from the exposure to diesel emissions for the project in a SEIR.
Dr. Clark concludes that there is at least a fair argument that the Project will have
significant diesel emissions , and the cumulative diesel emissions impact will
certainly be signifcant. As the court held in the Bakersfield Citizens case , a new
EIR is required to analyze the human health impacts of this air pollution impact.

c. Cancer Risk Increase to Workers and Residents from Project
Diesel Emissions is Highly Significant

In the absence of any cancer risk assessment whatsoever, Dr. Clark
conducted a preliminary cancer risk assessment from the Project's diesel emissions
and found highly significant cancer risk increases associated with Project diesel
emissions. Using a U.S. EPA approved dispersion model, Dr. Clark found that
cancer risk of workers and nearby residents will exceed the CEQA
significance threshold of in 1 000, 000 by 900 to 1000 times. Dr. Clark
concludes

, "

the cancer risk created by diesel emissions from the LBMMC Project
exceeds the SCAQMD significance threshold of one in a million by between 900 and
1000 times. There is clearly a fair argument that diesel emissions from the Project
may have an adverse environmental and public health impact and must be
analyzed in the EIR."122 Shockingly, the EIR ignores the diesel emission health
risk entirely. Thus , an SEIR must be prepared to disclose analyze and mitigate this
significant environmental impact.

Cumulative effect of the diesel emissions from construction equipment must
be assessed given that even in the worst case scenario , the Project proponent is
estimating that 5 times more diesel exhaust will be emitted when all phases of
construction are considered together, exceeding any acceptable regulatory guideline.
Dr. Clark concluded that "risk to the community and workers at the site , as well as
patients and staff at the existing hospital, will exceed any acceptable regulatory
guideline. An SEIR should be prepared to analyze the potential health impacts
from diesel emissions at the Site ."123

122 Clark Comment section 4.
123 Id.
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d. The EIR Fails To Include Any Significant Measures To
Reduce Diesel Emissions During Construction

The EIR fails to include any significant measures to reduce diesel emissions
during construction. Measure Air- 12 (page 3. 20) focuses on using smaller CARB
certified diesel construction equipment rather than advocating procedural changes
which would have a direct impact on emissions such as:

Use of alternative fueled construction equipment
Minimizing idling time
Maintaining properly tuned equipment
Limiting the hours of operation of heavy duty equipment and/or the
amount of equipment in use

These approaches are outlined in the BAAQMD's CEQA Guidelines. The BAAQMD
guidelines recommend that " (if) a project may result in public exposure to high
levels of diesel exhaust, the Lead Agency should propose mitigation measures to
reduce this impact" and recommend the following measures for construction
equipment (Id. p. 60.

Conversion to cleaner engines
. Use of cleaner (reduced sulfur) fuel

Regular maintenance - keep equipment well tuned
Add-on control devices particulate traps, catalytic oxidizers
Buffer zone between facility and sensitive receptors

In addition, other feasible measures to reduce diesel emissions include:

Requiring Aqueous Diesel Fuels
Requiring Diesel Particulate Filters
Requiring Cooled Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR)
Requiring ultra low sulfur diesel
Requiring the use of electric-powered equipment where possible
Requiring alternative diesel formulations
Requiring post-combustion controls

Dr. Clark concludes that these measures are achievable and would have a
significant impact on the potential emissions from the project and should be
required of the proponent. An SEIR should be prepared to analyze and implement
such measures.

4. EIR Fails to Address Odor Issues From the Construction and
Operation Phases of the Proiect
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On page 3. 13 the proponent states that "potential sources of odors during
the construction phase include the use of architectural coating and solvents." The
proponent ends with the statement that since the VOCs in the architectural
coatings and solvents will be limited by SCAQMD Rule 1113 , no odor impacts are
expected.

Dr. Clark explains that the EIR entirely ignores the substantial odor issues
associated with the use of diesel powered engines and the remedial efforts that will
need to be undertaken to excavate and treat the hydrocarbon impacted soils in the
Ravine area. 124 Nitrogen dioxide and various aldehydes formed during incomplete
combustion of diesel fuels produce an acrid smell that are perceptible at
concentrations as low as 2 mg/m3 (N02) to 0.0002 mg/m3 (acetaldehyde) (Ruth
1986). The proponent estimates from URBEMIS 2002 show continuous excess
levels of NOx and ROG during the construction and operational phases of the
project. The proponent should be required to model the ground level concentrations
of odorants in the surrounding neighborhood prior to the initiation of work 
ensure that the project wil not adversely impact the community with unwanted
odors. If the ground level concentrations of odorants exceed the odor threshold
control measures should be implanted prior to the initiation of any field work.

As discussed above , TCE is present on the site in high concentrations , but is
ignored entirely in the EIR. TCE has a strong, sickeningly sweet odor similar to
chloroform. In addition to being highly toxic, TCE may cause significant adverse
odor impacts when the soil is disturbed during site excavation for construction or
remediation. There is at least a fair argument that the Project may result in
significant odor impacts that have not been analyzed in the EIR. An SEIR should
be prepared to analyze such impacts.

D. EIR Fails to Accurately Describe or Mitigate Traffic Impacts.

Registered Professional Engineer Tom Brohard explains that the EIR vastly
underestimates traffic impacts that will be generated by the Project. Mr. Brohard
uses up-to-date traffic models to conclude that the Project will generate 12 520 daily
trips, which is 33% higher than calculated in the EIR. As explained by Dr. Clark
the underestimation of traffic impacts results in an underestimation of operational
air pollutant emissions as well.1

Despite acknowledging significant traffic impacts at eleven intersections
(page 3. 11-25), the EIR later omits one of the intersections (Pasadena Ave.! Willow
Street) entirely from its mitigation measure discussion. (Brohard Comments

, p.

8).

124 Clark Comment, section 6.
125 Clark Comment, section I.
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The EIR concludes that the impacts at five of ten intersections would not be
mitigated below the level of significance for the year 2014. (Brohard Comments

, p.

9).

The EIR concludes that no feasible mitigation measures are available to
mitigate significant traffic impacts at Atlantic Ave./Willow Street, Long Beach
Blvd./Willow Street, or Long Beach Blvd./W ardlow Road. The EIR states

, "

physical mitigation measure is feasible; any additional turn lanes would require
widening and additional right of way." However, as Mr. Brohard explains , there is
nothing inherently infeasible about the purchase of additional right of way or the
creation of additional turn lanes, and such measures are often required to mitigate
traffic impacts. (Brohard Comment, p. 9).

An SEIR must be prepared to properly analyze and disclose the Project'
traffic impacts and to propose feasible mitigation measures.

IV. EIR FAILS TO DESCRIBE OR MITIGATE THE PROJECT'
CUMULATIVE IMPACTS.

An EIR must discuss significant "cumulative impacts. CEQA Guidelines 

15130(a). This requirement flows from CEQA Section 21083, which requires a
finding that a project may have a significant effect on the environment if

the possible effects of a project are individually limited but
cumulatively considerable. . . . ' Cumulatively considerable' means that
the incremental effects of an individual project are considerable when
viewed in connection with the effects of past projects , the effects of
other current projects , and the effects of probable future projects.

As the court stated in Communities for a Better Environment v. Cal.
Resources Agency ("CBE v. CRA" 127:

Cumulative impact analysis is necessary because the full
environmental impact of a proposed project cannot be gauged in a
vacuum. One of the most important environmental lessons that has
been learned is that environmental damage often occurs
incrementally from a variety of small sources. These sources appear
insignificant when considered individually, but assume threatening

126 Public Resources Code 9 21083.
127 (2002) 103 Cal.AppAth 98 , 114
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dimensions when considered collectively with other sources with
which they interact.

Cumulative impacts are defined as "two or more individual effects which
when considered together, are considerable or which compound or increase other
environmental impacts. CEQA Guidelines ~ 15355(a). " (I)ndividual effects may be
changes resulting from a single project or a number of separate projects. Id.

As set forth by the court in CBE v. CRA 103 Ca1.App.4th at 117:

The cumulative impact from several projects is the change in the
environment which results from the incremental impact of the project
when added to other closely related past, present, and reasonably
foreseeable probable future projects. Cumulative impacts can result
from individually minor but collectively significant projects taking
place over a period of time.

A legally adequate "cumulative impacts analysis" views a particular project over
time and in conjunction with other related past, present, and reasonably foreseeable
probable future projects whose impacts might compound or interrelate with those of
the project at hand. "Cumulative impacts can result from individually minor but
collectively significant projects taking place over a period of time. CEQA
Guidelines ~ 15355(b).

To comply with CEQA, an EIR must contain either "a list of past, present
and probable future projects producing related or cumulative impacts, including, if
necessary, those projects outside the control of the agency," or "a summary of
projections contained in an adopted general plan or related planning document, or
in a prior environmental document which has been adopted or certified, which
described or evaluated regional or areawide conditions contributing to the
cumulative impact."128

Here , the EIR violates CEQA by failing to provide any cumulative impact
analysis at all for most subject areas, including air quality, aesthetics , geology,
hazardous materials, land use planning and public services. However, the EIR
admits that there are significant environmental impacts from air pollution
hazardous materials, and impacts to fire protection services. Instead of analyzing
these and other potential environmental impacts , the EIR provides conclusory
statements that there will be no cumulative impacts , contradicting its conclusions

128 
CEQA Guidelines 15130(b)(1); San Joaquin Raptor/Wildlife Rescue Ctr. v. County of Stanislaus

(1994) 27 Cal.AppA 713 , 740.
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that there wil be significant impacts, impermissibly limits the geographic scope of
the cumulative impacts , and impermissibly relying on planning documents.

A. The Cumulative Impacts Analyses Are Impermissibly Conclusory,
Contradictory, and Incomplete

Mere conclusory statements are not sufficient to satisfy the cumulative
impacts analysis requirement.1 A proper cumulative impact analysis must be
supported by references to specific evidence. Id. As the Court in Mountain Lion
Coalition explained

, "

it is vitally important that an EIR avoid minimizing the
cumulative impacts. Rather, it must reflect a conscientious effort to provide public
agencies and the general public with adequate and relevant detailed information
about them. Id. at 1051. "A cumulative impacts analysis which understates
information concerning the severity and significance of cumulative impacts impedes
meaningful public discussion and skews the decisionmaker s perspective concerning
the environmental consequences of the project, the necessity for mitigation
measures , and the appropriateness of project approval." Id.

This EIR fails to support its conclusions with any evidence that there will be
no cumulative impacts for almost every category of impact analyzed.

. Air Quality

The EIR clearly states that "proposed project would be anticipated to have
significant impacts to air quality during operations due to the exceedance of the
SCACMD significance threshold for NOx." (EIR at 3. 13). However, the City then
makes the contradictory claim that the project would not have significant
cumulative air impacts because "the operational emissions from the proposed
project are individually insignificant. (Id. at 3. 16). The City, however, admits
that the project's air emissions would be significant, leading to the conclusion that
the cumulative impacts will also be significant. The City cannot now 'unring that
bell.'130

Furthermore , the air quality cumulative impacts analysis is deficient because
it fails to provide the necessary quantitative analysis, impermissibly limits the
geographic scope considered and impermissably relies on planning documents to
obviate the proper study of the cumulative air quality impacts. These issues are
addressed in Section B below.

. Aesthetics

129 
Mountain Lion Coalition v. Fish Game Comm ' (1989) 214 Cal.App.3d 1043 , 1047.

130 
Stanislaus Audubon v. Stanislaus (1995) 33 Cal.AppAth 144, 154.
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The EIR makes the bald conclusion that "due to the vicinity of the other
development projects to the proposed project area, the proposed project would not
result in cumulative impacts." (EIR at 3. 8). However, the EIR does not provide
any evidence , analysis or detail to substantiate this conclusion.

. Geology and Soils

EIR makes the bald conclusion that " (b)ecause the geology and soils impacts
expected from the implementation of the proposed project do not affect lands outside
the boundaries of the proposed project site , these impacts do not create any
cumulative impacts on the environment outside of the proposed project boundaries.
(Id. 3.4- 15). However, the EIR does not provide any evidence , analysis or detail to
substantiate this conclusion. Furthermore, while it may be true that no cumulative
impacts will result "outside of the proposed project boundaries " the EIR failed to
consider if there may be any cumulative impacts within the project boundaries as a
result of this project. (Id.

. Hazardous Materials

The EIR first admits that the Project may have significant environmental
impacts: "the proposed project has the potential to result in significant impacts to
the public or the environment related to the routine transport , use , or disposal of
hazardous materials (Id. at 3. 9), and that " (o)ff-site transport and disposal
routes for biomedical, radiological, hazardous , and nonhazardous may include the
route. . . within 0.25 miles of the (Jackie Robinson Elementary) school." (Id. 3.

11). The cumulative impacts analysis , however, contradicts this conclusion two
pages later the bald conclusion that "(b)ecause the hazards and hazardous materials
impacts expected from the implementation of the proposed project do no affect lands
outside the boundaries of the proposed project site , these impacts do not create any
cumulative impacts on the environment outside the proposed project boundaries."
(Id. 13). Here the EIR not only fails to substantiate its conclusion that there
will be no cumulative impacts , but it contradicts its own conclusion that there may
be significant off-site impacts. Furthermore , the EIR fails to even consider any on-
site cumulative impacts that may result from the use , transport and disposal of
hazardous materials.

. Land Use Planning

The EIR makes the bald conclusion that the Project "would not cause
significant impact to land use planning" because " (a)ll of the related projects occur
outside of the Campus. (Id. at 3. 8). However, the EIR does not provide any
evidence , analysis or detail to substantiate this conclusion. Furthermore , the EIR
explains that the Project will require a zoning amendment that "anticipates the
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likely increased future demand for expansion in the capacity of the region s medical
service facilities. (Id. at 3. 7). By its terms, this zoning amendment anticipates
reasonably foreseeable probable future projects whose impacts might compound or
interrelate with those of the project at hand. This EIR violates CEQA by failing to
consider these anticipated future impacts.

. Public Services

The EIR draws the conclusion that there will be no cumulative impacts in
part because the "proposed project would not require the provision of, or need for
new or physically altered fire protection." (Id. 10-8). However, the EIR does not
provide any evidence , analysis or detail to substantiate this conclusion. In fact, the
EIR stated two pages previously that the "proposed project would have a significant
effect on fire protection and would require mitigation." (Id. 10-6). Thus, cannot
claim the project to have no cumulative impacts on public services when its has
already admitted the opposite. The City cannot now 'unring that bell.'131

B. Cumulative Air Quality Impacts From This Project Are
Significant

As discussed above , this EIR admits that project operations will create
significant impacts to air quality. (EIR at 3. 13). Thus, the conclusion that there

will be no cumulative impacts is incomprehensible. (Id. at 3. 16).

The cumulative air quality impacts analysis is also deficient because it fails
to provide the necessary quanitative analysis, imperssiably limits the geographic
scope considered and impermissably relies on planning documents to obviate the
proper study of the cumulative air quality impacts.

The EIR does not even consider the cumualative impacts of the Project's air
emissions together with other proposed and foreseeable projects in the area, such as
the proposed Port of Long Beach expansion. Obviously, the combined impacts of
these projects wil be far greater than disclosed in the EIR.

1. The Air Quality Cumulative Impacts Analysis Lacks the Reauired
Detail and Analytical Analysis.

The Air Quality Cumulative Impacts analysis is sorely deficient. The EIR
merely contains one conclusory paragraph, which incorrectly concludes that there
will be no cumulative air quality impacts. (EIR at 3. 16). When conducting a

131 
Stanislaus Audubon v. Stanislaus (1995) 33 Cal.AppAth 144, 154.
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cumulative impacts analysis , the EIR must consider past, present and reasonably
future impacts.

An EIR must include objective measurements of a cumulative impact when
such data are reasonably available or can reasonably be produced by further study,
and is necessary to ensure disclosure of the impact.1 It is impossible to evaluate
the air quality impacts unless the EIR analyses and considers the data of other
projects that must be considered. Id.

Here , the cumulative impact analysis contains no data whatsoever of other
past, present, or reasonably future projects that may contribute to the cumulative
air impacts. Simply referencing a list of other projects, without providing data
and/or analysis explaining what type and magnitude of impact those projects may
have is not an adequate cumulative impacts analysis.

2. The Air Quality Cumulative Impacts Analysis Impermissably
Limits the Geographic Scope

In its air quality impacts analysis , the EIR considers forty-three related
projects. (EIR Figure 2. 1). Although the air quality cumulative impacts analysis
fails to even mention a single other project in the vicinity, the conclusion that there
are no cumulative air impacts implicitly considers these "related projects."
Considering only these local projects, not more than approximately two miles from
the Project location , impermissibly limits the geographic scope of the cumulative
impacts analysis.

The courts have held that cumulative impacts analyses for air quality
impacts must consider projects from the entire air basin.1 The recent Bakersfield
Citizens case demonstrates why the City has improperly limited the geographic
scope. 134 In Bakersfield Citizens two separate parties were each developing
unrelated retail shopping centers 3.6 miles from one another.1 Each shopping
center failed to consider the cumulative impacts of the other shopping center. 136

The Court found that both EIRs were inadequate because the lead agency failed 
properly define the geographic scope according to CEQA Guidelines Section
15130(b)(1)(B)(3).1 The Court explained that "inaccurate minimization of the

132 
Kings Country Farm Bureau (1990) 221 Cal.App.3d 692 , 729.

133 Kings Country Farm Bureau 221 Ca1.App.3d 692 , 723.
134 

Bakersfield Citizens v. City of Bakersfield (2004) 124 Cal.AppAth 1184
135 124 Cal. App. 4th at 1184.
136 Id. at 1193.
13 Id.
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cumulative impacts on air quality" undermined the need for " (p)roper cumulative
impacts analysis (as) absolutely critical to meaningful environmental review."138

The City of Long Beach cannot limit its cumulative impacts analysis to a few
projects merely two miles away. It must consider other projects in the air basin
that stand to have cumulative effects with this Project.

Furthermore , the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD)
has already provided its view of the geographic scope for cumulative impact
analysis of projects in this area when it prepared its Paramount Refinery Clean
Fuels Project EIR. (Attached as Exhibit 14). The Paramount EIR considered many
projects up to 18 miles away, including two Long Beach projects - the City of Long
reach Streetscape Improvements and the North Long Beach Redevelopment.
(Paramount EIR, Figure 5- , p. 5-4). For this Project EIR, however, the City failed
to consider Paramount' s emissions, or the emissions of any of the other facilities in
the same vicinity.

The City is legally required to consider the cumulative impacts of other
projects identified in the EIR, and the other projects identified in the Paramount
Refinery EIR. All of those projects are in the same air basin, and that they all
contribute to the same cumulative air pollution. If, as set forth in the Paramount
Refinery EIR, Projects in Long Beach contribute to the cumulative emissions of the
Paramount Refinery, then the Paramount Refinery and other projects described in
SCAQMD' s EIR for that refinery must contribute to the cumulative emissions of
this Project.

In the table below , Dr. Clark has added the Project's air emissions as set
forth in the EIR to the cumulative emissions set forth in the Paramount EIR. Dr.
Clark concludes that the Project's cumulative emissions are significant for every
pollutant.

138 
Id. (citing Kings Country Farm Bureau 221 Ca1.App.3d 692).
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Table 1

SOURCE VOC NOx SOx PMI0
Ultramar CARB Phase 514 156 164. 678 287
Project
ConocoPhillips Ethanol Import 54(1)
& Dist. Project
ConocoPhillips CARB RFC 136 514 402
Phase 3

ARCO CARB Phase
Project
Shell CARB Phase 3 Project 213 482 2030
ExxonMobil CARB Phase 288 138 103
Project
ChevronTexaco CARB Phase 3 393 347 103 498 843
Project
Third Party Terminals
Paramount Clean Fuels Project 104
Industrial Warehouse Project -:1
(No. 10)(2)

Recreational Center Project -:1
(No. 11)(2)

Banco Popular Project (No. 109 -:1
13)(2)

Residential Development (No. -:1
14 and 15)(2)

Long Beach Memorial 286 25.

Cumulative Emissions 4030 468 158 665 551

SCAQMD Thresholds 500 150 150
Significant 

(?)

YES YES YES YES YES

Cumulative Operational Emissions
Modified Based on Responses to Comments

(lbs/day)

(1) Negative numbers represent emission reductions.
(2) Based on URBEMIS2002 Model, using default assumptions.

Table 1 indicates that cumulative emissions of all criteria pollutants exceed
the SCAQMD's emission significance thresholds (in bold). The EIR did not disclose
that any emissions were cumulatively significant. These are new significant
impacts that must be mitigated. An SEIR should be prepared to evaluate and
mitigate these significant impacts.
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3. The EIR Impermissibly relies on Planning Documents to Avoid a
Valid Cumulative Impacts Analysis.

Relying on planning documents to avoid preparing a cumulative impacts
analysis in an EIR does not satisfy CEQA's cumulative impact analysis requirement
if summary projections from the planning document are inaccurate , outdated, or
insufficient,139 Reliance on planning document is also improper when the proposed
project requires amendments to the plan that are not taken into account by the
general plan EIR' s cumulative impacts analysis. Id.

Here , the EIR simply states that because the project is consistent with land
use plans and zoning, no cumulative impacts analysis are required. (EIR at 3. 16).
As stated in Bakersfield this is inadequate without at the very least showing a
summary of the data leading to this conclusion.

Additionally, the EIR states that land use zoning amendments will be
necessary for this project. Thus, the EIR cannot rely on these planning documents
and current zoning rules.

4. The City s Reliance on Air Quality Management Plan is Misplaced

The City claims that it does not need to conduct a cumulative impacts
analysis for this project because the project complies with the Air Quality
Management Plan (AQMP).

Reliance on the 2003 AQMP is misplaced, however. CEQA Guidelines
Section 15064(h)(3) allows an agency to forgo cumulative analysis only when a plan
addresses the cumulative problem with a mitigation program that contains specific
requirements that wil avoid or substantially lessen the cumulative problem ...
within the geographic area in which the project is located." Here , the City fails to
show any evidence that the AQMP satisfies this requirement.

The City Violated CEQA By Delegating Its Authority to Review and
Approve Mitigation Measures

A lead agency cannot delegate away its responsibility to analyze the
environmental impacts of a project and adopt feasible mitigation measures. 
delegating its duty to analyze toxic soil contamination and propose feasible
mitigation measures for toxic contamination to the Department of Toxic Substance
Control (DTSC), the City violated CEQA's non-delegation principle.

139 
Bakersfield Citizens v. City of Bakersfield (2004) 124 Cal.AppAth 1184, 1217.
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The Court in Sundstrom v. Mendocino held that a CEQA lead agency "cannot
delegate the responsibility for considering the EIR."140 The courts have also held
that a lead agency cannot delegate responsibility to develop mitigation measures to
a responsible agency, even if the responsible agency has more expertise in a
particular area.1 A lead agency must use its authority to analyze the entire
project and to devise mitigation measures. 142 These legal conclusions are based on
fundamental CEQA principals requiring the lead agency, and not some other entity,
to prepare the EIR and independently review every aspect of the EIR before it
considers it for approval.

CEQA requires the EIR to be prepared "directly by, or under contract to" the
lead agency. 143 Additionally, the CEQA Guidelines require that the EIR "must
reflect the independent judgment of the lead agency."144 As the court has held, the
requirement of 'public and agency review' has been called ' the strongest assurance

of the adequacy of the EIR.''' 145

CEQA requires that an agency find, based on substantial evidence , that the
mitigation measures are "required in, or incorporated into, the project. 146 CEQA
also requires that an agency "shall provide that measures to mitigate or avoid
significant effects on the environment are fully enforceable through permit
conditions, agreements , or other measures."147 "The purpose of these requirements
is to ensure that feasible mitigation measures will actually be implemented as a
condition of development, and not merely adopted and then neglected or
discarded."148 The courts invalidate an EIR when it relies on a mitigation plan
prepared by another agency but fails to " (make) a binding commitment to
implement the mitigations measures or requireD (mitigation measures) as a
condition of project approval in a manner that wil ensures their
implementation." 149

140 (1988) 202 Cal.App.3d 296 307.
141 

Lexington Hils v. State of Calif (1988) 200 Cal.App.3d 415; Citizens for Quality Growth v. City of
Mount Shasta (1988) 198 Ca1.App.3d 433 (Lead agency cannot refrain from considering means of
exercising its own regulatory power simply because another agency has general authority over the
impacted natual resource. City could not delegate mitigation measure development for project impacts
to wetlands to US Ary Corps of Engineers.
142 Id. at 433-435.
143 Pub. Res. Code ~ 210802.
144 CEQA Guidelines ~ 15084(e)
145 Sundstrom

202 Cal.App. 3d at 308 (quoting Sutter Sensible Planning, Inc. v. Board of Supervisors
(1981) 122 Cal.App.3d 813 , 823.
146 Pub. Res. Code ~ 21080.
147 Id. ~ 21086(b)
148 Federation of Hilside and Canyon Assoc. v. City of Los Angeles (2000) 83 Cal.AppAth 1252 , 1261
(citing Pub. Res. Code ~ 21002. 1(b)).
149 Id. at 1262.
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In Sundstrom a project applicant was required to address significant
environmental impacts from wastewater and sludge disposal for a proposed hotel
project. Rather than comprehensively assess and mitigate these impacts prior to
circulation of the environmental review documents , the agency approved the project
with a permit condition requiring subsequent county approval of a sludge disposal
plan to be prepared by to the Regional Water Quality Control Board. 15o The
Sundstrom Court held that the county had "evaded its responsibility to engage in
comprehensive environmental review" by improperly adopting a mitigation scheme
that delegated the approval of a mitigation plan to an outside agency without
knowing whether the proposed solution was possible.1

The court also held that the City Counsel, as the ultimate decision maker of
the lead agency, could not delegate its responsibility to approve mitigation
measures to its own planning commission, let alone to an entirely separate agency:

the conditions improperly delegate the County s legal responsibility to assess
environmental impact by directing the Applicant himself to conduct the
hydrological studies subject to the approval of the Planning Commission
staff. Under CEQA, the EIR or negative declaration must be prepared
directly by, or under contract to" the lead agency. The implementing

regulations explicitly provide: "The draft EIR which is sent out for public
review must reflect the independent judgment of the lead agency." Moreover
the EIR must be presented to the decision making body of the agency. In
Kleist v. City of Glendale (1976) 56 Cal.App. 3d 770 , 779, the court held that
the city council cannot delegate responsibility for considering the EIR to a
planning board. By necessary inference , the Board of Supervisors cannot
delegate the responsibility to the staff of the Planning Commission. (Id. 

307 (citations omitted).

A. The City s Delegation to DTSC to Review and Mitigate
Environmental Impacts is Illegal

The Sundstrom case is directly applicable to this case. Here , the City of Long
Beach has delegated its authority to review project site soil contamination analysis
to DTSC , which is preparing a Remedial Action Workplan (RAW) to analyze the
extent of site contamination and propose mitigation measures. However, the City
has made no findings that the RAW is a feasible mitigation plan, and has imposed
no permit condition requiring that the plan be implemented. Thus under

ISO Id.
ISI Id.
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Sundstrom the EIR is invalid for impermissibly delegating away its authority to
prepare and approve mitigation measures. 152

The EIR is also invalid under Federation Hillside. As the city explained in
response to DTSC's comments, the City has deferred approval of the RAW until the
RAW is finalized and approved by the DTSC. (Final EIR, Response to DTSC
Comments , 13-9). Upon approval by DTSC , the City wil make the RAW available
for review. (Id.) Thus , the Project EIR is relying on a hypothetical mitigation plan
that does not exist yet, and has not been adopted or approved. This clearly violates
CEQA' s requirement that agency be committed and bound to mitigation measures
prior to approval of the EIR. 153

The City s reliance on DTSC's RAW is more implausible given that even
DTSC believes that the City of Long Beach has failed to properly consider toxic soil
contamination and mitigations measures. In its comment letter to the City, DTSC
informed the City that prior to finalizing and approving its Final EIR, it must
exercise its duty relating to mitigation of the toxic contamination:

DTSC explained that the EIR "did not provide sufficient description of
the extent and nature of contamination existing at the site , or analysis
of the potential impacts associated with potential RAW activities."
(DTSC Comment Letter p. 2). 154

DTSC explained "the specific impacts and mitigation measures
associated with the removal/remediation of contaminated media that
may be encountered during construction have not been outlined." (Id.

As written please note that the draft EIR does not specifically address
the cleanup activities that may need to be conducted for the site.
Elements of the cleanup requiring mitigation including, but not limited

, soil excavation, onsite storage , off-site transportation, and backfill
need to be adequately addressed. The actions that will be outlined in
the draft RAW for the Project must be evaluated and incorporated
in the final version of the EIR. (Id. , emphasis added.

As explained by DTSC, the City must evaluate and mitigate the impacts from
soil contamination and remediation of that contamination. The fact that DTSC will
have a plan in the foreseeable future does not obviate that duty, and DTSC confirms

152 Sundstrom
202 Ca1.App.3d at 308

153 Federation of Hilside 83 Cal.AppAth at 1262.
154 The Comment Letter ofDTSC is not numbered in the Final EIR like the other comment letters. It
appears between pages 13-8 and 13-
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that any mitigation measures contained in the RAW must be "evaluated and
incorporated" into the final EIR before the City approves the EIR.

B. Reliance on DTSC's RAW Does Not Sufficiently Address and
Mitigate Significant Environmental Impacts

Even if a court found that the City s delegation of its authority to review and
mitigate the significant impacts from soil contamination is valid, it would still find
that the EIR is nonetheless incomplete. As discussed above , the City s only
approach to mitigating soil contamination is through DTSC's RAW. However, this
is in adequate because DTSC does not have the regulatory authority to mitigate the
site completely.

In a May 20 , 2005 letter to SEIU United Healthcare Workers - West, Thomas
Cota, of DTSC explained

, "

DTSC does not have the lead regulatory authority for oil
wells. The California Department of Conservation Division of Oil, Gas and
Geothermal Resources is the lead regulatory agency (DOGGR)."155

The Draft EIR established that the proposed site contains nine former oil
wells. (Draft EIR, 3.4- 14). The Draft EIR also describes the extensive
contamination that may be found on site associated with these oil wells. (Draft
EIR, 3. 5 - 7). However, the only mitigation measures proposed to deal with
contamination from these abandoned oil wells is that "coordination with DOGGR
and proper remediation be incorporated into the construction plans , prior to final
approval of plan for the MCH pediatric outpatient building, MCH link building, 
Todd Cancer Institute Phases I and II." (Draft EIR, 3. 15). As with the City
delegation to DTSC , the delegation to DOGGR is impermissible because the City
must exercise its authority in reviewing and mitigating the project.

Moreover, there is no evidence that DOGGR has prepared or is preparing any
review of the Project site or mitigation measures that wil mitigate the significant
impacts from the nine abandoned oil wells. Thus, even if DTSC's RAW satisfied the
mitigation requirements for toxic substances to the extent that DTSC has authority
over toxic substances , the EIR would remain inadequate to the extent that
contamination from the remaining abandoned oil wells are left unmitigated.

155 Letter from Thomas Cota, Departent of Toxic Substances Control, Southern California Branch
Cleanup Operations Branch, to Mr. Brian Olney, SEIU United Healthcare Workers - West, re: Long
Beach Memorial Medical Center Expansion Project, May 20 2005.
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VI. THE EIR FAILS TO ACCURATELY DESCRIBE THE PROJECT OR
ITS ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING.

The EIR is inadequate because it contains patently inconsistent Project
descriptions throughout the document and fails to adequately describe the Project'
environmental setting. "An accurate , stable and finite project description is the sine
qua non of an informative and legally adequate EIR."156 " (A) curtailed or distorted
project description " on the other hand

, "

may stultify the objectives of the reporting
process. Only through an accurate view of the project may affected outsiders and
public decision-makers balance the proposal's benefit against its environmental
costs , consider mitigation measures, assess the advantage of terminating the
proposal (i. the "no project" alternative) and weigh other alternatives in the
balance."157 As one analyst has noted:

The adequacy of an EIR's project description is closely linked to the adequacy
of the EIR's analysis of the project's environmental effects. If the description
is inadequate because it fails to discuss the complete project, the
environmental analysis will probably reflect the same mistake. 158

The project description must include an accurate description of the project's
environmental setting. An accurate description of the environmental setting is
important because it establishes the baseline physical conditions against which a
lead agency can determine whether an impact is significant. 159 Under CEQA, an
EIR must include a description of the physical environmental conditions in the
vicinity of the project, as they exist at the time the Notice of Preparation is
published, from both a local and a regional perspective. (Id. Knowledge of the
regional setting is critical to an assessment of environmental impacts. 160

The courts are clear that an EIR must focus on impacts to the existing
environment, not hypothetical situations.1 The presentation of baseline
information must be sufficiently detailed to make further analysis possible. 162 It
must provide not only raw data but also analysis.1 An EIR must provide an

156 County of In yo v. City of Los Angeles (1977) 71 Cal.App.3d 185 192; Berkeley Jets 91 Cal. App. 4th
1344 , 1354; Sacramento Old City Assn. v. City Council (1991) 229 Cal. App. 3d 1011 , 1023; Stanislaus
Natural Heritage Project v. County of Stanislaus (1996) 48 Cal. App. 4th 182 201.
157 Id. See also CEQA section 15124; City of Santee v. County of San Diego 263 Ca1.Rptr 340 (1989).
158 

Kostka and Zischke

, "

Practice Under the California Environmental Quality Act " ~ 12. 17.
159 CEQA Guidelines ~ 15125(a).
160 Id. at ~ 15125(c).
161 County of Amador VS. EI Dorado County Water Agency (1999) 76 Call. App. 4th 931 954.
162 Id.

163 Id. 76 Cal.AppAth at 955; see
Environmental Planning Information Council v. County of EI Dorado

(1982) 131 Ca1.App.3d 350 , 355 (holding that an EIR should inventory and address the environment as it
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accurate description of the environmental baseline , because " (t)he impacts of the
project must be measured against the 'real conditions on the ground.''' 164

Here , the EIR's failure to correctly describe the existing physical conditions
related to soil contamination precludes informed decisionmaking and informed
public participation.

A. Inadequate Description of Existing Site Contamination

A CEQA document must disclose any existing toxic chemical contamination
at the site so that the lead agency can propose ways to mitigate the
contamination.1 The EIR in this case fails even to characterize , quantify or specify
the nature of very significant levels of toxic chemical contamination on the site.

1. EIR Fails to Disclose Very High Levels of Toxic TCE on the
LBMMC Site.

Hazardous materials expert Matt Hagemann undertook painstaking
document review outside of the CEQA process to discover extremely high levels of
contamination in the site that are not disclosed in the EIR. As discussed above , the
EIR fails entirely to mention the fact that the site is heavily contaminated with the
toxic chemical TCE (trichloroethylene). TCE has been found on the site at levels
from 20 to 30 ug/m3. This is 136 times above the US EP A screening level of 0.
ug/m3. Despite this extremely high level of contamination, TCE was not even
mentioned in the EIR. 166 The EIR's failure to mention this highly significant
contamination at all renders the document patently inadequate as a public
information document.

2. EIR Misrepresents Methane Contamination on Site.

Also as discussed above , the EIR misrepresents methane contamination that
has been identified on the LBMMC site. The DEIR states that methane
contamination is present at levels of 0.6% or 6000 ppmv. (DEIR p. 3. 7). In fact, a
test performed in November 2003 found methane at levels between 16 000 ppmv
(1.6%) and 17 000 ppmv (1.7%). Thus, methane has been found in the site in recent

actually existed, not as it was proposed to be under the old General Plan.
164 

Save Our Peninsula Committee v. Monterey Board of Supervisors (2001) 87 Ca1.AppAth 99 , 121.
165 McQueen v. Mid-Peninsula (1988) 202 Ca1. App. 3d 1136.
166 Since the EIR fails entirely to analyze impacts related to TCE, these impacts are subject to the fair
argument, rather than the substantial evidence standard. Bakersfield Citizens at 1208.
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tests at levels almost 300% higher than disclosed in the EIR. 167 The EIR is
therefore failing to perform its basic public information function. These levels are
far above DTSC screening levels of 1000 ppmv. Mr. Hagemann concludes that such
high levels of methane gas and related hydrogen sulfide gas may pose significant
health risks to construction workers , hospital workers and patients and nearby
residents. (Id.

The EIR also fails to mention that an existing methane mitigation system
has already been installed at the Miler Children s Hospital. This system is clearly
part of the environmental setting of the Project. When DTSC requested test data
for the methane recovery system , DTSC was informed that "the records have been
misplaced."168 This information must be located and the test data must be disclosed
in a supplemental EIR in order to make the document adequate from a public
information perspective. It is obviously relevant whether an existing methane
mitigation system has been a success or a failure in determining whether a similar
system will adequately mitigate methane impacts.

The EIR fails to describe or even locate at least three of six abandoned oil and
gas wells that are known to exist on the LBMMC site. This is a patent failure of 
adequate project description. The EIR also fails to note that none of the wells have
been closed in accordance with modern standards of the Division of Oil, Gas and
Geothermal Resources (DOGGR). 169 Mr. Hagemann concludes that the abandoned
wells "may act as conduits for migration of methane and benzene and other toxic
gasses." (Id.) Mr. Hagemann concludes that the precise location and re-
abandonment of these wells (along with other wells possibly located on the site) is
critical given potentially necessary mitigation measures for the project, including:

soil gas venting;
constructing impermeable barriers to interrupt gas migration
pathways;
subsurface indoor air monitoring; and
indoor air venting and alarms.

A revised supplemental DEIR should incorporate an exhaustive review of
historical oil and gas operations. Results of the review should be included in the
SDEIR to identify all potential oil and gas wells at LBMMC. Maps showing the
locations of all wells should be included as appendices. The LBMMC EIR should
not be finalized until all wells have been located and abandoned according to
current DOGGR standards.

167 agemann omment at sectIOn
168 DTSC Letter to Brian Olney (May 20 , 2005).
169 Hagemann Comment, section 7.
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Environmental expert John Paul Wiliams explains that the site of the
proposed Project is heavily contaminated due to many old oil wells , and an
abandoned "ravine" landfill. (Willams Research Letter

, p.

, March 9 , 2005).
Contamination already discovered on site includes arsenic, lead, selenium , benzene
Freon, toluene , xylene , ethylbenzene , methane , hydrogen sulfide , and other volatile
organic compounds ("VOCs ). (Id. at p.3). Site contamination is so extensive that
other portions of the site that have been developed, such as the Miler Children
Hospital, were required to install a methane mitigation system.

3. EIR Fails to Disclose Other Toxic Contamination on the LBMMC
Site.

The EIR fails to adequately define or describe the existing site
contamination. As Mr. Williams explains , the EIR states that the concentration of
total petroleum hydrocarbons ("TPH") as diesel and heavy hydrocarbons was 49 700
mg/kg, while a 1991 engineering report shows that levels are as high as 190 000
mglkg. (Id. at p.5). The EIR nowhere explains this discrepancy.

The California Department of Toxic Substances Control ("DTSC") submitted
written comments on the Project concluding that the EIR "did not provide sufficient
description of the extent and nature of contamination existing at the site , or
analysis of the potential impacts associated with potential RAW (remedial action
workplan) activities. This is primarily due to the fact that information related to
the extent and nature of the contamination is still being acquired and evaluated for
the development of a draft RAW." (DTSC Comment, p. 2 (March 16 , 2005)).

As discussed, CEQA requires a full disclosure and analysis of the existing
environmental conditions. As DTSC concludes , the EIR patently fails to describe
the extent and nature of substantial site contamination with highly toxic chemicals.
An SEIR is therefore required to disclose this contamination and to propose feasible
measures to remediate this impact.

B. Inadequate Project Description Relating to Population,
Employment and Housing

The EIR fails to describe key aspects of the proposed project with respect to
population, employment and housing with the potential to result in significant
environmental impacts. It also fails to describe the environmental setting for these
issues. Thus , as Ms. Watt concludes

, "

potentially significant environmental impacts
cannot be adequately analyzed or addressed by the EIR and, for this reason, the
EIR is fatally deficient under CEQA." 170

170 Watt Comment section II.
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Although City policy focuses heavily on maintaining housing stock, providing
increased housing stock with new industrial construction, and providing and
protecting low income and affordable housing, the EIR barely mentions the loss of
housing in the Project Description and fails to disclose key aspects of the project and
project setting related to employment and housing.l71 Ms. Watt concluded that
failure to properly provide housing related information renders the EIR inadequate
because " (t)he housing loss associated with the development of the project based on
the limited information available can only be characterized as significant. 172

The EIR fails to disclose critical information about the housing units slated
for destruction, the number of people residing in the units , the families that reside
in them , whether they work at the Medical Center, where else they could live , and
the demand for new housing units as a result of the expansion. Ms. Watt concludes
(w)ithout this information, the EIR cannot support the conclusion that housing and

population impacts are less than significant or adequately analyze the impacts
associated with increased jobs, increased housing demand and loss of housing."173

In order to provide a legally suffcient EIR, the project description and project
setting must include the following information at a minimum:

. The exact number and characteristics of the housing slated for demolition
on site (e.g. unit type and size; affordability/subsidized; etc.

. A general description of who lives in those units (e. g. number of people
whether they work at the hospital, work elsewhere in the City, are seniors
or other special needs , etc.

. The number of new jobs to be created by each phase of the project
including future phases anticipated in the Master Plan;

. The general range of wages of new employees and displaced families and
ability to afford a home/rent in Long Beach;

. The employee base in Long Beach matched to new jobs (e.g. where will
new employees come from?) (Note there is some information in the EIR'
growth inducing section, but it fails to support the local labor pools
availability and adequacy of training to the project' s needs);

. A description of existing housing opportunities within a 20-mile and 40-
mile radius matched to employment in the new facilities;

. A description of the existing and projected jobs-housing balance in the
City and within the geographic area where existing employees reside;

. A description of the current and projected gap in housing affordable to
residents and workers in the City of Long Beach and within the
geographic area where existing employees reside;

171 See Id.
17 Id.
173 Id.
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Where existing Medical Center employees live as a basis for determining
the likely range of where new employees where live;
The number of housing units (demand) per existing employee (e.g. are
there employees who reside together thereby lowering the likely unit
demand per new employee?).1

Data is readily available from the project applicants, the census , City plans
and policies , housing studies, SCAG as well as other readily available sources for
this information.

In addition to the above , Ms. Watt concluded that the EIR should also include
an estimate of secondary growth generated by the Project, the housing demand
related to that growth, the affordability range for that new demand, as well as the
portion of displaced residents (from the demolished units) plus new employees
expected to reside in Long Beach and other communities.1

Ms. Watt explained that this information is critical to properly analyzing new
and potentially significant traffic, transit, air quality and other impacts, as well as
determining the extent to which new employees or displaced families will need
general public assistance (e.g. food stamps), health care , and housing assistance
among other social services Ms. Watt concluded that without this information and
analysis

, "

it is not possible to conclude that impacts related to population increases
housing and employment wil be less than significant."176

C. Project Description is Internally Inconsistent.

As mentioned above , the Project description must be "accurate , stable and
finite." By contrast, the EIR in this case contradicts itself repeatedly - often on the
same page and concerning the same impacts. Such an internally inconsistent
project description fails to meet the most basic requirements of CEQA.

For example , the EIR clearly states that "proposed project would be
anticipated to have significant impacts to air quality during operations due to the
exceedance of the SCACMD significance threshold for NOx " (EIR at 3. 15),
but then contradicts itself in the following cumulative impacts section by stating
the operational emissions from the proposed project are individually insignificant."

(Id. at 3. 16). The EIR again contradicts itself when dismissing the cumulative
impacts for hazardous materials. The EIR explained that the "proposed project has
the potential to result in significant impacts to the public or the environment
related to the routine transport , use , or disposal of hazardous materials (Id. at 3.

174 Id.
175 Id.
176 Id.
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9), and that " (o)ff-site transport and disposal routes for biomedical, radiological
hazardous , and nonhazardous may include the route. . . within 0.25 miles of the
(Jackie Robinson Elementary) school." (Id. 11). The EIR contradicts itself when
it states two pages later "hazards and hazardous materials impacts expected from
the implementation of the proposed project do no affect lands outside the
boundaries of the proposed project site... (Id. 3. 13).

Professional engineer Tom Brohard points out numerous inconsistencies in
the project description. For example:

Page 2-9 indicates completion of construction for the Todd Cancer
Institute Phase I in September 2006, while just four pages later , on
page 2- , the document states that the same facility will be completed
in December 2007 - over one year later.
Page 2-9 states that the Todd Cancer Institute Phase II will be 42 300
square feet while four pages later the same facility is described as
being 45 500 square feet. (page 2- 13).
Page 2- 10 states that the Miler Children s Hospital Phase I wil be
129 220 square feet, but fives pages later, the EIR states that the same
facility wil be 124 500 square feet.
Page 2-10 states that the Miler Children s Hospital Phase II will be

030 square feet, but at page 2- , the same facility is described as
being 73 500 square feet.

The Project description also fails to provide a consistent time line for the
Project describing construction duration of 6 , 8 , or 10 years in different parts of the
EIR. Duration of construction is a critical issue , which determines the extent of air
impacts , duration of soil disturbance as well as other impacts. Thus , a definitive
time line must be provided for this Project.

These internal inconsistencies must be clarified in a new SEIR.

D. The Environmental Setting Fails to Discuss New Ozone
Standards.

The environmental setting must include a discussion of applicable
environmental standards, regulatory frameworks and plans. (CEQA Guidelines
~15125.) The EIR lists several state and federal air quality standards to apply in
the area , but fails to mention the new 8-hour ozone standard adopted by the
California Air Resources Board ("CARB") on April 28, 2005. Since the document
fails entirely to mention this standard, there is no analysis of how the project may
affect the standard, or the region s ability to comply with the standard.
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On April 28 , 2005 , CARB adopted a new 8-hour ozone standard of 0.070 parts
per million. (Exhibit 4). The EIR cites only the I-hour ozone standard of 0. 09 ppm
and does not mention the 8-hour standard. (EIR, p. 3. 3). Ozone presents very
significant human health impacts , and the Los Angeles region has the worst ozone
problem in the nation. The EIR admits that the Project wil increase emissions of
ozone precursors nitrogen oxides (NOx) and volatile organic compounds (VOCs).
(EIR section 3.2). Thus , the Project will exacerbate the region s already
unacceptable ozone problem.177 Since the EIR has not yet been certified, it should
be revised to address the 8-hour ozone standard, including how the Project may
affect the region s ability to meet that standard, and analyze the feasible measures
that may reduce this impact.

An understanding of the nature of ozone pollution wil help to understand
why an individual and cumulative impacts analysis is so vitally important to
understand the impacts of the Project. Ozone , the principal element of smog, is a
secondary pollutant produced when two precursor air pollutants volatile organic
compounds ("VOCs ) and nitrogen oxides ("NOx react in sunlight.1 VOCs and
NOx are emitted by a variety of sources, including cars, trucks , industrial facilities
petroleum-based solvents, and diesel engines.

The human health and associated societal costs from ozone pollution are
extreme. In proposing a new rule making limiting emissions of NOx and particulate
matter from certain diesel engines , EP A summarized the effects of ozone on public
health:

A large body of evidence shows that ozone can cause harmful respiratory
effects , including chest pain, coughing and shortness of breath, which affect
people with compromised respiratory systems most severely. When inhaled
ozone can cause acute respiratory problems; aggravate asthma; cause
significant temporary decreases in lung function of 15 to over 20 percent in
some healthy adults; cause inflammation of lung tissue , produce changes in
lung tissue and structure; may increase hospital admissions and emergency
room visits; and impair the body s immune system defenses , making people
more susceptible to respiratory illnesses." 179

Moreover, ozone is not an equal opportunity pollutant , striking hardest the
most vulnerable segments of our population: children, the elderly, and people with
respiratory ailments. (Id. Children are at greater risk because their lung capacity
is still developing, because they spend significantly more time outdoors than adults

especially in the summertime when ozone levels are the highest, and because

177 Kings County Farm Bureau v. City of Hanford 221 Cal.App.3d 692 (1990).
17 American Petroleum Institute v. Costle 665 F.2d 1176 1181 (D.C. Cir. 1981).
179 66 Fed. Reg. 5002 , 5012 (Jan. 18 2001).
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they are generally engaged in relatively intense physical activity that causes them
to breathe more ozone pollution. (Id.

Ozone has severe impacts on millions of Americans with asthma. While it is
as yet unclear whether smog actually causes asthma, there is no doubt that it
exacerbates the condition. 180 Moreover, as EPA observes, the impacts of ozone on
asthmatics are of special concern particularly in light of the growing asthma

problem in the United States and the increased rates of asthma-related mortality
and hospitalizations , especially in children in general and black children in
particular."181 In fact:

(A)sthma is one of the most common and costly diseases in the United
States. ... Today, more than 5 percent of the US population has asthma
(and) (o)n average 15 people died every day from asthma in 1995. '" In 1998
the cost of asthma to the U.S. economy was estimated to be $11.3 bilion, with
hospitalizations accounting for the largest single portion of the costS. 182

The health and societal costs of asthma are wreaking havoc here in
California. There are currently 2.2 milion Californians suffering from asthma. 183

In 1997 alone , nearly 56 413 residents, including 16 705 children, required
hospitalization because their asthma attacks were so severe. Shockingly, asthma is
now the leading cause of hospital admissions of young children in California. Id. 

1. Combined with very real human suffering is the huge financial drain of asthma
hospitalizations on the state s health care system. The most recent data indicate
that the statewide financial cost of these hospitalizations was nearly $350 000 000
with nearly a third of the bil paid by the State Medi- Cal program. (Id. at 4.

The Los Angeles air basin has the worst ozone problem in the nation. The
EIR admits that the Project wil increase emissions of NOx and VOCs which create
ozone. The EIR must discuss how the project may impact the new more stringent
ozone standard, and propose feasible mitigation measures to reduce ozone precursor
emISSIOns.

In short, in light of the regional nature of the ozone problem , the failure of
the Los Angeles area to meet ozone standards, the public health threat presented 
ozone pollution, and the already serious respiratory problems in the area , ozone is

180 See 66 Fed. Reg. 5002 , 5012 (Jan. 18 2001) (EPA points to "strong and convincing evidence that
exposure to ozone is associated with exacerbation of asthma-related symptoms
181 62 Fed. Reg. at 38864.
182 66 Fed. Reg. at 5012.
183 California Department of Health Services California County Asthma Hospitalization Chart Book
August 1 2000.
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precisely the type of pollutant that must be analyzed for its cumulative and
individually-significant impacts. 184 Thus, the City must prepare an SEIR for the
Project to fully analyze , disclose to the public and consider mitigation measures to
address this important public health problem.

VII. THE EIR FAILS TO ADEQUATELY CONSIDER ALTERNATIVES TO
THE PROPOSED PROJECT

CEQA requires that an EIR "shall describe a range of reasonable alternatives
to the project. . . which would feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the
project but would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the
project, and evaluate the comparative merits of the alternatives. 185 The purpose of
the discussion of alternatives is both to support the decision makers and to inform
public participation. Thus

, "

(a)n EIR's discussion of alternatives must contain
analysis sufficient to allow informed decision making."186 An EIR must also include
detail sufficient to enable those who did not participate in its preparation to

understand and to consider meaningfully the issues raised by the proposed
project." 187 One of the most substantive aspects of CEQA is that Section 21002 of
the statute forbids agencies from approving projects with significant adverse
impacts when feasible alternatives (or feasible mitigation measures) can
substantially lessen such impacts. 188

The CEQA Guidelines explanation of the alternatives analysis purpose
highlights its import:

Because an EIR must identify ways to mitigate or avoid
the significant effects that a project may have on the
environment (Public Resources Code Section 21002. 1), the
discussion of alternatives shall focus on alternatives to

the project or its location which are capable of avoiding or
substantially lessening any significant effects of the
project, even if these alternatives would impede to some

184 See, Kings County, supra.
185 CEQA Guidelines ~ 15126.6(a); Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Board of Supervsors (1990) 52 Ca1.3d
553; Laurel Heights Improvement Association v. Regents of the University of California (1988) 47
Ca1.d 376).
186 Laurel Heights I, 47 Ca1.3d at 404.
187 Id. at 405.
188 

Sierra Club v. Gilroy City Council (1990) 222 Cal.App.3d 30 , 41; Citizens for Quality Growth v. City
of Mount Shasta (1988)198 Cal.App.3d 433 440-41; Kings County Farm Bureau v. City of Hanford
(1990) 221 Cal.App.3d 692 , 711 , 730-31; CEQA Guidelines ~~ 15002(a)(3), 15021(a)(2).
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degree the attainment of the project objectives, or would
be more costly. 189

An EIR "shall include sufficient information about each alternative to allow
meaningful evaluation, analysis , and comparison with the proposed project."190 The
EIR "must consider a reasonable range of potentially feasible alternatives that will
foster informed decisionmaking and public participation."191 The EIR should briefly
describe the rationale for selecting the alternatives to be discussed,192 The EIR
should also identify any alternatives that were considered by the lead agency but
were rejected as infeasible during the scoping process and briefly explain the
reasons underlying the lead agency s determination.1

In determining the nature and scope of alternatives to be examined in an
EIR, local agencies shall be guided by the doctrine of "feasibility. CEQA has
defined "feasible " for purposes of CEQA review , as "capable of being accomplished
in a successful manner within a reasonable period of time , taking into account
economic, environmental, social, and technological factors."194 The courts have
further declared that " (t)he statutory requirements for consideration of alternatives
must be judged against a rule ofreason."195 When considering whether an
alternatives analysis is reasonable , the courts have repeatedly framed the question
with the conclusion that " (o)ne of (an EIR' s) major functions ... is to ensure that all
reasonable alternatives to proposed projects are thoroughly assessed by the
responsible officia1."196

California courts provide guidance on how to apply these factors in
determining whether an alternative or mitigation measure is economically feasible.
In Burger v. County of Mendocino the court held that the county s approval of an 80
unit hotel project over a smaller 64 unit alternative , despite recommendations to
the contrary in the EIR, was not supported by substantial evidence. 197 The EIR
discussed numerous adverse environmental effects that would be caused by the 80-
unit project and recommended that the developer be allowed to construct a smaller
64-unit hotel so long as certain mitigation measures were completed, including

189 CEQA Guidelines ~ 1526.6(b).
190 CEQA Guidelines ~ 15126.6(d).
191 CEQA Guidelines ~ 15126. 6(a); San Bernardino Valley Audubon Society v. County of San Bernardino
(1984) 155 Cal.App.3d 738 , 750.
192 CEQA Guidelines ~ 15126.6(c).
193 Id.
194 Pub. Resources Code, ~ 21061.1; Guidelines, ~ 15364; Citizens of Goleta Valley, 52 Ca1.d at 565;
Laurel Heights supra, 47 Ca1.3d at 402 , th. 10.
195 

Citizens of Goleta Valley, 52 Ca1.d at 565
196 Id.
197 (1975) 45 Cal.App.3d 322
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relocation of some of the proposed buildings. In evaluating whether substantial
evidence supported the county s rejection of the smaller alternative as economically
infeasible , the court found that "there is no estimate of income or expenditures, and
thus no evidence that a reduction of the motel from 80 to 64 units , or relocation of
some units , would make the project unprofitable."198 Thus , the court identified
three criteria that should be evaluated in a comparative analysis to determine
whether a project alternative or mitigation measure would be economically feasible:
(1) estimated income; (2) estimated expenditures; and (3) estimated profitability
between the proposed project and alternative or with and without recommended
mitigation measures.

This EIR fails to meet the CEQA standards for a proper alternatives analysis
because it fails to present a reasonable range of alternatives , fails to demonstrate or
describe the process used to narrow down the alternatives considers , fails to
consider any alternative related to the five central parts for the Long Beach
Memorial Medical Center Expansion, and fails to provide quantitative and
comparative assessments of various alternatives to the proposed Project.

First, the EIR fails to provide a reasonable range of alternatives as required
by CEQA.1 This Project consists of six major elements: (1) the Todd Cancer
Institute (TCI), (2) the Milers Children s Hospital (Pediatric Inpatient Tower
Utility Trench, and Central Plant Building), (3) Milers Children s Hospital-
Pediatric Outpatient Building), (4) Millers Children s Hospital-Link Building, (5)
Roadway Realignment, and (6) Parking Program. (DEIR at 2-6). However, the
alternatives analysis only considers one alternative to the timing of construction of
TCI (Alternative A) as it relates to parking issues, and one alternative to the timing
of construction of a parking structure (Alternative B). (DEIR ~ 4.0).

As the Goleta case explained, what constitutes a reasonable range of
alternatives depends on the facts of the case , the environmental benefits to the
alternative , and the feasibility of the alternative.20o Here , the City has failed to
consider any substantive changes to the Project plan other than timing of buildout
as it relates to parking issues. While the City need not consider every alternative
it is required to consider a reasonable range of alternatives. Only considering a
change of timing for the parking for the Project does not constitute a reasonable
range of alternatives , or adequately addressing all reasonable alternatives.201

A supplemental EIR should include a range of alternatives which better

198 Burger v. County of Mendocino 45 Ca1.App.3d at 326-327.
199 CEQA Guidelines ~ 15126. 6(a); San Bernardino Valley Audubon Society v. County of San Bernardino
(1984) 155 Cal.App.3d 738 , 750.
200 

Citizens of Goleta Valley, 52 Ca1.d at 566
201 Id. at 565
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addresses the environmental impacts from this Project. For example , given that the
impact to affordable housing is a significant environmental impact from this
Project, logical alternatives to this Project would consider changes to the scope of
the build-out of the Project, or alternative design configurations that would meet
the goals of the Project without requiring the demolition of affordable housing
including construction of a parking structure or structures to accommodate parking
needs and the retention of existing housing, or construction of a mixed use structure
combining parking in combination with housing.202

The EIR provides an alternative of a parking structure rather than surface
level parking. This alternative would allow the preservation of affordable housing
since affordable housing is proposed to be destroyed to make room for surface level
parking. However, the alternatives analysis does not even analyze this alternative
in terms of affordable housing and does not analyze whether this alternative would
avoid the Project's impacts on affordable housing. Since the EIR fails to address the
Project' s impacts on affordable housing entirely, it fails to consider alternatives that
would avoid that impact.

The EIR itself demonstrates that downsizing the Project not only appears to
be feasible , but also can occur while simultaneously meeting all of the twelve
objectives203 of the proposed Project. 04 Since this alternative is feasible , would
meet Project objectives, and would be environmentally preferable , it is required
under CEQA. 205 Additionally, without considering an economic analysis of whether
downsizing is cost effective , the City cannot properly make the determination that
such an alternative is not preferable.206 Nevertheless, the EIR does not recommend
implementation of this alternative. Thus, a supplemental EIR should consider this
alternative and related alternatives through means including conducting the proper
economic analysis.

Additionally, while the City is not required to fully consider every
alternative , it must at the very least show the process it used to explore a full range
of alternatives and why it chose certain alternatives over others.207 This EIR
however, fails to give any indication as to the process of formulating a list of
alternatives, a list of alternatives considered, or why certain alternatives were
chosen. Rather than explaining its choices for alternatives , the EIR merely

202 Watt Comment pp. 17-18.
203 Objective 6 to provide a pediatrc inpatient tower might be slowed down, being fully achieved 12 years
later.
204 As a result of alternative B , expediting the constrction of the parking strcture , the DEIR anticipates
having to downsize phase I ofTCI and MCH. Although the DEIR fails to consider downsizing as an
alternative, Alternative B demonstrates that this is feasible.
205 CEQA ~21002.
206 Burger v. County of Mendocino 45 Cal.App.3d at 326-327.
207 CEQA Guidelines ~ 15126.6(c).
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dismisses alternative locations because of 1) the separation from major
thoroughfares and 2) cost of property acquisition. (DEIR at 4- 1.) Then, without any
explanation whatsoever, the EIR plainly states that " (t)he alternatives analysis is
directed toward parking." (DEIR at 4. ) This violates CEQA's requirement that
the City describe the basis for selection of alternatives since it provides no
explanation whatsoever.

A supplemental EIR must therefore be prepared which considers the feasible
alternatives to the proposed project that address a reasonable range of alternatives
addressing more than merely parking issues , which describes a basis for selecting
discussed alternatives, and which explains fully why a chosen alternative was
selected over any environmentally superior alternatives.

VIII. THE CITY MUST PREPARE A SUPPLEMENTAL EIR

As discussed above , the Project EIR is deficient in several respects. In
particular, the City s failure to discuss mitigation measures for impacts from toxic
contamination, failure to address significant impacts to affordable housing at all
failure to discuss a reasonable range of alternatives , and failure to include the
Parking Study as part of the EIR result in inadequate Draft and Final EIRs that
are incomplete and inadequate. Additionally, the comments above demonstrate
that the EIR failed to provide adequate mitigation measures for significant traffic
impacts , operational air pollution impacts and cumulative air pollution impacts and
demonstrated that there are mitigation measures that the City must consider in a
supplemental EIR. Given the Planning Commission s May 5 2005 certification of
the Final EIR, a subsequent or supplemental EIR (SEIR) must be prepared to
correct the deficiencies found in the current version of the EIR.208 Preparing an
SEIR is necessary to provide the public with the opportunity to participate in the
review of all aspects of this Project.

A. Public Participation is Essential to CEQA

Public participation is an essential part of the CEQA process."209 As the
courts have repeatedly held, allowing the public to provide comments on projects
that may affect their communities is central to CEQA.210 The purposed of allowing
the public to comment on the entire environmental review of a project has been well
articulated by the court:

208 In the alternative, the City is required to recirculate the Draft EIR prior to certification of the Pinal EIR
by the Long Beach City Council. Pub. Res. Code ~ 21092. 1; CEQA Guidelines ~ 15088. 5; Laurel
Heights Improvement Assoc. of San Francisco, Inc. v. Regents of the University of California (1993) 6
Ca1.4th 1112.
209 CEQA Guidelines ~ 15201.
210 

Sutter Sensible Planning, Inc. v. Board of Supervisors (1981) 122 Cal.App.3d 813 820.
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The purpose of requiring public review is to demonstrate to an
apprehensive citizenry that the agency has , in fact, analyzed and
considered the ecological implications of its action. Public review
permits accountability and ' informed self-government. . . Public
review and comment ... ensures that appropriate alternatives and
mitigation measures are considered, and permits input from agencies
with expertise. . .. Thus public review provides the dual purpose of
bolstering the public s confidence in the agency s decision and
providing the agency with information from a variety of experts and
sources. 211

The public review period for a DEIR must be no less than 30 days
following the date of notice. 212 The court in the 

Ultramar case held that this

30-day period does not begin until the lead agency has provided the public
with complete copies of the environmental documents.213

The Ultramar court
also held that where the agency s obligation to provide 30-day public review
was not satisfied until the entire EIR has been properly circulated according
to the practice of the agency. 214 In the case of Ultramar the agency could not
satisfy its obligation by claiming that missing documents were on file with
the agency because the recipients of the original environmental document
naturally assume that they were being sent a complete copy," and thus

would not have reason to inspect the agency offices. 215

B. The City Must Prepare a Supplemental EIR

In this case , the City of Long Beach must prepare an SEIR because the
previous EIR failed to address significant environmental effects and failed to
discuss mitigation measures would substantially reduce the impacts from
this Project.216 Also , the Parking Study was not available to the public when
the Draft and Final EIRs were circulated, despite the fact that the documents
falsely stated that the study was included. Thus "new information, which
was not known and could not have been know at the time the environmental
impact report was certified as complete" is available and demonstrates that

21 
Schoen v. Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (1997) 58 Cal.AppAth 556 574-574 (internal

quotations and citations omitted).
212 Pub.Res.Code ~ 21091; CEQA Guidelines ~~ 15105(a), 15205(d).
213 Ultramar

, Inc. v. South Coast Air Quality Management District (1993) 17 Ca1.AppAth 689 , 700.
214 Id.
215 Id.
216
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an SEIR must be prepared, and opened for a new comment period prior to
certification of the Final EIR by the City of Long Beach.217

CEQA Guidelines Section 15162(a)(3) requires that a supplemental
EIR be prepared when "new information of substantial importance" shows
any of the following:

(A) The project will have one or more significant effects not discussed in
the previous EIR or negative declaration;
Significant effects previously examined wil be substantially more
severe than shown in the previous EIR;
Mitigation measures or alternatives previously found not to be feasible
would in fact be feasible , and would substantially reduce one or more
significant effects of the project, but the project proponents decline to
adopt the mitigation measure or alternative; or
Mitigation measures or alternatives which are considerably different

, from those analyzed in the previous EIR would substantially reduce
one or more significant effects on the environment, but the project
proponents decline to adopt the mitigation measure or alternative.

(B)

(C)

(D)

In this case , the City of Long Beach failed in multiple respects
triggering the need to prepare an SEIR.

1. The City Must Prepare An SEIR with Mitigation Measures
for Toxic Soil Contamination

The City seeks certification of the EIR before mitigation measures for
toxic soil contamination have been prepared and incorporated into the EIR.
This clearly triggers CEQA Guidelines Sections 15162(a)(3)(C & D) which
require an SEIR when mitigations measures that were not analyzed in the
EIR would substantially reduce significant environmental effects. Here , the
City failed to provide any mitigation measures at all, but simply deferred to
DTSC to prepare a Remedial Action Workplan (RAW) which would contain
mitigation measures for the soil contamination. However, the RAW has not
been completed, therefore the City must prepare an SEIR when the RAW is
completed.

As DTSC explained in its comments on the project

, "

elements of the
clean-up requiring mitigation including, but not limited to, soil excavation
onsite storage , off-site transportation, and backfill need to be adequately
addressed. The actions that will be outlined in the draft RA for the Project
must be evaluated and incorporated in the final version of the EIR. (DTSC

217 Pub. Res. Code ~ 21166.
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Comment, p. 2 (March 16, 2005)). DTSC also stated that "specific impacts
associated with the removal of contaminated soil, and corresponding
mitigation measures must be outlined in the final EIR." (Id. at p.3).
However, the final EIR did not evaluate, incorporate, or even describe any
such mitigation measures or remedial activities.

Instead of proposing mitigation measures, the EIR states that the toxic
contamination wil be mitigated in the future pursuant to a plan that will 
developed by various agencies including the DTSC , the Long Beach Health
Department and the South Coast Air Quality Management District.
(Mitigation measures 1- , pp. 3. 14 - 3. 17). As discussed above
deferring such responsibility to the future is contrary to CEQA.218 Thus, the
City must provide the mitigation measures in this EIR. In fact, DTSC plans
to have the RAW completed in June 2005. At that time , the City must
incorporate the mitigation measures from the RAW and incorporate feasible
mitigation measures for toxic soil contamination. At that time , the City must
also prepare an SEIR pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21166 and
CEQA Guidelines Sections 15162(a)(3)(C & D).219

2. The City Must Prepare An SEIR with Analysis and
Mitigation Measures for Impacts to Mfordable Housing

The City failed to address the significant impacts to affordable housing
at all. As discussed above , the Project wil have significant affects on
affordable housing, and mitigation measures must be adopted to mitigate
those impacts. The City must address this significant impact with analysis
and mitigation measures. This new information triggers CEQA Guidelines
Section 15162(a)(3)(A) because the Project wil have significant effects on
affordable housing not discussed in the current EIR at all, and Section
15162(a)(3)(D) because the EIR will present new mitigation measures not
previously analyzed that wil reduce the significant impacts to affordable
housing. 220

As Ms. Watt explained in her comments

, "

an SEIR must be prepared
which includes , but is not limited to the following analysis based on revised
information in the Project Description, Setting and other information:

218 
Sundstrom v. County of Mendocino (1988) 202 Cal.App.3d 296 308-309.

219 Alternatively, this fits firmly into CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5(a)(3) as an inadequate EIR
because the City did not address affordable housing use at all. This also fits into CEQA Guidelines
Section 15088.5(a)(3) because alternatives and mitigations measures must be raised in the revised EIR to
address impacts to affordable housing.
220 Alternatively, this fits firmly into CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5(a)(3) because alternatives and
mitigations measures must be raised in the revised EIR to address impacts from toxic soil contamination.
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Total new housing demand generated by the Project, secondary
growth and cumulative projects;

The housing affordability range for that new demand;

The number of displaced residents (from the demolished units)
plus new employees expected to reside in Long Beach;

Increased Housing availability to accommodate total new
demand in Long Beach and increased housing demand in other
communities;

All potential impacts associated with new housing demand
within Long Beach and the region;

The expected new traffic and transit trips based on where
employees will reside and details of those trips, including
geographic range; impacts to road/transit capacity. This
information should be used to revise traffic and transit analyses
in the EIR.

Additional air quality impacts associated with commute
patterns. This information should be used to revised air quality
information in the EIR.

The extent to which new employees or displaced families will
need general public assistance (e.g. food stamps), health care
and housing assistance , among other social services."221

As Ms. Watt concluded

, "

In the absence of this information and
analysis it is not possible to conclude that impacts related to population
increases , housing and employment will be less than significant."222 Thus , an
SEIR must be prepared to address these issues.

3. The City Must Prepare An SEIR with A Reasonable Range of
Proiect Alternatives

The City s failure to discuss a reasonable range of alternatives triggers
CEQA Guidelines Section 15162(a)(3)(D). There are alternatives (discussed

221 Watt Comment section III
222 Id.
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above) that would significantly lessen the impact of the Project that the City
failed to address and adopt. For example , downsizing the Project or building
a parking garage that obviates the need for the southern parking lots which
are planned to displace 51 units of affordable housing could eliminate the
significant impacts to affordable housing. Instead of conducting a proper
alternatives analysis , the City offered changes in timing to its parking plan to
the Project as its only alternatives. Thus, CEQA Guidelines Section
15162(a)(3)(D) is also triggered because the EIR is patently inadequate and
mitigation measures that are considerably different than those currently
addressed in the EIR can better mitigate the significant effects of this
Project.

4. The City Must Prepare An SEIR with Mitigation Measures
for traffic. air pollution, and cumulative impacts

The City failed to consider mitigation measures for environmental impacts
from traffic, air pollution, and cumulative impacts all of which the City found to be
significant. The comments above , however, demonstrate that mitigation measures
are available for all three impact categories. For traffic impacts, Tom Brohard
outlined numerous mitigation measures such as purchasing additional rights of way
and creating additional turn lanes to mitigate the effects. (Brohard Comment, p. 9).
For significant air pollution, a long list of mitigation measures are available
(discussed above), none of which were even considered by the City.. Thus, under
Public Resources Section 21166 and CEQA Guidelines Section 15162(a)(3)(D), the
City must prepare an SEIR with these mitigation measures.224

5. The City Must Prepare An SEIR to Properly Circulate a Complete
EIR

The City s failure to include the parking study in the Draft EIR and
Final EIR deprived the public its right to review the complete EIR. In the
Final EIR response to comments , the City of Long Beach indicated that the
Parking Demand Occupancy Study completed by LLG was a part of the EIR
Appendix N. (Final EIR p. 13-34.) This study, however, does not appear in
the DEIR as Appendix N. In fact, it does not appear in the DEIR at all.
During the May 5 , 2005 Planning Commission meeting, the Planning
Commission acknowledged that it failed to include this document, but
certified the EIR nonetheless. Failure to circulate the parking study with the
EIR, when the Commission explicitly includes it as part of the EIR, violates

223 
Alternatively, the City' s failure to discuss a reasonable range of alternatives trggers CEQA Guidelines

Section 15088.5(a)(3).
224 Alternatively, this fits firmly into CEQA Guidelines Section 15088.5(a)(3) because alternatives and
mitigations measures must be raised in the revised EIR.
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the fundamental notion of CEQA's public review requirements , and triggers
the requirement to prepare an SEIR when "new information, which was not
known and could not have been know at the time the environmental impact
report was certified as complete " became available.225

Failure to include the parking study also violates the public review
requirements of CEQA. The Ultramar court held that the failure to provide
even a few pages of a CEQA document for a portion of the CEQA review
period invalidated the entire CEQA process.226 In the Ultramar, the court
invalidated the CEQA process because the agency failed to include 12 pages
of a 288 environmental review document, and then denied a commenters
request to extend the review deadline by nine days following receipt of the
documents. This case is strikingly similar. Here the City failed to include
the traffic study, which it claimed to be a part of the EIR. If the City fails to
prepare an SEIR with the parking study, it will violate the public review
requirement clearly codified in Ultramar. Providing the document at the
City office is not adequate - the City must circulate the document to all
parties , as the court required in Ultramar. 227

For the above reasons , the City must prepare an SEIR, open a new
comment period, and respond to comments prior to certification of the Final
EIR by the City of Long Beach.228 Failure to do so would be an abuse of
discretion.

225 Pub. Res. Code ~ 21166.
226 

UZtramar v. South Coast Air Quality Man. Dist. (1993) 17 Ca1.AppAth 689
227 Id. at 700.
228 SEIRs must receive the same kind of notice and public review required for other kinds of draft EIRs.
CEQA Guidelines ~~ 15162(d), 15163(c); Concerned Citizens of Costa Mesa, Inc. v. 32nfd District
Agricultural Association (1986) 42 Ca1.d 929 936.
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IX. CONCLUSION.

The Project wil have numerous highly significant impacts that are neither
disclosed, analyzed, nor mitigated in the EIR. We urge the City to prepare an SEIR
that fully complies with CEQA prior to approving the Project or certifying the EIR.
Thank you for considering our comments.

f61t
Richard Toshiyuki Drury
Kevin S. Golden

KSG:
Attachments
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Terrell Watt Planning Consultants
1937 Filbert Street

San Francisco, CA 94123
415-563-0543

415-563-8701 fax
terrvatttCatt. net

May 31 2005

Secretar of the Plannng Commission, and 
Honorable Members of the City of Long Beach Planng Commission
c/o Ms. Anta Garcia, Project Manager
Deparent of Plang and Buildig
City Hall, 5 floor
333 West Ocean Blvd.
Long Beach, CA 90802

RE: Supplemental Comments on the Long Beach Memorial Medical Center
Expansion Environmental hnpact Report

Honorable Members ofthe City of Long Beach Plang Commission:

This letter is written on behalf of SEIU United Health Care Workers - West ("SEIU"
with regard to the City s Long Beach Memorial Medical Center Expansion (the
Project") Environmental hnpact Report (State Clearghouse No.2004081142) ("the

EIR"). This letter supplements the comments already submitted on behalf of SEIR on the
Project dated May 4 2005. 1 The focus of this comment letter is the EIR' s failure to
adequately describe, disclose, analyze and mitigate the Project' s likely signficant
impacts related to housing, population and ernployment and in tu to adequately
describe or mitigate air quality, transportation, social services and cumulative impacts.
Due to the deficiencies in the EIR in this respect, a supplemental EIR ("SEIR") must be
prepared to fully describe the project, the project' s impacts and additional mitigation
measures and alternatives capable of reducing new signficant impacts related 
population, housing and employment aspects of the project.

In preparng these comments the following documents were reviewed: .

I) The EIR, including Volumes I, II and II.
2) The City s General Plan Housing Element.

1 Terrell Watt, a professional plang consultant, prepared these comments. See resume of Terrell Watt
attached hereto as Attachment A.
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3) The City of Long Beach Housing Action Plan
4) SEIU' s Comment Letter dated May 4 2005.
5) Curent Census Data for the City and region.
6) Background Information for the City' s General Plan Update

Detailed comments on the adequacy of the EIR are set forth below.

The Em Must Analyze Signifcant Impacts Related to Population,
Housing and Jobs

The Project proposes a signficant expansion of an existing Medical Center, which in 
wil result in hundreds of new employees. Project development includes the demolition
of existing affordable rental housing unts so that a surface parking lot can be
constrcted. The increase in employment, diectly related demand for additional housing
and loss of housing are considered by CEQA as economic and social effects, and
therefore are not to be identified as significant impacts in and of themselves. CEQA
Guidelines Section 15131. However, where these impacts directly lead to signficant
physical environmental impacts they must be considered either in the EIR or some other
document in the record. CEQA Guidelines Sections 15131 , l5064(f) and 15382. The
Project wil increase the demand for additional housing by generating new jobs and by
destroying existing housing. This isa signficant adverse physical environmental impact
tJ;at must be addressed in the EIR.

The CEQA Guidelines Appendix G is also instrctive concernng what constitutes a
potentially signficant impact that must be considered in a CEQA ocument.
Specifically, Appendix G of the CEQA Guidelines poses the following questions with
respect to potentially significant impacts to land use, population and housing:

Would the project conflict with any applicable land use plan, or regulation of an
agency with jursdiction over the project (including, but not limited to the general
plan, spe ific plan, local coastal program, or zoning ordinance) adopted for the
purose of avoiding or mitigating an environmental effect?

Would the project induce substantial population growth in an area, either directly
(for example, by proposing new homes and businesses) or indirectly (for example
through extension of roads or other infrastrcture)?

Would the project displace substantial numbers of existing housing, necessitating
the constrction of replacement housing elsewhere?

Would the project displace substantial numbers of people, necessitating the
constrction of replacement housing elsewhere?

2 City of Long Beach Departent of Communty Development, Housing Servces Bureau, City of Long
Beach Housing Action Plan, FY 2005-2009, Adopted June 2004, attached hereto as Attachment J.
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,;;

Based on the severe lack of affordable housing in the Long Beach area and region, as
well as the City' s own aggressive housing policies, another question would also be
appropriately considered asa threshold of signficance:

Would the project increase the demand for affordable housing?

In this case, a detailed analysis is waranted of all of the above potentially signficant
impacts and issues. Project related impacts associated with the increase in jobs
commensurate housing demand and loss of rental units include, but are not limited to:

The loss of 51 housing unts alone and in combination with an increased demand
for housing as a result of the increase of approximately 500 new jobs (not
including secondary growth in service jobs due to the Project)3 results in a
signficant demand for affordable housing in the City and potentially elsewhere.

The project wil fuher reduce the "jobs - housing balance, resulting in longer
commutes, signficant vehicle trps and air quality impacts not disclosed or
analyzed.

Cumulative impacts related to population, housing and employment ITom the
Project plus cumulative projects. Again, this is not disclosed or analyzed in the
EJR.

Because of the EIR' s failure to provide infonnation about' the Project, EJR-based
assumptions are not available for the likely demand for new housing unts total, or for
affordable units, generated by the project plus secondar growth. Based on conservative
assumptions and excluding secondary growth, the Project is likely to generate a demand
for approximately 300 new unts, with the majority of those in the affordable range (51
rental unts plus 250 unts for the new employees not curently residing in the area).
This increase in demand is signficant based on both the number of Lower-income units
built in the City over the last five years; 771 low income aparent unts (Housing Plan
page V-2), as well as when cornpared with housing unit potential in the area identified by
the City. Specifically, the City has identified three sites within the vicinity of the 
proposed project that are to be developed for futue residential units - providing an
estimated 231 new residential unts at Long Beach Boulevard, Del Amo Boulevard, and

Street." EJR, page 13-49. Not all of those potential 231 new units wil be affordable.
In sumary, an increase in demand for 300+ new unts based on just the loss of existing
unts and demand for new unts by half the new employees, and not counting new
demand for all new employees or secondary growth, is a signifcant new demand. Actual
demand for total new unts generated by the Project plus secondar growth is likely to be

3 According to the EIR: "Ths proposed project would create hundreds of jobs for Long Beach citizens and
for those in neighboring communities durg both the design and constrction phase and for may years
thereafter in new support staff and professional staff positions." Emphasis added. See Section on GrowtInducement. 
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even greater than 300 unts, with a high percent of those unts needed in below rnarket
rate or affordable price ranges.

EIR' s routinely include an analysis of population, jobs and housing where the project wil
increase employment and the demand for housing or result in the loss of housing. See
Attachments C and D hereto; examples ofEIR analyses of housing, ernployment and
population.

In addition to analyzing population, housing and employment related impacts, an EIR
must evaluate the consistency of a proposed project with applicable plans and policies.
In this case, the Project is inconsistent with numerous policies of the City s General Plan;
which consistencies are not disclosed, analyzed or addressed.

The EIR fails to adequately address these potentially signficant project-related and
cumulative impacts even though the EIR acknowledges that population and housing
impacts must be considered. The reason provided for not analyzing them in the EIR is
that impacts related to housing and population are not expected to be signficant:

The analysis undertaken in support of the Intial Study detennined that there are
several environmental issue areas related to the Californa Environmental Quality
Act (CEQA) that arenot expected to have signficant impacts resulting frorn
implementation of the proposed project. These issue areas are agrcultual
resources, biological resources, mineral resources population and housing, and
recreation. These issue areas , therefore, were not cared forward for detailed
analysis in the EIR." DEIR, page ES-

The flaw here is that the EIR fails to provide any facts , evidence or analysis to support
the conclusion that impacts related to population and housing wil not be signficant. To
the contrar the facts strongly support another conclusion; that the increase in new jobs
and related demand for housing affordable for those employees alone and in combination
with the loss of affordable rental housing units in an area of acute lack of affordable
housing is signficant.6 See also Footnote 3 , above. Moreover, the housing impacts wil
lead to signficant demand for new housing in the City but also likely elsewhere leading
to longer commutes and air quality impacts that are not disclosed, analyzed or mitigated
in the EIR.

4 In addition
, based on Concerned Citizens of South Central v. Los Angeles Unif Sch. Dist. (1994) 24

Ca1.App.4th 826, 837

, "

the impact of a reduction in 67 total dwelling unts would be considered a
signficant adverse housing impact on housing in the local area. In fact given the shortage of vacant
housing even a much smaller reduction in the curent housing supply would be considered a signficant
adverse impact on housing resources in the local area.
Placer County - Nortstar Highlands DEIR Chapter 4. , Population, Housing and Employment; Lassen

County - Dyer Mountain Resort DEIR, Chapter 5 , Population, Housing and Employment.
6 Attachment B: Out of Reach in 2004, provides evidence that the housing affordability problem in Long
Beach is acute. Ths conclusion is also supported by the City' s Housing Action Plan and Housing Element.
The "Demographic Data for the Communty Around Long Beach Memorial" also shows how
demographics relates to the affordable housing problem
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The following sections ofthis letter set forth in detail the failure of the EIR to adequately
address these impacts and the infonnation that should be included in an SEIR.

II. The EIR Fails to Accurately and Completely Describe the Project and
Project Settng with respect to Population, Employment and Housing

The DEIR fails to describe the project and it's setting accurately and completely. It omits
keyproject featues that have the potential to result in signficant impacts. The CEQA
Guidelines defme "project" as "the whole of an action, which has a potential for resulting
in a physical change in the environment, directly or ultirnately . . .. CEQA Guidelines 9
15378. Among other components, an EIR' s project description must contain a "general
description of the project's techncal , economic, and environmental characteristics
considering the principal engineering proposals if any and supporting public servce
facilities. CEQA Guidelines 15124(c). As the Cour of Appeal has noted

, "

The
defned project and not some other project must be the EIR' s bona fide subject." County
ofInyo , 71 Ca1.App.3d at 185. An accurate and complete project description is
indispensable because

, "

(aJ curailed or distorted project description may stultify the
objectives ofthe reporting process. Only through an accurate view of the project may
affected outsiders and public decision-makers balance the proposal' s benefit against its
environmental cost, consider mitigation measures , assess the advantage of tenninating the
proposal. . . and weigh other alternatives in the balance. An accurate, stable and finite
project description is the sine qua non of an infonnative and legally sufficient EIR. Id.
at 192.

The DEIR also fails to provide an adequate description of the setting for the project.
Such a failure is fatal under CEQA. CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines mandate that an
EIR include a description of "the physical environmental conditions in the vicinity of the
project. . . from both a local and a regional perspective. . . Knowledge of the regional
setting is critical to the assessment of environmental impacts. CEQA Guidelines
99 15125(a) and (c). This requirement derives from the principle that without an
adequate description of the project' s local and regional context, the EIR, and thus the
decision-makers and the public who rely on the EIR, canot accurately assess the
potentially signficant impacts ofthe proposed project.

The EIR for the project is inadequate. It fails to describe key aspects of the proposed
project with respect to population, employment and housing with the potential to result in
signficant environmental impacts. Additionally, it fails to describe accurately and
completely the environmental setting for these issues. Accordingly, potentially
signficant envionmental impacts canot be adequately analyzed or addressed by the EIR
and, for this reason, the EIR is fatally deficient under CEQA.

The EIR goes to great lengths to describe how parking is going to be completed in phases
to satisfy increased parking needs of the project. This is presumably because City
regulations require parking to be adequate for projects and the CEQA Guidelines include
the question whether a proj ect wil result in inadequate parking.
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The City s policies with respect to housing are also quite clear:

Goal #1: Maintain and Improve the Quality of Existing Housing Stock
Goal #2: Provide Opportunty to Expand the Housing Stock with New
Constrction
Goal #3: Protect and Preserve Housing Affordable to Low-Income Households
Goal #4: Increase Opportty for Low-Incorne Households and Special Needs
Goal #5: Provide Increased Opportties for Home Ownership
Goal #6: Ensure Fair Treatment and Equal Opportty for All Households

Source: City of Long Beach Housing Element, page V- I. The CEQA Guidelines also
include questions about project impacts on housing and population.

Yet, the EIR barely mentions the loss of housing in the Project Description and does not
disclose key aspects of the project and project setting related to employment and
housing.7 The housing loss associated with the development of the proj ect based on the
limited information available can only be characterized as signficant: 51 rental units

including 6 single-family homes and 7 multi-family buildings. Rental unts are typically
more affordable than ownership units.

The EIR fails to disclose any information about the housing unts , the number of people
residing in the unts, the families that reside in them, whether they work at the Medical
Center, where else they could live, and the demand for new housing unts as a result of
the expansion. Without ths information, the EIR canot support the conclusion that
housing and population impacts are less than significant or adequately analyze the
impacts associated with increased jobs, increased housing demand and loss of housing.

A revised Project Description and Project Setting must include the following information
m a rinim

The exact n ber and characteristics of the housing slated for demolition on site
(e.g. unt type and size; affordabi1ity/subsidized etc.

7 The Executive Sumry and Project Description briefly mentions the loss of housing:

All on-site parkig would be developed in areas designted for interi or permnent use of parkig in the
Master Plan of Land Uses. Ths would include demolition of 51 existig residential unts to create surace
parkig lots (Lots Q, R, S , and T.) If determed to be necessary, a multilevel parkig strctue capable 
accommodatig approxitely 100 spaces per level would be sited in an area designated for long-term
parkig." DEIR, page ES- , 2-12 and 2-21.

In Response to Comment No. 1 to a letter from Rommel Porciuncula, the EIR discloses the project's
proposal with respect to existing housing:

There are curently 13 residential strctue on the site, including 6 single-family dwellings and 7 multi-
unt dwellings; all of these strctues are occupied by renters. These strctues would be demolished and
converted to parkig uses to support the proposed project." EIR page 13-49.
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o A general description of who lives in those unts (e.g. number of people, whether
they work at the hospital, work elsewhere in the City, are seniors or other special
needs, etc.

); .

The number of new jobs to be created by each phase of the project, including
futue phases anticipated in the Master Plan;
The general range of wages of new employees and displaced families and ability
to afford a horne/rent in Long Beach;
The employee base in Long Beach matched to new jobs (e.g. where wil new
employees come ITom?) (Note there is some infonnation in the EIR' s growth
inducing section, but it fails to support the local labor pools availability and
adequacy of training to the project' s needs);

o A description of existing housing opportties within a 20-mile and 40-mile
radius matched to employment in the new facilities;

o A description of the existing and projected jobs-housing balance in the City and
within the geographic area that existing employees reside in;

o A description of the CUlTent and projected gap in housing affordable to residents
and workers in the City of Long Beach and withi the geographic area that
existing employees reside in.
Where existing Medical Center employees live as a basis for detenning the
likely range of where new employees where live;
The number of housing units (demand) per existing employee (e.g. are there
employees who reside together thereby lowering the likely unt demand per new
employee?).

Data is readily available ITorn the project applicants, the census , City plans and policies
housing studies , SCAG as well as other readily available sources for this infonnation.

Based on this and other infonnation needed, a SEIR must analyze the impacts of the new
jobs and housing demand (combination of new demand from new employment and
demolished unts) with respect to need for new housing, jobs-housing balance and
commutes and related traffic and air quality impacts. The analysis should also include an
estimate of secondar growth generated by the Project and housing demand related to
that growt. Based on the estimate of new employment and displaced families total
housing demand must be estimated along with the affordability range for that new
demand. In addition that portron of displaced residents (from the demolished unts) plus

8 The Executive Summar, pages ES-
2 to ES-4 and the Project Description parally describes the new

facilities. Employees are mentioned for some of the facilties and for some phases, but the inormtion is
incomplete. Inormtion missing includes, but is not limted to, the followig:

Total employees; the EIR only describes the maxium number of employees in a building at one
tie;
Total employees for all buildings (e.g. No employees are described for the MCR Lin Building);
Total net new employees;
Type of employee (by tye and salary range);
Likely residence of new employees , among other inormtion necessary to support an analysis of
project imacts.
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new employees expected to reside in Long Beach and other communties must be
disclosed. In part, this analysis can be based on the geographic range of residences, by
general salar and longevity in the job , of existing employees. See Attachment E hereto
Addendum, Medical/ospital Jobs Housing Nexus Analysis for a possible methodology
to assess total housing demand related to the Project. This study goes further and
identifies the linkage fee for medical/ospital facilities in Walnut Creek.

This infonnation is then the source for analysis of new and potentially signficant traffic
transit, air quality and other impacts. In addition, this infonnation should also be used to
detennine the extent to which new employees or displaced families wil need general
public assistance (e.g. food stamps), health care, and housing assistance, among other
social services. In the absence ofthis infonnation and analysis it is not possible to
conclude that impacts related to population increases, housing and employment wil be
less than signficant. There is certainly more than a fair arguent that the Project wil
have signficant adverse impacts on housing which must be analyzed in an SEIR.

III. The EIR Fails to Disclose and Analyze Signifcant Project-Related
Impacts

The project setting is the City of Long Beach, a City in a region experiencing a severe
shortage of housing, and in paricular housing that is affordable to its workforce. See
Attachment B. The Campus is the second largest employer in the City of Long Beach
including 1 200 physicians and more than 3 500 employees. Appendix R.A. Master Plan
page 2. The project wil increase employment by approximately 500 new employees
(See Growth Inducing Section of the EIR). The lack of affordable rents, overcrowding in
aparments , aging housing stock, and horneless families were among the primar
concerns raised by Long Beach residents to the City Planng Bureau when the Bureau
was developing an updated version of its General Plan housing element. 9 Moreover, the
area immediately surounding Memorial (Atlantic Avenue/Long Beach Blvd.) was cited
by communty paricipants as paricularly problematic with respect to these issues. 10 The

General Plan Update notes that the City has experienced a 49.2 percent increase in
severely overcrowded units and that 58 percent of the housing unts were built before
1960, 11 Sites sqitable for new housing are scarce and the loss of any sites that are

designed for high density housing, such as the project site, are a signficant loss. Because
of the project's setting, any loss of housing alone or in this case coupled with demand for
new housing, wil result in signficant impacts.

Specifically, as a result ofthe loss of rental housing and the increased demand for
housing related to this loss alone and in cornbination with the increase in demand for
housing, the following impacts are likely to be signficant and must be disclosed and
analyzed in an SEIR:

9 City of Long Beach Departent of Plang and Building, Communty Cluster Input " General Plan
Update: Land Use and Mobility elements, 2004, Chapter 2 , Page 9.
10 General Plan Update at page 12.
11 
Techncal Background Report, General Plan Update, Chapter 2 , page 2-
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The loss of 51 housing unts alone and 'in combination with an increased demand
for housing as a result ofthe increase of approximately 500 net new jobs results in
a signficant demand for affordable housing in the City and elsewhere. To the
extent the demand canot be met in the City, longer commutes wil result.

The Project is likely to further reduce the jobs to housing balance in the City and
immediate region, resulting in employees and displaced residents experiencing
longer commutes, significant vehicle trps and air quality impacts not disclosed or
analyzed in the EIR. Neither the air quality nor the traffic analysis include the
impacts of the displaced residents, let alone consider the longer commutes of new
employees unable to fid housing in Long Beach.

Cumulative impacts related to population, housing and employment, which, at a
minimum, should be based on a study area related to where existing employees
reside.

In order to analyze and accurately characterize the above impacts , an SEIR must be
prepared which includes, but is not limited to the following analysis based on revised
information in the Project Description, Setting and other information:

Total new housing demand generated by the Project, secondar growth and
cumulative projects.

The housing affordability range for that new demand.

The number of displaced residents (from the demolished unts) plus new
employees expected to reside in Long Beach.

Housing availability to accommodate total new demand in Long Beach and
increased housing demand in other communties.

All po ential impacts associated with new housing demand within Long Beach
and the region.

The expected new traffc and transit trps based on where employees wil reside
and details of those trps , including geographic range; impacts to road/transit
capacity. This information should be used to revise traffc and transit analyses in
the EIR.

Additional air quality impacts associated with commute patterns. This
inormation should be used to revise air quality information in the EIR. 

The extent to which new employees or displaced famlies wil need general public
assistance (e.g. food stamps), health care, and housing assistance, among other
social services.
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In the absence of this information and analysis it is not possible to conclude that impacts
related to population increases , housing and employment wil be less than significant.
There is much more than a fair arguent that the impacts related to population increases
housing and employment wil be signficant.

IV. The EIR Fails to Adequately Address the Growth Inducing Impacts of
the Project

The EIR must consider the growth-inducing potential of the project (refeITed to above as
secondar growt potential). CEQA requires that an EIR include a "detailed statement"
setting forth the growt-inducing impacts of the proposed project. See Public Resources
Code 9 21100(b)(5); City of Antioch v. City Council of Pitts burg, 187 Ca1.App.3d 1325
1337 (1986). . The statement must "(dJiscuss the ways in which the proposed ptoject
could foster economic growth, or the constrction of additional housing, either directly or
indirectly, in the surounding environment." CEQA Guidelines 9 15126.2(d). It must
also discuss how a project may "encourage and facilitate other activities that could
significantly affect the environment, either individually or cumulatively" or "remove
obstacles to population growth." Id.

The DEIRs brief (1 Y2page) growth-inducing section concludes that the project is
consistent with growth proj ections and would not extend services or provide service
beyond the proj ct boundares. Therefore, the DEIR concludes that the proposed project
would not be growth inducing. Yet, according to the EIR

The Long Beach Memorial Medical Center (LBMMC) is not expected to be
growth inducing. In general, projects that induce growth also provide
infrastrctue that is suitable to support growth, such as the constrction of
additional housing. The goal of the proposed proj ect is to meet the existing and
anticipated health care needs of the communty and to improve the quality of life.
This proposed vro;ect would create hundreds o(;obs for Long Beach citizens and
for those in neiflhboring communities durinfl both the deslf! and construction
phase and for manv vears thereafter in new suvport staff and vrofessional staff
positions. Emphasis added. EIR, page 12-59.

The above statements are self contradictory. A project, such as the Long Beach
Memorial expansion, that creates hundreds of new jobs will by definition have a
signficant growth-inducing impact. A revised growt inducing analysis must be
prepared, including the total demand for new housing atd services generated by the
hundreds of new jobs within Long Beach and surounding communties generated by the
Project. The analysis must include revised cumulative estimates of air quality and
transportation impacts t.akng into consideration growth generated by the Proj ect.

The EIR Fails to Analyze Project Consistency with Applicable Plans,
Policies and Regulations of the City

12 Attacluent K, Unaffordab1e Housing: the Costs to Public Health City and County of San Francisco
Deparent of Public Health, June 2004. .
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The DEIR' s discussion of project consistency with the City s applicable plans and
policies fails to adequately analyze such inconsistencies and fails to disclose numerous
project inconsistencies as follows:

The Long Beach General Plan

The EIR describes the project as being consistent with the General Plan land use
designation. The City s General Plan designates the property for No. 7 Mixed-Use
Distrct in the Land Use Element, Figue 3. , General Plan Land Use Designation. This
Distrct is intended for use in large, vital activity centers that by their natue involve
mixed uses. The Master Plan is also located within the City s Central Long Beach
Redevelopment Area. A Figure in Appendix R.A. at page 12 shows numerous residential
neighborhoods and existing schools in the vicinity of the Campus. The EIR also explains
that the parking is consistent with the zoning. None ofthe discussions in the EIR explain
that the General Plan, not the zoning, provides the blueprit for futue land uses in the
City. A revised consistency discussion must disclose that the removal of housing for
constrction of surface parking is not wholly consistent with the policy objectives of
LUD No. 7 including, but not limted to: 

Combinations of land uses intended by this district are, for example
employment centers such as retail, offces, medical facilities , higher
density residences , visitor-serving facilities , personal and professional
services , or recreational facilities.

Land is not intended for uses that may have a detrental effect on the
ambiance, environment, or social well-being of the area, such as industrial
and manufactung uses, warehousing activities , and outside storage.

The General Plan also states that tall buildings in this center would be very appropriate.

Moreover, the loss of housing sites and replacement with surface parking appears to be
inconsistent with the higher intensity uses intended for this land use designation. A
revised consistency analysis must thoroughly review the project-policy consistency issues
in all elements ofthe city s General Plan. A consistency table should be developed
which includes each relevant policy and a description of how the project is or is not
consistent. This table should be the basis for project modification to attain consistency
(e. g. a mixed Medical Center and Housing Project) or to amend the policies or land use
designations to attain consistency. Inconsistencies between the project and the City
General Plan must be resolved; oveniding considerations cannot be used to overcome
such inconsistencies.

The Long Beach Housing Element and Housing Action Plan

Similarly, the EIR fails to point out a single inconsistency between the proj ect and the
policies and programs in the Long Beach Housing element, which is par of the General
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Plan, and Housing Action Plan. Again, these should be disclosed in a consistency table
that evaluates the project as compared with each relevant goal, policy or program.

The project appears to be inconsistent with the priar Goals of the City s housing
element as follows:

Goal #1: Maintain and Improve the Quality of Existing Housing Stock
Goal #2: Provide Opportty to Expand the Housing Stock with New
Construction
Goal #3: Protect and Preserve Housing Affordable to Low-Income Households
Goal #6: Ensure Fair Treatment and Equal Opportty for All Households

In addition, the project is not consistent with numerous other policies and programs in the
Housing element and HAC, including, but not limited to policies which call for housing
stock maintenance (Housing Element, page V-3); encouraging constrction of new
housing on appropriate sites (Id. Page V -4); protecting and preserving affordable housing
(Id. , Page V -5), housing and neighborhood conservation and related policies (Id. Page V-
9); Policy 2.5 to encourage housing development along transit corrdors and in activity
centers on infill sites (Id. Page V -10), and more.

In addition, an objective of the Housing Element is to evaluate establishing a commercial
impact/linkage fee for non-residential development to fud housing services. Housing
Element, Page V- , Objective 21. The Housing Element states:

There is a clear relationship between new employment within a given area and
the associated demand for new housing. Some jobs wil be service occupations
that ear more modest income, while other occupations will be higher-payig. If
the demand for new housing exceeds the supply of housing, housing costs wil
increase accordingly - having its greatest irnpact upon 10w- and moderate-income
households. Suitable housing wil also need to be available in order to attact
desired industres. An impact fee program can provide fuding to address the
demand for affordable housing generated by commercial and office development.
Funds received are deposited in a Housing Trust fud." Id.

The EIR fails to identify these Project -policy issues and inconsistencies. These
inconsistencies are signficant impacts within the meang of CEQA and must be
analyzed in an SEIR, and mitigation measures and alternatives must be considered.

Moreover, the EIR fails to acknowledge that some ofthese policies and objectives
provide clear leads to how the Project could address the housing-related impacts
including, but not limited to a linage fee, retention ofthe on-site housing and
construction of new housing in 'a mixed-use confguation.

The Long Beach City ordinances related to housing relocation assistance
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Clearly, there are requirernents in the City codes and redeveloprnent law relevant to the
type ofrnitigation required for displacement of housing. Yet, the EIR fails to clearly
describe these requirements or the project' s consistency with thern.

The Long Beach Redevelopment Plan

The project is located in the Central Redevelopment Area of the City of Long Beach
governed in par by a Strategic Guide for Development ofthe Central Area. The Guide
includes the following policy gudance:

1. The revitalized Central Study Area will be a communty with: residential
neighborhoods that meet the needs of families, seniors and individuals with an
emphasis on affordable and accessible ownership opportties; new or
rehabilitated residential strctues replacing deteriorated housing...

2. Increasing the supply of housing stock, reducing overcrowding, preserving and
enhancing existing neighborhoods, and enrchig the livability of residential
neighborhoods, are among the priary goals of the Central Study Area; among
other policy guidance.

The EIR fails altogether to describe the policies of these plans and to analyze project
consistency with the Redevelopment Plan and strategic guide. An SEIR must be prepared
which includes a detailed inventory of relevant goals , plans, policies and other
requirements and describes how the project is or is not consistent with each ofthese.

VI. The EIR Fails to Mitigate Housing and Employment Related Impacts

CEQA requires that mitigation measures be identified and analyzed. "The purose of an
environmental impact report is . . . to list ways in which the signficant effects of such a
project might be minized. 

. . .

" Pub. Res. Code 9 21061. The Supreme Cour has
described the mitigation and alternative sections of the EIR as the "core" of the document.
Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Board of Supervisors, 52 Cal. 3d 553 (1990). As explained
below, the DEIRs identification and analysis of mitigation measures, like its analysis
throughout, is thoroughly inadequate. An EIR is inadequate if it fails to suggest mitigation
measures, or if its suggested mitigation measures are so undefied that it is impossible to
evaluate their effectiveness. See San Franciscans for Reasonable Growth v. City and County
of San Francisco, 151 Cal.App.3d 61 , 79 (1984). Moreover, an EIR may not use the
inadequacy of its impacts review to avoid mitigation: "The agency should not be allowed to
hide behind its own failure to collect data. Sundstrom v. County of Mendocino , 202
Cal.App.3d 296 361 (1988). Nor may the agency use vague mitigation measures to avoid
disclosing impacts. See Stanslaus Natual Heritage Proiect v. County of Stanslaus , 48
Cal.App.4th 182, 195 (1996). Lastly, the formulation of mitigation measures may not
properly be defelTed until after Project approval; rather

, "

(mJitigation measures must be fully
enforceable through permit conditions , agreements, or legally binding instrents." 14 CCR
9 15126.4 (a). In the present case, the DEIR does not come close to satisfying these basic
CEQA requirernents regarding impact mitigation for housing related impacts.
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The EIR improperly defers both the analysis of housing and employment related impacts and
the detennination ofrnitigation needed to address the impacts. Feasible mitigation measures
exist for the loss of housing. Such measures range from relocation of the housing to payment.
of "linkage" fees and other means. A mitigation "fee" can be legally imposed under CEQA.
Concerned Citizens of South Central v. Los Angeles USD, 24 Cal.AppA 826 837. A City
may even require a developer to constrct new housing to mitigate adverse impacts to
affordable housing. Commercial Builders v. Sacramento (1991) 941 F.2d 872. Of course

the City could simply require Memorial to refrain from destroyig the affordable housing by
constrcting a parkig strctue rather than ground level parking. These would all be
feasible mitigation measures and feasible alternatives that must be analyzed in an SEIR.

The project proponents acknowledge the importance of senior and worker housing.
According to the Master Plan for the project: "The City of Long Beach and the LBM:C
recognze the value and importance of senior and worker housing in close proximity to major
employment centers and public transit. The LBM:C wil continue to work with the City of
Long Beach to discuss opportties for senior and worker housing." Master Plan, page 56.

In addition, objectives for the project include objective, #13:

Continue to work with the City of Long Beach to identify appropriate locations
for these land uses within the Campus. LBM:C understands the importance of
worker and senior housing." Appendix R.A. Master Plan, page 7.

On April 18' 2005 , executives from the Medical Center met in a closed door meeting with an
official from the Communty Development Agency and a representative from Sapphos. In
therneetig, which was not open to the public it was anounced that the project would
comply with City ordinances requing relocation assistance by makg a one-time relocation
fee of$3,489 per qualifyng household. There is no evidence in the EIRthat this wil be a
requirement of the project, nor any evidence ths relocation fee is sufficient to offset the cost
of relocation. This requirement is not par of the mitigation monitoring plan for the project
and is not adequate or even cognzable mitigation under CEQA.

According to Response to Comment No. 1 by Rommel Porciuncula:

Mitigation measures are not required for the loss of the 13 residential strctues
as the properties are owned by the LBMMC. In addition, the proposed parking
strctue is consistent with the Long Beach Municipal Code land uses." EIR
page 13-49.

In another response to the same letter, the EIR discloses that "

...

the City has identified three
sites withi the vicinty of the proposed project that are to be developed for futue residential
unts - providing an estimated 231 new residential unts at Long Beach Boulevard, Del Amo
Boulevard, and 31 st Street." EIR, page 13-49.
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Despite numerous letters callng for the EIR to address the affordable housing issues , and the
specific suggestions for approaches to mitigating housing related impacts , the EIR fails in
these key respects.

Feasible mitigation measures to reduce the impacts associated with new housing demand
include, but are not limited to the followig:

Constrction of a parking strctue or strctues to accommodate parking
needs , while allowing retention of the existing housing (see also
Alternatives) ;

Constrction of a mixed-use strctue; parking in combination with
housing (see also Alternatives);

Purchase of housing off-site for rental to employees;

Constrction of housing off-site within the City (for example, a developer
in Sacramento was required to constrct housing off-site to mitigate
housing impacts of a commercial development proj ect Commercial
Builders v. Sacramento (1991) 941 F.2d 872);

Payment of a "linkage" fee or fee to offset the cost of providing both
replacement housing and new housing for employees (per Housing
Objective 21).

An SEIR must be prepared that both analyzes the housing related impacts and includes
feasible mitigation measures to address these impacts.

VII. The DEIR Fails to Analyze a Reasonable Range of Alternatives

Although the alternatives section of the DEIR describes a number of alternatives, this
section continues to fall short of the standard set by CEQA. Under CEQA, an EIR must
analyze a reasonable range of alternatives to the project, or to the location ofthe project
that would feasibly attain most ofthe basic objectives while avoiding or substantially
lessenig the project's signficant impacts. See Pub. Res. Code 9 2l100(b)(4); CEQA
Guidelines 9 l5l26. 6(a); Citizens for Quality Growth v. City of Mount Shasta, 198
CaLApp.3d 433 443-45 (1988). As stated in Laurel Heights I

, "

Without meaningful
analysis of alternatives in the EIR, neither the cours nor the public can fulfill their proper
roles in the CEQA p:tocess . . . (Cours wil not) countenance a result that would require
blind trst by the public, especially in light of CEQA' s fudamental goal that the public

13 See Also, Attachment F, Californa Inclusionar Housing Reader, Institute for Local Self Governent
Page 42, Linage Programs; Attachment G, Table of Jobs Housing Linge Programs and Attchment H
Walnut Creek Agenda Report; Imposition of a Fee on Commercial Development for Affordable Housing,
February 15 , 2005; Attachment I, Inclusionary Zonig: the Californa Experience, National Housing
Conference, NHC Affordable Housing Policy Review, Vol. 3 , Issue 1 , February 2004; Attachment L: The
Case for Housing Imacts Assessment: The Hum Health and Social Imacts of Indequate Housing and
their Consideration in CEQA Policy and Practice, PRES Techncal ResearchReport, May 2004.
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be fully infonned as to the consequences of action by their public officials." 47 Ca1.3d
376 , 404 (1988). The DEIRs discussion of alternatives fails to meet these standards
because the alternatives fail to include an alternative that would be consistent with the
City s intended land uses and policies for the area with respect to housing and efficient
use ofthe project site.

Among the stated goals of the Master Plan are:

5. Maximize the effective utilzation of the existing 54 acres owned by MHS within
the City of Long Beach.

6. Identify specific capital improvements and related inastrctue improvements 
be undertaken to accommodate deparental needs , operational effciency, and
futue workload, paricularly in light of futue health and practice changes.

7. Develop solutions that are consistent with goals and priorities established durng
the master planng process and that are conducive to a user frendly envionment
for patient, staff and visitors.

8. Develop and apply unfying design priciples that satisfy the LBMMC design

guidelines for consistent landscaping, streetscape, pedestran corrdors , outdoor
spaces, wayfnding and signage design treatments, and processes that establish a
stronger revival of the adjacent communty and neighborhood.

9. Establish design gudelines to facilitate a cohesive Campus that is compatible and
sensitive to the surounding land use and development patterns. Appendix R.A.
Master Plan, page 7.

Objectives for the project focus on providing a facility to meet demand in the communty
through the year 2020, including one building designed for mixed uses, including retail
uses and adequate "infrastrctue" to support the project. The last objective, #13 , states:

Continue to work with the City of Long Beach to identify appropriate locations
for these land uses within the Campus. LBMMC understands the importance of
worker and senior housing." Appendix R.A. Master Plan, page 7.

The Master Plan refers to this issue again at page 56:

The City of Long Beach and the LBMMC recognze the value and importance of senior
and worker housing in close proximity to major employment centers and public transit.
The LBMMC wil continue to work with the City of Long Beach to discuss opportties
for senior and worker housing.

A number of alternatives that would either retain or include production of new housing to
meet the total demand for housing by the project appear to be feasible including, but not
limited to: 

Constrction of a parking strctue or strctues to accommodate parkig
needs , and retention of the existing housing.
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The EIR states that an option is to build a parking strcture, rather than at grade parkig:
If determined to be necessar, a multilevel parking strctue capable of accommodating

approximately 100 spaces per level would be sited in an area designated for long-term
parkig." DEIR, page ES., , 2- 12 and 2-21. Clearly there are opportnities on the site 
provide for either additional strctued parkig so that the housing can be retained or to
combine uses in maner that retains the housing. Such a feasible alternative must be
evaluated in an SEIR.

Constrction of a mixed-use strctue; parkig in combination with
housing or housing in combination with the retail mixed use Link
Building.

The City' s General Plan and redevelopment plan intended for this area to be developed
with high density mixed uses. There area includes a range of housing and existing
schools and services which provide an environment frendly to housing. Such an
alternative could either combine high density housing with parking in a single strctue

. or strctues , or provide for structual parking separate from new housing. A range of
housing affordability, including some market rate unts, could offset the cost of providing
the new housing. Examples of such mixed use buildings are plentiful in urban areas.

VIII. The EIR Failed to Adequately Respond to Comments Requesting that
Housing Impacts be Analyzed

Numerous comment letters on the DEIR commented that the DEIR fails to address the
affordable housing issues in the neighborhood. Responses to these comments were not
adequate. For example the Response to Comment No. 1 by Rommel Poricuncula
contains rnisleading and incorrect information. EIR, page 13-49. The response implies
that the unts demolished and converted to parking is consistent with the City
requirements, specifically zonig. Ths comment overlooks that fact that the General Plan
land use designation for the area is mixed use, which provides for just the types of mixed
uses curently in existence. The section continues on to state that parking, and by 
implication not housing, is consistent with the City' s zoning. This overlooks the General
Plan land use designation for a mix of uses, including housing.

The Response continues on to state that:

The LBMMC acquired these properties to accommodate the expansion. Without the
acquisition of these properties, the Campus would not be able to expand and thus not be
able to provide medical services to the communty." EIR, page 13.,49.

This belies the opportnity for parking in strctures to either retain or rebuild the
housing. See Alternatives above.

Moreover, the comments request an analysis of housing affordability issues. Such an
analysis was not provided. An SEIR should be prepared which includes all the
information and analysis suggested herein.
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Conclusion

As described in detail above, the Project wil result in signficant impacts that are neither
described, disclosed, analyzed or mitigated in the EIR related to population, housing and
employment. The City must prepare an SEIR that fully complies with CEQA and
addresses these grave omissions prior to approving the Project or certifying the EIR.

Sincerely,

Ten-ell Watt, AICP

hf3

Attachments
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Terrell Watt, AICP
Terrell Watt Planning Consultants

1937 Filbert Street

San Francisco, CA 94123
terrywatt att.net

office: 415-563-0543
cell: 415-377-6280

EXPERIENCE

1989 - TERRELL WATT PLANNING CONSULTANTS
Planning consulting firm owner

1981-1989 SHUTE, MIHALY & WEINBERGER
Planning ExpertParalegal

1981-1983 MUNDIE & ASSOCIATES
Planning Consultant to public and private clients

1979-1980 EDAW, INC.
Project Management, Planning Consultant

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS AND BOARDS

American Institute of Certified Planners (AICP)
American Planning Association (APA)
Board Member of the Conservation Biology Institute ww.consbio.org

EDUCATION

USC GRADUATE SCHOOL OF URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING
Masters degree in City and Regional Planning

STANFORD UNIVERSITY
Bachelor s degree in Urban Studies

Since 1989, Terrell Watt, AICP, has owned Terrell Watt Planning Consultants. Ms.
Watt' s firm specializes in planning and implementation efforts focused on regionally-
significant projects that promote sustainable development patterns. Prior to forming her
own consulting group, she was the staff planning expert with the environmental and
land use law firm Shute, Mihaly & Weinberger. She is an expert in general and specific
planning, open space and agricultural land conservation and environmental compliance.
Her skills also include public outreach , negotiation and faciltation.



Terrell works with a wide variety of clients throughout California including conservation
organizations, government agencies and foundations. Her recent projects include:

Project Coordinator for the Los Angeles Housing Infil Potential
Methodology study, funded by an Environmental Justice Grant from
Caltrans and jointly sponsored by the City of Los Angeles, County of Los
Angeles and Environment Now.

. Secretary Terry Tamminen s Representative to the California Housing Infil
Study Task Force, a Subcommittee to the State s Smart Growth Task

Force.

Planning consultant to the American Farmland Trust providing expertise on
the efficacy of general plan s to protect prime farmland in the Central Valley
and Central Coast of California.

. Advisor to the Governor s Cabinet on options for restructuring the "smart
growth" dialogue.

. Advisor to the Attorney General's office on the status of general plans and
housing elements in California.

. Primary consultant to the City of Livermore on the South Livermore Wine
County Specific Plan and Transfer of Development Rights Program.

. Consultant to the Institute of Local Self Government for the development of
A Local Official's Guide to Funding Open Space Acquisition.

Consultant to the Planning and Conservation League led coalition of
community and environmental groups on California High Speed Rail.

. Member of Mayor Gonzales ' San Jose Coyote Valley Task Force to
revision the Coyote Valley on behalf of the Silicon Valley ConservationCouncil, 

. Founder and Project Director of the newly forming Association of Infill

Housing Builders.







Out of Reach in 2004
Renters' Housing Wage

It costs $1 123/month to rent a decent two 
b edro om/ one bath apartment in Long Beach. ! The
standard for housing affordabilty is that a famy
should not pay more than 30% of their eargs
on rent. Thus, a workig famiy needs to earn
$21.60 per hour - or $44 924 per year - to afford

the average two bed/one bath rent in Long Beach.

The mium wage in Calorna is not enough to
pay the rent in Long Beach. At $6.75 per hour
two fu-tie mium wage workers supportig a
famy would have to each work neary 64 hours
per week to afford the average 2 bedroom/one
bath rent.

Decent Rental Housing is Out
of Reach For

fast food workers $ 14 800/year
garment workers $ 14 800/year
cashiers $15 200/year
securty officers $17 100/yearnurses aides $18 800/ year
social worker $24 900/year
bookkeepers $26 700/year
jantors (unonied) $27 500/year
admstrative ssistants $30 368/year
carenters (non-unon) $33 400/year
auto mechanics (non-unon) $33 000/year
lega secretaries $36 000/year
computer techncians $37 400/year
grade school teachers $40 100/year
county sheriff deputies $43 600/year

t 110% of HU , 2004, proposed fai market rent.
Februar 2004 Dataquick, as prited in LA Times using the mean

of the medis listed for 11 representative Long Beach city zip
codes.
3 This assumes 5% down, an interest rate of 6% and a loan perod
of 30 years.

* Postsecondar.

Long Beach
Housing Wage:
For City 9f Long Beach renters

$21.60Ihour
$44,924/vear

For City of Long Beach homebuyers

$41.35/hour
$98,492/vear

Homebuvers' Housing Wage

In Februar 2004, the median-priced home in the
city sold for $387 909. The monthy mortgage

payment needed to support buyig the median
priced Long Beach home is $2 209/ month ($2 736
once taxes and insurance are included). A famy
would need to ear at least $98 492 to support ths
mortgage, assumg they pay no more than 33% of
the famy s income.

Homeownership is Out of
Reach For

fuefighters
registered nurses
police officers
computer programers
electrcal engieers 
unon carenters
database admstrators
nursing instrctor

geography instrctor

computer systems analyst
education admstrator

SCANPH
Southern Caliorna Association of Non-Profit Housing

3345 Wilshie Blvd, Ste 1005 Los Angeles CA 90010
(213) 480-129, fax (213) 480-1788

April 2004

$45 800/year
$47 700/year
$49 400/year
$49 858/year
$53 100/year
$57 200/year
$59 000/year
$59 300/year
$63 170/year
$64 140/year
$84 OOO/year



Demot!raphic Data for the Community Around Lont! Beach Memorial:

Long Beach Memorial Medical Center
2801 Atlantic Ave.
Long Beach, CA 90806

Data taken from the 2000 Census

Zip Code: 90806 (12 mile width)
Total Population for this zip code area: 49 641

. 9.6 % are children under the age of 5.

. 34.9% are children under the age of 18.

. 6.8% are people 65 or over.

. 27.3 % of the population 21-64 years of age have some type of disability
status.

Priarly people of color:
. 20.5% Afrcan American
. 19.7% API

43.4% Latino or Hispanc
Signficant immgrantpopulation & need for language access:

. 37.3% foreign born.
59.4% speak a language other than English at home.

fucome:
Median family income is $31 050 , 38% lower than the national median famly
income of $50 046.
26.4% of families live below the poverty level, almost 3 times the national
average.

. 28.6% of individuals live below the poverty level, more than twice the
national average.

Housing:
. 63.3% renter-occupied, 36.7% owner-occupied

Median value of single famly home is $171 000 compared to $211 500 for
Californa (19% lower than the CA median).

The General Plan Update notes that the City has experienced a 49.2% increase in
severely overcrowded units and that 58.0% of the housing units were built prior to
1960.

1 Using the zipcode to represent the communty surounding LBMC and the planned expanion provides a
better set of data for our puroses than a smaller geographic area.
2 "

Techncal Background Report General Plan Update Ch. 2, p. 2-
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2 POPUlATION, HOUSING AND EMPLOYMENT

This section analyes the population, housing. and employment impacts of the proposed
project. Within. this secton are discussions on the populaiion characteristics, housing, and
employmnt opportunites within the planning region. .

ExiSTING SENG

REGIONAL AND LOCAL SETNG

The project site is located on the Placer County porton of Mar Valley. This area of the Marts
Valey has remained relativel undeveloped aside from a few recreational and residential
developments. Th majority of the population within the Placer County portion of the Mart
VaHey is located in thre pIimary development areas, including Nortar-at-Tahoe. lahontan,
and the Pondersa Palisades. Siera Meadows. Ponderso Ranchos. and Mortisood Esates
subdivions located adjacent to the Tow of Truckee. However. both Norhstar-a-Tahoe and
Lahontan provide primarily recreational and seaonal housing; fhe majority of the peanent
populations in the Placer County portion of Maris Valley reside in the Ponderosa Pafisades. Sierra
Meadow, Ponderosa Ranchos, and Marisood Estates subdivisions. Oth than thee
development area, the majority of growh has occulTed in Nevada County and the Town ofTruckee. 
Housing and development restrctions in fhe lake Tahoe Basin, as well as area housing costs.
have createcj an afordable housing shortage in th area. Additionally, resort cOmmunities tend
to generate a large supply of low pcyng jobs. Resrictons in the Lake Tahoe Basn were set up
to manage the land use and resources of the lake Tahoe region basd on environmental
protecon and the encouragement of recreation-oriented land uses. The rescfjve nature 
potential development in the Tahoe Basin has forced surrounding areas to absorb the growt
presures. Housing projects in the Mart Valley area tend to be second home in nature p.e.,
seasonal use) CBd are generally not considered affordable. Affordable housing developments
ore generally not proposed beause of the high land values and the recreafonal .oriented landuse of the area. 
Within the Tahoe area, a development right of one residential unit is given for each of the 16.
Parcels in the basin. unles otherse resricted. This means that multiamil projects must obtain
development rights for each addtional unit proposed and furt land subciisions are
prohibited. Because of the land restrctions and the high land values of the area, offordable
hous;ng will continue to be limied (placer County 19940'-

Populaton and grow projectns for the Mart Valley Community Plan area are difcult to
pinpoint boed upon the rereational natre of the area and the use of the properies as
secondar residences. Buildout figures from the 1975 Mars Valley General Plan, th 1994 Placer
Count General Plan. and recent development approvals provide a vared array of populaton
and housing figures for the area.

The 1975 Martis Valley General Plan was prepaed for an area wihin both Placer and NevadaCountes. Th planning documet provided growt projecions based upon demographic
inforation at the time. Mos of th population figures have not been met. Th permanentresident populaton in the Marts Valley General Plan area was esfimoted to be approximatel

200 perons in 1975, with a relately high peentage of second homes at approximately 
percent. The average year round populatn was estmated based on 1heefactors (1) the
seaonal natre of th job market asociated wi sid areas and consction work (2) the tourist
use and occasinal rentals of condominiums; and (3) the interitent occupancy of second
homes (Placer County 19750).

PI Coun
July 200 Higan

Omi Envirme Im Rep
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POPULATION, HOUSING AND EMPLOYMENT

The permanent population projected to be within the Martis Valley General Plan area for both
Nevada and Placer Counties by buildout (19901 was estimated to be 22.00 to 25.000 persons.
This estimate was based upon two methods for estimating permanent population. The first
method was based upon the following assumptions: (l) .the primary homes of moderate cost
and mobile homes wil serve permanent residents of the area; (2) the rentals of moderate cost
will serve transient employees of the area but would generate the equivalent of 80 percent
occupancy by permanent residents; and (3) there are 2,000 existing dwellng units that could
serve a permanent population. This method of estimation results in a figure of 8.627 priar
dwelling units or 25.881 permanent residents at 3.0 persons per dweling unit. The second method
for estimating permanent population was derived from the ratio of four secondary homes to
three primary homes in the Tahoe area. The 1975 plan provided for 17.000 dwellng units of all
types. Based on the basin ratio, the permanent population of the Martis VaHey General Plan
area at complete buildout would approach 22.000 persns (Placer County 1975a).

The 1975 Maris Valley General Plan also projected the peak weekend population to be
approximately 4. \,000 persons for the Martis Valley area within Nevada and Placer Counties,
based upon the continued demand for primary and second homes. a peak occupancy rate of
80 percent, and an average of 3.0 persons per dwellng unit !placer County 1975a). The rate
and intensity of development expected within the Martis Valley portion of Placer County and
analyzed wihin the 1975 Maris Valley General Plan has not taken place to date. The majority of
growth since 1975 has occurred within the Nevada County portion of Marts Valley and the Town
of Truckee, which was incorporated in 1993. The 20 census identified census block group 5 of
census tract 220.Q. containing Martis Valley, as having a peranent population of 1,335
persons. Developments within the Placer County portion of the Martis Valley General Plan area
have. . not added the number of permanent residents projected by the Martis Valley .General
Plan.

Demographics

Geograph ic Area

Demographic and employment data for the Martis Valley area ore diffcult to aggregate since
Martis Valley is not a political entit nor a federally or regionally recognized area in terms of long-
range planning or U.S. Census data collections. A5 such. very little data are available that are
specific to Marts Valley.

In discussing demographics for the Martis Valley. data from 1hree geographic areas in or relating
to Martis Valley have been included. Not all data tyes (i.e., race, household income, or
housing units) are available for each geographic area. The areas include the following:

Martis Valley Census Tract and Block Group

The closest level of data aggregation to the Plan area is a census block group; Census Tract
220.01, Block Group 5 (Maris Valley Block Group), does not fully coincide geographically with
the Martis Valley, but provides an approximation for data purposes. Census Tract 220.01 (Marts
Valley Census Tract) is a larger geographic unit. but fully encompasses the Martis Valley.

The census tract information for the Placer County porton of Martis Valley does not portray a full
representation of the actual demographics for the area. The census information is primarily
completed by full-time residents and propert owner of the area and appears to have
undercounted the dwelling units in the Placer County porton of Martis Valley. A majority of the
individuals that have property or houses in Martis Valley use the propery for recreational/second

Nortta Hi8land
Dralt Environental Impact RepJt

Placer County
July -?00
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houses. Census inforation includes housing unit data for seasonal use, but does not indude
any household size, income, employment, or other demographic data for seasonal residents.

Placer Hi Countr Re ional Analysis District

The Placer County porion of the Plan area is within the Placer High Countr Regional Analysis
Distct (RAD). RADs are sub-ounty areas for which the Sacramento Area Council of
Goverments (SACOG) estimates and projects population, household, housing unit, and
employment data. The Placer High Countr RAD extends from east of the Colfax cree to the
northwestern border of the Lake Tahoe Basn, bordered to the nort by Nevada County and to
the south by the EI Dorado County fine. While the RAD is much larger than the Plan area, it
includes data estimates that are more pertnent to the Plan area than Placer COlmty data as awhole. 
Placer County

1990 and 20 cens data have been used to provide demographic informaton for Placer
County.

Town ofTruckee

1990 and 200 census data have ben used to provide demographics for the Town of Truckee.
which is the norhern entry point to the Placer Count portion of the Mart VaUey. While the
Tow of Trucke provides amenities more targeted toward a population of peranent residents
than does the Plan area, the mographiC5' ot Truckee are representative of the Mat Va/ley
Plan area.

Population Trends

As shown in .Table 4. 1, the permnent population in the Mart Valley increased frm 1.00 
1990 to 1,185 in 20, an increase of 18.5 percent. Persns in the RAD increased by 15.6 pecent

. whBe the population of Truckee increased 55.6 percent.

TABLE 4.2-

POPULATION TRENDS

... ... . .

iiZ:

'::: : :;:.~~~

:"H

. :: : :" ~~~~

701 4,013 5,211 172,796 8,9121990

200 185

Change 185

Percet
18.Chnge

1,335 501 025 248 399 13,864

634 488 814 75,603 952

90. 37. 15. 43.8 55.

Sowr:
PfaavCont 199a;PlaceCo 88on of 200 Ci dati
.200 J SaAre Counl ofGo.2 200101 Town of 

Troch 199 200 Ce5U

Pl Co
July 
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4.2 POPUlATION, HOUSING AND EMPLOYMENT

Housenold Trends and Demo raphjcs

Households

During the decade from 1990 to 2000. households in the Martis Valley Census Tract increased by
39.8 pertent, or 617 households, compared with increases of 692. percent and 57.4 percent in
the Martis Valley Block Group and the Town of Truckee. respectively. Table 4. 2 depicts
household trends from 1990 to 2000.

TABLE 4.

HOUSEHOLD TRENDS

::. :)., ; ,:

s Valtey.
.. . : BI0C rOUp1

Valley :1. Pia :fti8L .

... .. 

Censs:rJ3I.

. .

co'IIitr.

::.

Town of

. '

riU
1990 299

2000 506

Chnge 207

Percent Change 69.

550 211 &4,101

167 603 93;382

617 592 281

39. 11.4 45.

271

149

878

57.

Source:
1990 Ceus, 20 Census
Town oiTruckee 1994, 200 Censu

3 Sataenfo 
Ar Counil of Governments .2000 200 1

Table 4.2-3 contains household size data. In the Marts Valley Block Group, the average perons
per residence was 2.63. This rate is used throughout this section in determining the population
based on number of units in the Plan area. In Truckee. the verage persons per residence were

72, only 09 higher than the Martis Valley Plan area figure.

TABLE 4.

HOUSEHOW TRENDS - 2000 CENSUS

tl' hi' '
lcX:Gro1l. :Tra\

:;i 
own'()rr ee:

: :::;

ber .

. .

rcnt'

, : : ,

: ::hrCe

( . 

:;:Nuiibe:/.: . pecrir:

Peron 17. 484 22. 961 18.

Peron 212 41. 833 384 903 37.

Peron 15. 359 16.6 916 17.

Person 16. 303 14. 17.

Person 123 310

6 Person 2.4 101

7 or more persons

Totl 100 167 100 149 100
Persons Household

Source: 10 Cesus

Nortsla Highlan
Dr Envirol1lmpa Reort

Plac County
July 200

2-4
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4.2 POPULATION, HOUSING AND EMPlOYMENT

As shown in Table 4.2-4, the Martis Valley Census block group had a median income of $52,941
in 1999, which is $5,907 or 10 percent less than the Town ofTruckee median income of $58,84.

TABLE 4.2-4

MEIAN INCOME

d .

:\;.: ' ::" ':" . ... ;. .:'

a.,v f " TOwri

.'.. ..

:CTii. d f.r

" .

BIDCGro

. .

:Pkerc

; . ,

220

. "

sta
Median 1989 Houhold Inc
Median 1999 Houehold Incme

$35, 121

$52,941

$36,676

$58,

$40,819

NlA

$36 676

NlA

SoIlJr: 1!JCesST3A; TowofTrucl Gera P/an199; 20 Ce SF3

Tenure

Tenure descrbes th proporon of renters to owners; tenure rates for Martis Valley are shown in
Table 4.2-5. In the Marts Valley, the majority of households own their home, with 83.8 percent of
houeholds in the Moms Valley Block Group owning and 77.3 percent of houeholds within the
census tract owing. Within the Martis Valley Block Group, renters represent only 16.2 percent of
hous olders wh e in the Town of Truckee the renter rate is higher at 32.9 percent.

TABLE 4.2-

HOUSNG TENURE - 2000 CENSUS 

... ~~~

ie,

;:jj

f1rt Yallev: tracf 

/;' ~~~

; St.

.. 

Pernt:

.' 

.."U :Nu

:\.:;;.

Cet

.: 

Percet
Owne 424 83. 675 77. 314 67.
Renter 16. 492 22. 137 32.
Tot 100 167 100 451 100
Sour: 200 Ce !il,. TOK oITmdaGeI Plan

HousinR Units

The Mortis Valley CommlRity Plan area is esnmated to have hod approximately 1,935 housing
units in 2001. The Mart Valey Block Group had 1,545 housing units in 1990; this numbr
increased to 1,745 by 200. Housing units in the Mart Veley Census Tract increased by 8.
percent, 428 units, from 1990 to 20 as depicted in Table 4.2-6. Placer County and fhe Town of
Truckee both expernced high rates of development with respcte increases of 37.8 and 40.percent.

Pla Cou
July 

Nor Higlan
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TABLE 4.2'-
HOUSING UNITTRENDS

Mas \iall Valleyc.' Plaer:High. Piaeer . Town of.
BloC CroL1 CenS::Trad:' "

. .

CountrRAIY:. Countyl " Trudc

1990 545 022 610 879 932

2000 75' 450 489 107 302 757

Change 211 428 879 29,423 825

Percent Change 13. 15. 37. 40,

Sourr
1990 Census; 200 Census
Sacrameto Are. Concif of Goverments 2() 2007
Town of Trockee 1994; 200 Censu

HousinK Unit Occupancy

Table 4. 7 contains occupancy data and further describes the type of occupancy or vacancy.
Vacant homes in the Martis Valley area represent the majority of housing units. with 71.2 percent

. of homes in the Martis Valley Block: Group vacant and 60.2 percent of homes in the census tract
vacant. In the Marts Valley Block Group there were six vacont homes for sale or rent during the
200 Census. The vast majority of unoccupied homes were seasonal. recreational. or other types
of vacancies. Only 59 vacant units, 1.8 percent in the census tract were avoilable for sale or
rent. Generally, a vacancy rate beneath 5.percent indicates a lack of choice in the housing
market. In Truckee year-ound occupancy at 52.58 percent is higher fhan that of either the
Martis Vaney Census Tract or Block Group.

TABLE 4.

HOUSING UNIT OcCUPANCY AND TYPE OF OcUPANCY OR VACNCY - 2000 CENSUS

;:" ::: ,. 

i:.". 

: . : .. ,.

Sta s .

. . ::::,, ... . , . :;: j' ::: j*:_ --' . ~~~ . ,. " . :" j. .

Pent'

; ,

::'N inbi cen.. Numbe nt; : Number'.

. .

506 28. 167

424 63. 675

16. 492

250 71. 283

1,209 96. 133

756 100 450

Occupied

Owner

Renter

Vacant

Seasnal, Rectional
For Sale or Rent

Oter Vacancy

Tot
Sourc: 2DOCens STF1; Town ofT Genlaf Plan

39. 271 47.

77. 134 30.

22. 137 16.

60. 661 52.

95. 479 50.

1.8 182

NfA NIA

100 932 100%

HousinK Price and A vailabi/ity

The recent developments within the Martis V-aJley Communit Plan area cater to a second home
or recreational home market. These projects are not designed to meet permanent housing

NOIhs Higlands
Draft Enviromental Impact Rep Pl County

Juiy 200
2-6
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needs. The developments are intended to provide seasonal actMtiesthat are oriented toward
winter or summer.

The residential lots in the lahontan d velopment are broken down into the. following price
ranges: forest homesites are from $210,00 to $48,000; view homesites are from $500,00 to
$1 'million; and golf course homesites are from $475,000 to $800,00. A completed house and lot
range from $1 millon to $2.5 milion. A memberhip at the Lahontan GolfCoooeis $125,000 and
a social membership is $25,000.

The Northsar development contains homes, condominiums, and lots for sale. Based on a listing
of Nortar propertes sold from 1999 though April 200, houses sold ranged in prie from
$35,00 to $1.924,500. Condominiums sold ranged in pre from $115.000 10 $425.0 and lots
sold ranged in price from $174.50 to $410;00.

Data provided by Couniy staff and used in the Lahontan I and " CEQA documents show that
the annual combined owner/renter occupancy rate between 1984 and 1990 ranged from a low
of 32.5 percent in '1986 to a high of 43.6 percent in 1990. Durg this period, the highest
occupancy rate was 76.6 percent. 
A cursry reviw of the occupancy rates would indicate that residential unis are aVailable for
rent within the Plan area. However, the occupancy figures do not take into account that many
of the residences are secondary frecreatonal homes and that the propert owners have no
intention of occupying the residences on a fuB-time basis. There is the porenfial that many of the
residences are not ava able for rental purposes and tht many residences that ere offered for
rent would not be available durg the peak season (winter and summer months), when
temporary or seasonal employees would need housing. The rental and housing prices within the
Maris Valley are also prohibitive for seasonal or temporary housing. 

The high priced nature of the Plan area developments preclLJdes employees generated bythese projects from living jn the area, 
Mos of the individuals who work and Dve full time in th Plan area cannot afford .to Rve in the
Lahontan and Norhsar-at-Tahoe develpments. The prope and housing prces in the .Plan
area would be prohibitive for mos individuals that wor in the vacation or resort industr.

Afordable and Employee Housin Project

New developments in Marts VaDey and surrounding area have left a void in afordable housing
for employee of low and moderate income payng jobs created by these resort communites.
The rie in rents and hpusing values has made it cfrfcult to find housing. The Town of Truckee
and Placer County talce an active rol in ensurg the proviion of afordable housing in the
area.

Placer County has created a Redevelopment Agency to coordinate coun1yide affordable
housing effort. The Redevetopment Agency is responsble fo th adminiation of the
Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) Program. The Redevelopment Agency 
currently secured approximately $1.800,000 in State funding for afordable housing projecs 
the unincoorated County. In the last tw years, more than $8,00 has been commited for
housing-related projects located in the Tahoe area. The. following affordable housing prorams
are being initiated for the Tahoe Basin region in Placer County. 

Place County
July 
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The Kings Beach Housing Rehabilitation Program, funded in 1998 and 2000 through CDBG
and the Redevelopment Agency, was initiated to improve afordable housing. The
County contracted with Mercy Housing to administer and implement the rehabiltation
program. More than $400,000 has been committed to the efforts to package and
receive loan approvals in the Tahoe area.

The County established an affordable housing in-lieu fee for certain projects within North
Tahoe. The county has received $84.000 from one project and a commitment of up to
$2.000.000 from another (Placer Count, 2002)- 
The Placer County Redevelopment Agency IRDA) entered into a Memorandum of
Understanding with Affordable Housing Development Corporation (AHDC) in 2001 forthe
purpose of faciltating development of afordable housing. Once AHDC secures a site
for development. the RDA provides financial assistance with the project. Currently.
AHDC is proposing a 11o-unit affordable housing complex in Tahoe Visa called Cedar
Grove Apartents.

Northstar-at-Tahoe is leasing both the Hiltop Lodge and five houses in Truckee to accommodate
100 employees. Sawmil Heights. a workorce ,housing project is planned at Northstar at-Tahoe
and would provide 96 units. . 
Within the Town of Truckee, there are several afordable housing projects that provide housing
for low and medium income fammes. The federally funded Truckee Pines development contains
104 units for low-income households. Riverview Homes consists of 39 detached rental units for
low and medium income households. Sierr ViRage is a 72 unit complex and 57 of those units wm
be for low-income familes.

The County of Placer requires new resorts in the Sierra Nevada and Lake Tahoe Cleas to provide
for employee housing equal to 50 percent of the housing demand generated by the project. 
meet the County' s resort housing requirements. tenants of the projecf must be (a) Northstar
employees or employees working at Norhstar, or (b) regional employees whose income does
not exceed "moderate" income guidelines for Placer County.

Employment

The TruckeeTahoe economy is heavily dependent upon the vocaton and resort industr, with
28.5 percent of employees in the Martis Valley Census Tract working in retail. arts, enterainment.
recreation. accommodation and food service jobs and 30.9 percent of employees in Truckee
working in these jobs (Census. 200). As a result of this emphasis. much of the ongoing
development in the region is focused on the more afluent vacation and second home markets.
Table 4.2-8 contains the number of employed residents for the Martis Valley census tract. Placer
High Countr RAD. and the Town of Truckee.

Employment by occupation is represented for the Mart Valley census tract and Town of
Truckee residents, in Table 4. 9. Most of the jobs created by the vacaiion and resort industr
are seasonal and/or relatively low paying suppor or service positions that do not provide
suffcient income to rent or purchase houSing in the area.

Norst Hig/an
Draft Emdrometalmpact Kep

Plil County
July 200
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TABLE 4.2-8
EMLOYMENT FIGURE

: .; .::,:

Mas Y I!eY: jf. Tow.n f.j rHigt CQimtr. 9' ,
1990 082 961 368

2000 972 110 542

Change 890 149 174

Percent CIange 42. 63% 319.

Sour;' 990 O!sus, 2() Cenus
$ACV Popu/tIio Esmate an Hoin Unit Invento 200.sG Priedons .2001

.; 

Tmdee Geral PliI, 199; 200 ligu ba on Trodr COP rale of emplot incre 
199 to 200 01 Employment Deopnt Dertt, ubo Marf Infoon Diviion

However, information regarding place of residence that coresponds to place of employment
indicaes that 61 percent of the summer employees and 54 percent of the winter employee nve
and wor wihin TruckeefMarts Valley region (LSC Transportaton Consultants, 2002/ Appendix G
in Northstar Highlands PEA). Adc:monally, 25 percent of the summer employees and 34 percent
of the winter employees reside in the North Shore area. The remainders of the employees reside
in Reno/SparJNerdi (5 percent summer/4 pecent winter), Inclne/Cryal Bay (3 percent
summer/4 percent winter), SierralPlumas Countis (l percent summer and winter), and nearby
Donner Summit (1 percent summer and winterJ.

TABLE 4.

EMPOYNT By OcPATI

~~~~ /..

::T

Numbef .

:;.

;Per

. '... ... :;'~~~.. .. . , .

Manant, Profesional and Related
Octions
Service OCOJpatons

069 36.0'" 597

454 15. 559

706 24.0 006

0.4"1

455 15.0"1 305

266

Sales an Ofce Occupations

Farmin Fishing an Forest!),
OcCJpations

Constucon, Exction, 
MaintenC Ocupations
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Area Employmn

The Northstar-at-Tahoe development is a second home or recreational c;ommunity thai has
winter and summer spor opporniies. The resort is operated year-round and while. it primary
creates part time or seasonal jobs. Northstar also provides full-time year-round employment
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opportunities. These jobs include cashiers. ski instructors. lift operators, food service, retail sales,
golf course maintenance. and other recreational/vacation resort style jobs.

The current employment trend in Maris Valley results from developments that require a seasonal,
low-paid labor force, but consist of exclusive housing that workers cannot offord. Developments
in Martis Valley wil continue. to contrbute to the regional problem of affordable housing. 

REGUlATORY FRAEWORK

LOCL

Placer County General Plan

The Placer County General Plan contains the policies analyzed in Table 2 in Appendix 4.
relative to the maintenance. improvement. and development of housing, along with providing
a wide range of housing and employment opportunities. While this EIR analyzes the project'
consistency with the PlacerCounty General Plan puruant to CEQA Section 1512SrdJ, the Plac
County Planning Commission and/or Board of Supervisors wil ultimately make th determination
of the project's consistency with this General Plan. 

Martis Valley Community Plan

Table 2 in Appendix 4.0A analyzes the project's consistency with proposed Martis Valley
Community Plan policies related to population, employment. and housing. and presents an
evoluation of the consistency of the project. with these statements as required by CEQA
Guidelines 15125(d). While this ElR analyes the project's consistency with the Martis Valley
Communit Plan pursuant to CEQA Section 15125(d), the Placer County Planning Commission
and/or Board of Superisors will ultimately make the determination of the project' s consistency
with this Communit Plan. 
4.2.3 IMPACT AND MITIGATION MEAURES

STANDARDS OF SIGNIFICANCE

A population and housing impact is considered significant if implementation of the project.
would result in any of the following:

Result in the exceedance of population projections set forth in the Placer CountyGeneral Plan. 
Induce substantial growth or concentration of population in an area either directly or
indirectly (e.g.. through projects in an undeveloped area or extension of major
infrastructure) that would be inconsistent with the Placer County General Plan and would
result in a physical effect on the environment. 
Displace existing housing. especially affordable housing.

Displace a large number of people.

NDI HiGhla
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Indirec environmental effects associated wih inabilit to provide for affordable and/or
employee housing equal to 50 percent of the demand projected for employees of the
project.

Conflict wih Placer County policies associated wih population. housing, and
employent.

METHODOLOGY

Research on demographic and housing conditons was conducted using exiting documents
and other information sources. Inforation was obtained from governmental agencies through
their Internet websites. Among these agencies were the U.S. Census Bureau, the Sacramento
Area Council of Goverments (SACOGj. and the Canfomia Employment Development
Department. The Housing Elements of Placer County and the Tow of Truckee were additional
sources of information on hOUsing and socioeonomic conditions as well as housing poficy. .

The Town of Truck:ee, Town of Mammoth Lakes. and Town of Vail were contacted to obtain
employent generation .factor and housing policy information for resort cree. Newsaper
ardes and contacts with local "real estate agencies provided more current information on
housing prces. Based on on overage househol siz of 2.63 persons for each multamily housing
unit. and 3.96 persons for ' each employee-housing unit, this would result in a maximum
population of 4,883 persons at projec1 buildout.

The proposed prject would have no impact regarding cflSpiacement of housing because there
are currently no housing unit on the Highlands project site. Because the proposed project
would not cflSplace housing. displacement of people would oIsonot occur.

PROGRA (HIGHLANDS) IMPACTS AND MITGATION MEAURE

Tempora Increas in Costructon Employmnt

Impact 4.2.1 Buildout of the proposed projec would create a temporar increase in
constction employment. This impact is considered less than signican.

Buildout of the proposed project would generate temporary construction jobs betwen the
consction peod (May through October) of each year from May 200 to october 2022.
Construction of the prposed projec would generate up to 45 temporary constction jobs
each year at th peale day of constrction. However, specific constrction employment
generaton beyond Phase 1 cannot be estmated until subsequent phases have ben designed

The demand for constrcton workrs that would be generated by development of the
propse project could be met by the existing labor force coming from the region containing
Placer and Nevada counties. However, cons1cton workrs may alo be impored frm areas
oute the region, such as Sacramento and Reno. Consction-related jobs associated with
development projects similar to the project do not tyically genee o.demand for permanent
housing. In fact, some consction trades would not be neeed on an annual bais. In some
years or phases. constcton wm may be limited to excavaton. whereas in other years more
finishing or bUIlding conscton actties may occur. A varty of trades and contractors would
be utiiz throughout development of Highlands. Dending on the demand for Mure phaes
and planning for those phass. there may be years without any constction activit.

PfacCoty
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It is anticipated that some of the employee housing would be available during the summer
season, the peak constrction period, for constrction employees, since many of the seasonal.
ski hil employees generally move elsewhere at this time of year (East West, 2004/. The proposed
project therefore would not be expected to generate the need for substantial additional
permanent housing during the construction period. This impact is considered less than
signifcant. Envirorimental effects related to commute trips of constrction workers: such as
those on air quality and traffc, would be temporary and are discussed in the respective sections
of this EIR.

Mitigation Measures

None required.

Increae in Population Grow

Impact 4. Development of the proposed project could result in population growth of up
to 4.883 new residents. The residential population generated by the proposed
project would not exceed the holding capacit of the Martis Valley
Community Plan area (Plan area). This impact is considered less than
signifcant.

The. proposed project is located within the MVCP; area. The County General Plan identified the
holding capacity of the Plan area as 21,500 persons, based on development of 8.600 dwelling
units. The Morts Valley holding capacity is calculated as 80 percent of the maximum 1994
buildout capacity (Placer County 1994), or 20.209 persons. AS the County General Plan does not
distinguish between year-round and seasonal or part-time residences. the population is based
on full-time occupancy of the residences. Buildout of the proposed project would result in the
additon of up to 1.450 multifamily housing units and 270 employee housing units to the Plan
area. Based on an average household size of 2.63 persons for each multifam y hO:.sing unit,
and 3.96 persons tor each employee-housing unit, this would result in a maximum population of

883 persons .at project buildout. However. the population 9f the Martis Valley is primarily
seasonal. Using a year-round occupancy rote of 20 percent for the multifamily housing units. 763
of the residential units would be occupied on a year-round basis at project buildout. resulting in
a year-round resid nt population of ),832 persons at project buildaut. as shown in Table 4. 10.

TABLE 4.2-1 0
PROJECT BUILDOUT PoPULATION GENERATION (2022)

" . . .. 

Yeiul . . u .
:ReSiden.Ra(%1.

" ..;. .
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:. . :".
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. .

:selReen Pernent
Reidts

. .

100 1,450 multifamily units 63 persons per multifamily
unit' 814

450 multifamily units 63 persons per multifamily
housing unit 051 763

100 270 employee housing
units

persons r multifamily
employee housing unit 069

5oe: Plac County 200.zb
1 Pla Count 2002 
. 20 perat yer.rCnd T1idecy lie aplie only to mubifamily units. All reidets in employe housing unit would be )'.1r-
round reidm/s

Eas Wes Parter .2003
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The total housing units added to the Mart Valley Community Plan area as a result of the
buildout of the proposed project represent 16.8 percent (based on 203 MVCP) of the Martis

Valley Community Plan -area buildout amount. The Rroject at buHdout would not exceed the
holding capacit of the Marts Valley Community Plan area.

The increase in the year-ound resdent populaton as well as the addition of a seaonal
POPulation would reslt in direct and indirect environmental effects on areas such as noise,
community serces. traffc. and air quarrt, which are discussed in the relevant sections of this
EIR. Although the proposed project would result in population growt. the Marts Valley
Community Plan area is designated for such growh in the County General Plan. Buildout of the
proposed project would result in an addition of up to 1.450 multifamily housing unit and 270
employee-housing units. In addition. the Northsar resor community. which contains the
proposed project site. has been desinated for growt in the 1971 Northsar-at-Tahoe Maser
Plan. the 1975 Martis Valley General Plan, the MVCP. and the Placer County General Plan, and
the proposed project is consisent with designations wihin these plans. Threfore, impacts
relatng to population growth are consered les than signifcant.

MitiRation Meaures

None required.

Jobs/Houing Baance

Impact 4.3 The proposed employee housing at projec buildout would accommodate 50
percent of the employees employed on the Highlands project site. The
proposed project at buildout is considered to be balanced in term of the
jobs/housing rao required by the County General Plan. However, avanable
employee housing WIll not be ava able until project bundout. This impact 
considered potentall signiant. 

The residential, ski serces. hotel. and public components of the proposed project are expcted
to generate os many as 701 ful-time employee equivalent jobs. These full-time employee
equivalent jobs take into account both full-time and part-time jobs. Table 4.2-11 sho\o the
number of direct jobs tha could be excted at buildout of the proposed project using the
foUowing ratis. As required by the Houng Bement of the County General Plan, the proposed
Highlands projec is requied 10 provide housing for 50 percent of th employees it generates.
Table 4. 11 shows the number of employee housig units required, based on 3.96 persons per
employee housing unit (Eas West Parer 200J(based on the capacit of employee housing
for Norhstar Village and the projeted capcit of Sawill Heights).

Placer County. has developed a draft Employee Housing Ordinance as par of the County'
implementation of the programs provded in the 20207 Housing Bement. The draft
Employee Housing Ordinance would estabrlSh employee housng requiements. conssfent with
Polic A.14. for commercial serce, commercial retail. indusil, offce, receation. residential.
resort. trnsient lodging. and timeshare uses at an elevation of 5.000 feet or higher. The
employee housing requirement can be met through the following' method: proviion of
employee housing on-5te, provwon of employee housing off-site, declConon of land. 
paent of an in-Ueufee. Projects would be required to submit a housing mitiation plan 
details the ty, occupancy, and implementation (e.g., timing, fee payment. offer of
dedication) proposed for the project.
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The coordinator at the Big Springs Day Lodge would schedule and coordinate anticipated
employees for special events. The Big Springs Day Lodge would absorb the employees. No newemployees would be generated. 
Buildout of the proposed project would result in the development of 1,450 dwelling units. plus 275
employee-housing units. It is conseratively estimated that the proposed condominium and
townhome units, with the exception of the proposed employee housing units, would not 
aHordable to most of the people who would be employed on the project site. However, it is not
anticipated that every employee would live on the project site nor that all employees Jive where
they work.

TABLE 4.

EMLOYMNT GENERATION PROJEC BUILDOUT

. " . '.. :

d .

yp"'. ". .,. ,

:EmpJoym

, .. . ..

,i' ::peneratiQn. . Job , E ling"

.. . :

UrjitsNeeJJniaS

. .

Condominium - tranient rental 450 units 33 FTEEIdu 1 479 121

Hotel 255 rooms
33 FTEE/rom

12,000 sf

Skier Servces 30,000 sf 0 FTEE/ ,000

Homeowners Association Recreation
16,000 sf 0 FTE/l OOO sfCenter

Spa Facility in Hotel 20,000 sf 0 FTE/1 000 sf

Intercept Lot 32 peak-hour 00 FTEE/6 peak

bus trps hour bus trips

Highlands Projec Subtta 701 177

Village Projec 388

Total 089 275FTE ful-me emp/oyr equivallNtsf square du dwelling unit

Employe housing neds are ba an 96 persons per emp/o.vehousing unit (bed an deign of Sawmill Heights which wo/lld
ilCCmmodte an ave of 96 emloye pe housing unit; th number of employe tha WDd live in each unit is ba5e 0/ 

mberof roofeam unm 
EDA 2003; Dlft Employ Housing Ordinnce, Placer County 2003 
Soes; LSC rranspotion Cosultts 20tH, rown of Mammoth L4 1999, Town of Vail 7991 Placer County 2002c, Eas Wes
Panrs 200

The indirect effects of employees traveling to their job site include traffc. and air quality and
noise impacts related to traffic. Trips generated by employees of the project are included in the
overall trip generatin for the project and are discussed in Section 4.4, Transportation and
Circulation. Noise and air quality impacts resulting from these trps are included in the
discussions of air quality and noise impacts resulting from trips generated by the project and are
discussed in the relevant sections of this EIR.

The proposed Highlands would generate approximately 701 jobs. Additional development
proposed for the Northstar-at-Tahoe resort community, such as the proposed Northstar VillageNortst Highlaa Plaer Cou
Dra Environmentallmp Rep July)OO
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expansion project. would generate as many as 388 additional jobs for.fhe community. The 
projects combined (NortstarVillage plus Highlands) would generate approximately 1,089 jobs.

. One of the objectives of the proposed project is. to designate sufcienf land to provide
appropriate locafons for affordable housing to serve Norfhstar's . erTployees and/or regional.
employees whose income does not exceed moderate-ncome guidelines, and to provide
housing primarily for N'orthstar employees, employees workng at Norhstar, or regional
employees whose income does not exceed the moderate-income guidelines. For this reason. it
is asumed that employee housing designated within the projct site would also accommodate
employees generated by the Norhsar Village project. Theefore, th totals listed in Table 4.
also reflect the Norstar Vilage project. Assuming a rate of 3.96 residents for each of the
employee housing units, based on the employees per unit that would be accommodated by
Sawil Heghts Employee Housing, the 38 jobs generated by the Norfhstar VnJage project Will
result in the need tor an addifional98 employee housing units. To comply wih Placer County'
requirements for employee housig. Norhsar Vilage Will need 49 employee housing unit.
asuming 3.96 employees per unit.

Asuming that 49 of the Sawill Heights employee housing units would be occupied by
employees generated by the proposed Northsar Village expanson projec, th 47 remaining
SawmUl Heights Units would be available to accommodate Norar Highlands employee
housing needs. The Highlands would generate 701 employees. which tranates into ) 77
employee housing unit needed. To comply with Placer County' s requirements for housing resort
employees, Northsfar Highlands would need to provide 89 employee housi units. This exceeds
the units anticipated to be available of Sawmil Heights by 42 units. In adcrfon to the Sawmil
Heights units, 174 employee housing units would be available from the futue employee housing
sites. The 221 total employee housing units available to Norhstar Highlands would excee th 89
employee housing units Norci Highlands would be required to provide. However, since no
timing has been specified for the developrnnt of the future employee housing siteS, there will
be a shortall of empoyee housing if future phases of Norhsar Highlands are develope in
advance of the future employee housing sies or without on employee housing component,
resulting in a potentally signican impact. 

Mitigation Measures

MM 4. The projec applicant shall mitigate potential impacts to employee housing.
through compliance wi the Placer County General Plan Housing Bement
Policy (2A. 14) requirng new Siera Nevada and Lake Taho projects to house
50 percent of the employee housing demand (e.g.. AE employees)
generated by the project. Prir to the approval of a final map, and 
submitals of fuure tentatie maps and/or CUP applicafons. th project
applicant shall submit to Placer County an Employee Housing Mitgoion Plan
that details the method of providing the required employee housing units
proposed occupancy (rental or for-sale), number of employee sered by the
employee housing units or. in the cas of land dedicatn or in-ieu fee
pant, numbe of employees credited, site suitabDit if land dedicaon 
proposed. transrtation to and from the project f employee housing is
located off-site), timing of the development of employee housing units. and
any incenties requesed. For each subsequent development phase, the
need for employee housing shall be accommodated by providing thecorect rati of employee housing units.

The employee housing units shall be provided in one of the following way: (1)
provide on-te employee housing, 2) provide oft-site employee housng

Plac Cou
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(either through construction of new housing or substantial rehabiltation of an
existing structure). 3) dedicate land for employee housing, or 4) pay an in-6eu
fee.

TIming/Implementation: Submitted with .fture. tentatie map Dr CUP
appljcation submittals and implemented before
jssuance of occupancy permffs

Enforcement IMonitoring: Placer County Planning Departent

Implementation of mitigation measure MM 4. 3 would reduce the affordable housing .and
employee-housing imbalance impacts to less than signifICant. The above mitigation measure
would brng the project into consistency with policies pertaining to housing in the Marts Valley
Community Plan, and the Placer County General Plan. Because the housing units would be
consistent with the Plan for the area in which they are built, and because of the limited number
of units tht are required, impacts of that development with mitigation would be less than
significant.

PROJECT (PHASE 1) IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES

Temporary Incree in Consuction Employment

Impact 4.2.4 Constrction of the proposed Phase 1 development would generate up to
466 temporary construction jobs (EDA W, 2003). each year at the peak day of
construction during Phase 1. Constrction would not generate an additional

. need for permanent housing and would be temporary. This impact 
considered less than signifcant.

Refer to Impact 4. 1 for detailed discussion of this impact. Phase 1 of the proposed Highlands
project would generate up to a maximum of 466 temporary construction jobs during the
constrction perod (May through October) each year from May 2005 to October 2010. Some of
the employee housing will be utilized during the summer construction periods for contractor
employees, since many of the seasonal ski worker wil have moved elsewhere. This would
provide housing opportunities on-site and reduce traffc and traffc-related effects. The
contractors would use Northstar Shuttle and Chondolas to get to and from the jobsite everyday.
This issue is also discussed in detail in Section 4.4 Transportation. The proposed project therefore
would not generate the need for substantial additional permanent housing during the
constrction period. This impact is considered less than signifcant.

Miti ation Measures

None required.

Increase in Population Growt

Impact 4. Phase 1 development could result in population growth of up to 990 persons.
The residential population generated by Phase 1 - of the proposed project
would not exceed the holding capacity ofthe Martis Valley Community Plan
area (Pion area). This impact is considered less than signifcant.

Refer to Impact 4. 2 tor a discussion of the holding capacity of the Martis Valley Plan area.
Phase 1 of the proposed project would result in the constructien of 232 multifamily housing units

No Higland Placer County
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and 96 employe housing unit, generatig 990 persons. However. the population of the Mars
Valley is primanly . seasonal. At a 20 percent year-ound occupancy rate for the multifamHy
housing units. 46 of the developed multfamily housing units would be occupied on a year-ound
basis, resulting in a permaneni resident population of 502 perns in Phas 1. as shown in Tabl4.2-12. 
As dicussed in Program Level impacts, the population growt generated by the proposed
project, including Phase 1, would be consistent with the growth desinated for the Plan area.
Therefore. impacts relating to population growth are condered less than signifcant.

Mitigation Measures

None required.

TABLE 4.2-

PH 1 POPUlATION GENER liON (2010)

~~~ ;_. " . :: ~~~~~~ . . . .

der

100 232 63 pens/multifamily du

232 63 pensmultifamily du

100 96 pcmonsemployee housing du

du dwlling unit

610

488 122

380

Creon of Short-Ter JobsIousing Imbalance
WhUe Phas 1 of the proposed project would result in the creaTon of 201 full-
time employe equialent jobs. Phase 1 would provide suffcient employee
housing units to accommodate its demand for employee housig. This
impact is considered less than signilcant.

Phase 1 developments are expected to generate as many as 201 full-time employee equivalent
jobs. These full-time employee equivalent jobs take into account both full-time and part-time
jobs. Tab 4. 13 shows the number of jobs that would be directly generated by th Phase 
development. As required by the Housing Element of the Placer County General Plan and the
MVCP, the proposed Phase 1 development is required to provide houng for 50 percent of the
employees it generates. Table 4. 11 show the number of employee dweUing unit required.
baed on 3.96 perons per employee housing unit.

Impa 4.2.

Phae 1 of the propo project would result in the development of 23 multfamil housing units
and 96 employeehousing units It is conservatively esmated that the propose housing units in
Phase 1 would not be affordable to most of the peple who would be employed on the project
site. However, it is not anticipated that every employee would live on the project site nor that all
employees live where they wor. 

. The indirec effects of employees trave6ng to their job sie include traffc. and air quaRty and
noise impacts related to traffc. Trips generaed by employees of the project are included in the
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overall tr generation for the ' project and are discussed in Section 4.4. Transportation and
Circulation. Noise and air quality impacts resulting from these trps are included in the

. discussions of air quality and noise impacts resulting from trips generated by the project and are
discussed in the relevant sections of this EIR

Phase 1 of the Highlands would generate appro mately 201 jobs. Additional development
proposed for the Norttar resort community. such as the proposed Norlhstar Village expansion
project. would generate as many as 388 additional jobs in Northstar, resulting in combined Job
growth of up 589 jobs. It is assumed that employee housing within Phase 1 of the proposed
project would also accommodate employees generated by the proposed Northstar Village
expansion project. Assuming a rate of 3.96 residents for each of the employee housing units.
based on the average number of employees that would live in each unit at Sawmil Heights. the
38 jobs generated by the proposed Norhstar Village expansion project would result in the need
for an additional 98 employee housing units.

TABLE 4.

PHASE 1 EMPLOYMENT GENERATION
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FTE iull-ime empl equiVilent
'Employe hoing nes are ba on 96 pelSns per empioye housing unit (ba on desgn of Sawmill Heights which wold
iicrommodte an ilvege of 96 employe per housing unit; the number of employe that would liv in each. unit is ba on th 
numbe of bero of each unit)
2EDAI- 20l; Draft Employe Hosing Ordinanc, Plarr County 2003
Sorc: LS Tmnspation Cosultdnts 2001, Town of M.moth Uk 1999, TOWf,of Vail 1991 Place County 2002c, East Wes
Parners 200 

Assuming 49 of the Sawmil Heights employee-housing units would be occupied by employees
generated by the proposed Northstar Vilage expansion project. the 47 remaining Sawmill
Heights units would accommodate 50 percent (26 units) .of the demand for 51 units generated
by Phase 1 of Northstar Highlands. The proposed Phase 1 development would be balanced in
terms of jobs/housing ratio, resulting in a less than signifcant impact. 
Nor Hiplans
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Miti tion Measures

None Required.

4.2. CUMULATI SENG, IMPAcr AND MITGATION MEAURE

CUMULATIVE SmlNG

Regionally, Northsar: Highlands is per of a larger resort area that is primarily the northwest
quadrant of the Lake Tahoe area that includes the communities of Squaw Valley, Alpine
Meadows, Town of Truckee, and the Tahoe Basin fe,g. Kings Beach). The cumulative settng for
population. housing. and employment includes approved and proposed development vvthin
the region (see Table 4. 1 and Figu 4.0-') as well as development anticipaed under the
Mart VaRey Communit Plan. Town of Truclcee General Plan, qnd resor activites asociated
wi Nortar-at-Tahoe. Lake Tahoe, Alpine Meadows, and Squaw Valley. Affordable housing
effort in the region, as well as regional populatn, housing, and employment demographics,
are detailed under 4.2. Exng Settng.

IMPACS AND MITGATION MEASURES

Cumulative Populaion Growt and Housing Nee

Impact 4.2.7 Development of the Northsar Highlands project would result in increased
population in the Mais Valley region as well as additional need for employee
housing inconsistent wih Polcy A.14 of the Placer County General Plan. This is
considered a cumulate signifcant impact.

Cumulative development in the vicinity of the projec would increase the populaton and
number of housing units within Placer County. However, development of Northsar Highlands is
consistent with the land use designations and growh assumed in the Placer County General
Plan, the 1975 Martis Valley General Plan. and the Mart Valley Communit Plan. The General
Plan ha placed the Communit Plan designation in the Mart Valley area in order to
accommodate antidpated growt. Th proj rs contrbution to population growt has been
identified and considered within the Geeral Plan EIR as well as the . M9rtis Valley Community .
Plan 8R.

As descrbed under Impacts 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, development of Norhst Highlands would resulf in
increaed population and employment and would contrbute to th regional need for
affordable housing. The Nortstar-at-Tahoe resort provides employe housing at HOltop Lodge
and at homes in Truckee. The proposed project includes consction of 270 employeeousing
units, which would accommodate more than SO pecent .of the employees generated by the
project, as requi"ed by Policy 2A.14 of the Placer County General Plan Housing 8ement. Thus,
the proposed project would not conirbute to th cumulate demand for afordable employee
housing in the Mart Valley ara. The environmental impact of creating more jobs than housing
occurs primarly through the increase in trps that employees would make to travel to and from
the home and place of employment. Employee trps are a component of th trp generationfactors based on tyes of land use and thus are consideed in 

-- 

the analysis of
transpoatn/circulation, air qualit, and no eimpacts of the propose projec in this EIR.
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Mitigation Measure

Implementation of mitigation measure MM 4. 3 would reduce the project' s contribution to
cumulative population, housing and employment impacts; therefore, the cumulative impact. is
considered less than signicant.
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CHAPTER 5 POPULATION, HOUSING AND EMPLOYMENT

The Dyer Mounta Resor project propose to consctl04 new rert residenti unts
includig 1,478 sigle fam homes, 2,126 multi-famy unts, 500 hotel roms, and a yet-tobe

deteed amount of employee houing. Th project is expected to generate 1,051 sena
jobs an 825 yea-round jobs.

Th chpter anyze th impact tht the prosed project would have on the ar s popultio

and housig supply, paculy afordable housi .ad deteres wheter any shi m the
jobs-housing baan would OC as a result of project constion. To ass these imact,
the ansis 1) descrbes the cuent popultion employment and housing conditions 2)

idenes hous and employment level to be generated by the Dyer Mounta Resort project

3) deteres the exent of offte housing tht would be neeed to accommodate workers as a

result of new job opportti; and 4) evaluates the jobs/housing balan with the context of
th propose project as defied by the Dyer Mounta Intitie and Lasen County Geeral Plan

2000, as amded by passage of ib intive.

Data are taen from seeral Iecent sources to anyz th poteti impact on populati
employment, and housing - parcuarlyafordable housing. The prar sour ar the

Januar 200 Proponent's Envionmta Anysi (PEA) prepared by Jones &: Stokes, 

Wesoo4lClear Creek ATta Pla, the Lasen Conty Geal Plan 2003 2008 Housig Eleent, and

the 2000 Cens of Popultion an Housing (Cen 20) conducted by the U.s. Cenus

Bureau. provides data for varous geogrphi levels such as countyide, cide, Censs

designted place (CDP), and Ceus county diviion (CCD). The Census data for th anysis

are iaen at the Cens county diviion (CCD) level; ths subdvion is used for prestig
housmg and employent data in areas tht do not have wel-defed political boudares
seed by local goverents, as is the ca with the Westwood, Pietown and Oea Creek

communties; the Cheste, Almanor, Alanor West, Prtte, Cayonda, and Penla
Vilge comties; and the Susvie vicinty, includmg Richmond/ Gold Run, Johnnvie,
Stadih-Litceld, and Janese.

ENVIRONMENTAL SEmNG

Populaton
Accordig to Ces 2000, the Wesood/Oea Cree ara conta 2,2 households with a
tota populati of 2,900 people. These figues represent a 2 percet increas in th number of

houolds over the 1990 level and a 2 peent decreas in total poati, which incates tht
th average houhold si is decrsig. No grwth rate prjectons are yet avaiable from the

Stte of Carna Deparent of Finan (DF) for the Westwood/Gear Cree area.

By comparn, La County s popultion with th wUcorpated County (excludig

pron popultion an group quaers) has mcras slightly more-sice 199 th Couty

grew from an esate 16,269 to 16,964 in 2003, representig 
a 4.3 pecent increa. The

nube of houseolds in unorporate Lasen County is preced to grw hom 6,109 in 

to 6 99 by 20, an in Of 14.5 pecen (Len Coty 2003).

Dyer Mtntan Resrt
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CHA POPWA710N, EMPLOYM, AN HOUSING

The average household siz for uncorporated Lass County has dec from 2.74 peons
per household in 1990 to 2.65 in 2000; the number of one- and two-person households showe

signcant ga:i over the decade, whie the number of four- and five-person housolds

declid during the same perod. Th West1oodjOear Creek average household siz is even

lower at 2.41 persons pe household.

The median household income in the Westood/Oear Crek area is $29,490 (in 1999 dollars),

meanng tht hal of al households eared more than .this amotI and half eamed less. 

represents a 19.4 percent increase over 1990 levels. Despite the increase in 
median income, 18.

percent of the r sidents live at or below the poverty level. Cotyide, the median household

income is higher - $36,310 (in 1999 dollars). Cenus 2000 reorted that a majority of households

in the uniorporated County own their homes (76 pecet), wbie the remag 24 percent are
renters.

Table 1 summr.izes the population and household income data for Lasen County and the

Westwood/Clear Creek area, as provided in Cenus 2000.

Table 5.
Demoxrapmc SummaTl

population Income
1990 U.S. Census Dat

WestooClear Creek
Total population = 2,965 Median Houshold Incme = $23,766

Households = 1. 175
Lassen County
Tota population = 27,598 Median Household Income = $26 764

Households = 8,545
2000 U.S. Census Data

Westwood/Clear Creek
Total population = 2,900 Median Household Income = $29,490

Households = 1,203
Lassen Counti

, Total population = 33,828 Median Household Income = $36,310

Households = 9,625
1 - 

includes City of Susanville
Sources: 1990 S. Cesus, Census 2()O Jor Westwood CCD.

Employment
Accordig to the U.S. Census, about 50 percent of the local labor force in the West\'IoodjOeaI
Creek area is employed. The majority of employment in the vicity of the project site is

confined to these two communties. Businesses tht provide jobs to ar workers include

professional serices, personal serices, commercia trade, roomig/boading houses, motels,

auto-related services, and tranportation serces (Lassen County 1999a). On a countyde
basis, the major employers in Lassen County represent a range of indusies, although 

the

public secr is most heavily represented. The Public Admtration sector employs the largest

number of workers (25 percent), followed closely by Education Health and Socal Services (22

pecent). The next largest industr in the local area and countyde is Retail Trade, which

represents about 11 percent of total County employment (Lase County 2003), and about 12

pet of the Westwood/ crear Cree area s employment aone! & Stokes 2004). While the

Dyer Mountain Reso
Drft El 5-2
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lage numca ineas in employees sice 1990 was Educaton, Heth and Soci Serce

(556), the mdus wi the largest percentage increae in employmen sie 1990 was Ar,

Entert and Recreation Seices, showig a 375 percent ga.

The pr source of employment prtly on the projec site :i tiber prductio , although

only around 6 pecent of the loc work force is reported as beg employed in the foretr

agrtue industr. TDn productn is the laget manufctug sect act with the
County, which prduce 3 percent of tota tiber in the State (Ca OOF 20 as cied in

Jon & Stoke 20). However, Census 2000 report a sh over the la decade in th Lasse

County economy from basc inustres such 
as agrcutt and tibe producti to more of a

seces-basd economy.

At 10.1 perceni the Westwood/Oear Cree unemployment 
rate is qute high compar to 

Countys rate of 4.9 percent (Calorna Employmt Developent Deart 20, as cited in

Jones & Stoke 200). Table 2 identies the numbe of cuy unemployed worker tht
could fi avaible jobs with the Dyer Mounta Resort projec It shows approly 1,032

unemploye worker with a 40-miute comute range of the proposed Dyer Mounta

Resrt

viI Ch
TllbZe 5.ro odle kA ea

neplO1ment in Susan ester ale tnnOT, Westwo a.r f'ee

Communit Male Feale Tota

Susanvile & vicinit 404 275

Lae Almanor/Chester & vicini 105 178

Wesd & vicin 126 175

TOTAL 635 397 032

linudes SUSiTle vicinity, Richmol1ld Run, Jostovile Stansh-Ltrld and JtmUe
Zinlutk Chter, Almaor Alma:no West, Pratfe, Cada, and Penula ViDllge

3inud Wesfw4lClr Cre tm an 'Ele lA viity
Sourre Ceus 200 Swm File (SFl)

Housing
. Of th 12,00 housg unts in Lase County, there are CUently 2,252 housmg unts m the

Westwood/Oea Cr ar. Approxitely 75 pet of the unts ar sinle-fay homes,

which is slightly more than the overal County, where 68 percent of 
exitig housing unts are

single-faly hom. Mobile homes are the nex larges category of housing, comprig 
percent of Westwood/Oear Cree unis as compared with nely 20 pet coutywide. A

single housg unit is curently located on the projec site - it is an old cabin used durg the

Suer season by a rachr,

Abot a qua of the housg unts in th area wer buit in 1939 or \Ulier, and a nearly equal

amunt were but between 1980 and 199. Sixee percent (16. percent) of the unts were buit

sie 1989. A 2001 housing condtions surey of Westwood showed tht approtely 
percent of resdential 

prope exbited physical detriortion ragig from defered

matence -to diapidaton; one-thd of al homes (33 percent) reqed substati repai 

relacement (Parns an ConnerIy Aste 2001).

'Der Montin 
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The followig are other Census 2000 facts about housing in the Westwood/CLear Creekcommunity: 
(! In 1999, 81 buiding perits were obtained for the uncorporated aJeas of Lassen

County. Al of these permts were for single-famiy reidential strctues;

II The medi value of a home in the Westood/ dea Cree area was $89,200;

I! The med monthy homeowner cost (with a mortgage) aJe $813;

ii The median contract rent is $405; and

I! The vacancy rate for owner-occupied homes and rental unts is 6.1 perent and 17.

percent, respectvely. However those numbers are reduced to 5.4 percent and 6.

percent, respectively, afer removing the seasonal (vacation) homes from the mi (Note:

72.1 percent of al vacat homes are for seasona, receational, or ocsional use).

Table 5.3 provides Census 2000 data sho'wing the number of vacant unts 
(non-receational, non-

sesonal, non-farworker) in and around the Westwood/Clear Crek, Susanvile, and Lake

Almanor / Chester areas. According to the Census 2000 
Factfder Deftions, these vacat

units are identiied as be either for sale, for rent, or "other" vacant unts being maita 
a caretaker, jantor, or held vacant for personal reasons. Approxitely 1,12 dwellig unts are

available to provide Dyer Mounta employee housing with a 40-mipte commute shed.

Table 5.3

Vacant Units in 571sanville, Cheter/Lake Almanor, and Westwood/Cleat' Creek 
At'eas

Vacant Vacant FoRental Sale228 150
Community

Susanvile & Vicinit

Lake AlmanorfChester &
Viciniti
Westwood & Vicinitl
TOTAL 376 287

Vacnt Oth
201

100

Vacant Total'
579

256

164
465

293
128

exduds: seasonal, recration and occasional use homes; migrant worke housing

2includes Susanville vicinity, Ri!hmcmd/Gold Run, lohnstonville, Stmish-Litchfield, and JanesviUe

3indudes Glsler AlnUltlGr Almanor West, prattvile, Caltyondm, and Peninsula VillDge

4includes Westwood/Clear Creek aTea and Eagle LakE vicinity

Source: Cesus 2000 Summary File 1

Vacan sites and potenti units that could provide additional new housing constrction in
Westwood and Clear Creek for employee households are shown in Table 4 and Table 5.5

below. The Westwood CommUIty Services Distrct (CSD) pyesently serves 914 unts and has

an estiated capacity with CUIent water and sewer faciities to serve an additional 
522 urts;

the Lassen County Housig Element projects approxitely 21 urts to be built with the

2003-2008 plag perod. The Clear Creek CSD cutly serves 154 unts and has capacity 
serve an additiona 46 units with its present facilties (Lasen C01Jty 2003). Whe 
communitys vacant Jand provides the potential to build up to 68 unts (kown to have a

reliable wate supply), the Housing Element projects that approximately 80 unts wil be built

durg th same plang period, if the Gear Creek CSD facilty capacity is increased to meetthe demand. 
Dyer Mountain Reso
Draft EIR 5-4
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Typical Densit potenti UnIts

Vacant (dwlnB unit (wi aVB war
New Unl

Zoning Acrercls pe ac) & sewe

PUD
324 100

Table 

Vacant Sites and Potentilll Units in. Westwood

I - kf 
w numbe of new units Terz01bly exde withn tM pJrng ped.

Source La Count 2003-2008 Houng Elt

Vacant
Typical Desit Potentia' Unit

(dwln unit (wi available 

Zoning Acrearcls pe ac) ssw" Ne Unlts

PUD 270 Unknown2

Table 5.5
Vacat Sites and Potential Unts in Clear Creek

1 - Res w numbe of 11er. units reasonably exectd with the plannng 

2 - Wate suply will nee to !1e establish wif: each dee1ot prl.
Smm:e; Lase Co 2003-2008 HousiJzg Elent

REGULATORY FRAEWORK

No federal or stte reguations relate to population or housing apply to th proposed projec.

Lassen Count
The Ulm County Geeral Plan Land Use Element indicate tht, as La County s popuatio

conties to grw, new housg development and employment opportties ar necsar
for the economic wel-being of the County and its people." The General Plan includig 

20032008 Housig Element, contas goal, policies, and progr tht addres populatio

grwth employmt, and residenti development. Altough voter a.pproval of the Dyer

Mounta Intiative reoved the Dyer Mounta Resort projec site from the Westwood/Clar

Creek Area Plan in November 2000, the relevant goals and policies frm tht plan are 

below to provide a basis for evaluatig the effec of the project on the re ara covered

by th pl Relevt goals, poliies and program are as follows:

Lassen County Generl Plan 200
GOAL L-7: Consistet with the Hous Element, maitai an adequate amout of

housing and diver residenti opportties and land uss which are locted

in coidertion of the availabilty of support sece and inastrcte,
avoidance of confctg land uses, and the mition of. developmen

impact.

Mountll 
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LU-17 POLICY: The County sha, af conftion of the areas appropriateness for such use

and consideration of other resource values, designate and zone appropriate

areas for residenti developmt.

LU-18 POLICY: Pusuant to the Housmg Element, the County wil help provide adequate site

to be designted in the Geeral Plan and zoned for residential land use to meet

the objectves of the Housi Element, and wi help faciltate the expanion of

needed water, seer and fie protecton seces.

LU-20 POLICY: The County sha refer to the Housing Element for applicable policies

perg to the development of housing.

2003-2008 Housing Element

GOAL: To provide an adequate supply of sound, affordable housing unts in a safe

and satisfyg envioiuent for the present and futue residents of the County,

I'egardless of race, age, religion, sex, matal statu, ethc backgound, or

persona diabilties, and support economic development projects which wil

provide employment opportties so that people wi be able to afford
adequate housing.

The following policies wi gude the objectives and progrs neessc 

fulfil the County s housing goal. The County wil, withi its capabilties:

II Ensure tht there is an adequate number of housing unts to meet th nees

of its citiens.

POLICY:

Enure that housing is affordable to al economic segments of the

community.

!! . Faciltate the provision of adequate sites and facilties to support futUe
housig needs.

Ei Ensure tht there are housing units available to serve persons with special
housing needs.

II Work diigently towars the rehabiltation of the exitig housing stock

and strive to replace housing units in need of repair.

ii Encourage regular maintenane of housing as a means of conserving

exitig housing stoc.

mi Develop strategies and actons to increase home ownership opportti
though economic development, including preservati and creation of

employment opportnities.

II Support resource-based employment and lum productio

supportg productve timbe management and haest practices.

II Maita a healthy jobs-to-housing balance.

ii Faciltate the development of inastrctue (sewer, wate and access

roads) in appropriate locati to bett sere housing and job creationopportues. 
Dyer Mountain Resort
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. Asis citi in ne of sho-te emer bowrg.

II Dicourage dition in housing.

is Provide ample opportes for ci papation as pa of th hosmg
elemt prearation and revion process.

. Maita coiste amng al Geer Pla policies.

WesodClear Cre Area Plan

GOAL L-6: An adeqate amount of housing and diered l'esden oppor,
inudig afordable housing, which are locte with consderation to the

avaiabilty of support seces and mfcte, avoidace of conctg
land uses, and the mition of development impacts.

Accommodte modest popuation growt by fig in extig vacant lot and

addig to exg communties.

Loate multifay dwell and mobile home palks at approprite site as

need.
POLICY LU-16: The Ara Pla lan us maps provide sp resdenti lad use designti

for area in which redenti use of varus ty and denities shoud be
developd.

Impleentatin Measur LU-K: The County wil refer to the Lassen County 2003-208 Housg
Element for applicable policies peg to the developmen in the plamgar. 

Impletation Measure LU-L: The Couty wi conte to utiliz buildig an developmen

codes to reguate new residential development project.

Incrd communty we8th, job opportties and the prviso of needed

commerci seces thgh economic growt and diversication by
supportg th exanion of extig commerci opetions and by

encourgig new commerci ventues in approriate locations.

Improvemen, exanion and diertion of th plag area s industraJ

bas and genertion of relate employmt oppties.
Multiple economic and social beefits for nearby commtmties, th county and

the region relate to development of th propOs Dyer Mounta Resort

project adjact to the Westwood/Oear Creek Plg Area whie reag
mi signca adverse impact to lands an resource with the axea
plan pla ar

POLICY LU-28: The Coun wi consder and support appropri e ways by which the

economic and soc bets that may be stiulate by developmet and
opertion of the Dyer Mou Resor projec can be optid 
communties with the Wesood/ aear Cr Plan Area.

GOAL L-

GOAL L-8:

GOAL L-9:

GOAL L-11:

GOAL L 14:

Dyer Mmtmn 
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IMPACTS

Significance Criteria
In genal, impacts on a population occtD when the distbution or concntration of growth

would be altered by the implementation or constrcton of a projec. Adverse impacts on

housing occur when a projec diplaces housmg or people and requires the consction of

replacement housing for people who have been displaced. If businesses are 
diplaced, business

activity may also be afeced.

Potentially signcant impacts asciated with the Development Concept Plan and Phase 1

Development Plan have been evaluated using the followig signance crtera. "\l ould the

project: 
ii Concentrte population growth away from areas with available inastrctue and urban

serces;
il Diplace a substanti number of people, necessitatig the constrcton of replacement

housing elsewher;

Displace a substtial amount of exstig housing, necessitatig the construction of

replacement housing elsewhere;

Ii SubstatiaIy increase the demand for afordable housmg; and

&: Substatiy worsen the jobs/housing balance in the Westwood/Clear Creek ara.

The CEQA Guidelies state that the economic and social effects of a project shall not be treate

as a signcant effect on the environment. CEQA indicates that social and economic effects

should be considered in an EIR only to the extent that they would result in secondary or

indirect advere impacts on the physical environment.

Project Impacts
As established in CHAPTER 2 PROJECI DESCRON, ths EIR provides two (2) levels of anysis
of the proposed project - impacts from the proposed land subdivision and build out of the

Development Concept Plan are assessed at a programati level whie impacts from
constrction of the proposed Phase 1 Development Plan are evaluated at a project-specific level.

Impacts Determined to be Less than Signifcant

Substantil Population Growth. 
The project applicant ha prepared a projection of the

numbers and tyes of residential unts that would be buit as the Dyer Mounta Resort reaches
buildout. The projectons are documented in the Impact and Area Tabulations document,

which is available for review at the Lassen County Departent of Communty Development

Distrct (LCDCD). Ths projection includes an estiation of the maxiwn residential

population of the resort, based on typical occupancy patterns at other ski resort. Accordig to

th projecton, the maxium population capacity of the rert (i.e., a! 100 percent occupancy of

each residential unit) would be 17,382.

Generaly, 100 percet occupancy conditions are not expected to occur. Occupancy data from

siar four-seasons resort-The Canyons in Park City, Uta; Northta at Lake Tahoe,

Californa; and Mamoth Lakes, Californa - indicate tht diling, peak season occupancy of

Dyer Mountain Resort
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seasonaly-ocupied unts (ren and ow--ccupied) averge betw 68 toS percen,

anal occupanc rate range from 47 to 68 percent, and midweekj off-sn peod

exience occupan rates of 25 to 35 percent. Ths anysis assumes the most conserative

ocpancy esates of 85 percet in pea season, 68 pet anuay, and 35 pecent midw
an off-son. Therefore, the prpose projec is exected to brg approxtely 14,

775

residents on average durg peak season; an average of 11,820 would ocpy the rert yea-

round; and 6,084 would rede th midwee

The proposed proect would reque 825 yea-roud employee and 1,
051 sena emloyee at

fu buidout (by 2035). Th anis assumes thes emloyee would rede in Wesood

where the communty average housold sie is 2.41 perons. With a conseratie asumpton

of one (1) Dyer Mouta Resort job pe household, the Westwood poation could increas by

4,521 additional perso. Based on the Lasse County averge of 1.17 worker pe housold,
th resultat popultion ineae in Westwood would be 3,86 persons. It is possble tht th
actal popultio increase could be les th th range (fr 3,86 to 4,521 peon), becus
senal employee may either commute from nearby reation communties, be of sigle

mata sttus, or shae housing with oter seasona employees. In addition. a portion of 

year-roun employee and thir faes may aldy resde in th ar or commute from other

communties. Due to the lack of actal. proeced employee ditrbution figues, however, 

impact anysis assumes the 4,521 level of population increase. in the Westwoo/Oea Cree
cuea as a consrvative este
With a comed population of 19,2% durg peak seaon (14,775 resort reidents plus 4,521

worke and fay memb), th reprts a max 680 peent increase in population in

and around th WestwoodjOea Creek ara, and up to 116 percent increase countyde,
depending on the nUmber of reort ocpants and worke households that relocate to the area

from outsde Lasse Coty.

Population grwth alone is not consdered an envionmental impact unless the growt direcy
or indiy causes a sepate, physical environmnta impact. Exaples of impact assocated

wi growt inude efects on ai quaty, noise, trafc, utiities, and public seices,
displacement of individual, and new housing constrcton. 

Impact relate to ai qualty,

noise, trc, utities, and public serce have al ben addred in other chpters of th EI.
Impact on the county s jobs/housg balce and on afordable hous are addressed in

the housg impact disions below.

Although the propos project would allow the growth mentioned above, ths increas has

ben provided for though passage of the Dyer Mounta Intitive and amendment of the

Lasen County Geral Plan 2000. It is exp that th plan growt would not crte a

signcat impac on the envirorent or the human population curently Jivig in the area,

excep for the potentil effec addrsed separately below and in other chpters of th EIR

Th impact is consdered less th signcant. 
Impact to Regonal Employment. 

Th setion provides a diussion of the projec s efetton

area employment, as alowed for lmder CEQA Guidelines Secton 15131. The projec s effec on

loc jobs is not trated as a potetialy signcat impact beuse it is no anticipated tht the

chge in employment wi result in any adverse chges to the physical envionment (Pblic

Dyer Montan 
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Resources Code Secton 2108.2) or resut in a substatial adverse ef on the hum
population (Public Resurces Code Section 21083(cD.

The majority of jobs that would be created with the Dyer Mounta Resort project can be
clssified as commercial non-basic employment. Non-basic jobs support the local population,

providing good ard senice to area custoer, with no national or regional component. Ths

is in contrast to the ara tiber harestig-related jobs, which is considered basic employment

exportg product for sale outsde of the area to nationa or regional markets.

The Dyer Mountai Resort project is projected to generate approxiately 825 perent jobs

and 1,051 seasona jobs. It is anticipated that 582 jobs would be created by the d velopment

included in the Phae 1 Development Plan th includes 256 year-round jobs and 326 seasonal
jobs (Dyer Mountam Assocates 2004). The expected ditrbution among varous job categories

is as follows:

CommerciaIetail

Hotel

Development Concept Plan
461 workers

255 worker

Phase One
102 workers

77 workers

Ski Operations

Vacation Rental support

575 worker

586 workers

302 workers

101 workers

These workers would support approxiately 333,800 square feet of commeral and resort

support uses included in the Development Concept Plan, of which 52,500 square feet are

proposed with the Phase 1 Development Plan. In addition, 131 attached residential units, 274

detached residential unts, and 30 lodgig units are proposed in the Phase 1 Development Plan.

New employment generated by the proposed project, including Phase 1 Development, is

considere a beneficial impact to the community. Other environmental impacts assocated with
this new employment are discussed elewhere in ths chapter and oter chapters of the EIR.

Displacement of Existing Housing in the Project Area. 
Other than the cabin, which is used

only during summer, there is no exitig housing on the project site. No existig housing unts

would be displaced by the proposed development. The inux of new residents to the
communty may stimulate economic revitalization that could eventually result in the

replacement of some of Westvood' s housing unts categoried as "diapidated" in the 2001

County study (27 percent of total unts) with new dwellngs. Ths impac is considered less

than signcant. 
Increase in Demand for Housing, Partcularly Affordable Houing, During Phase 1
Developmt. It is expected that there wil be sufcient housing to accommodate Phase 1

Development Plan estimated 582 employees. With high unemployment in the

Westwood/Oear Creek area, up to 30 perent of new jobs created with Phase 1 Development

could be filled by the local labor force (Le., unemployed workers who aleady reside in the

area-see Table 2). Another 30 percent could be filed by unemployed workers living in the

Lake Almanor/Chester area. The remaig employees could be housed in existig vacant

units in the VVestwood/Clear Creek area (up to 293 units) or commute from avaiable housing

Dyer Mountain Resort
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located with a 40-miute radius of the projec The cuent houing vacacy rate is high

enough an reta costs low enough to accdate th addition of employee houseolds to

the Westwd/ Clea Cree, Lae Alanor / Cleste, and Susanvie area.

potetially Signifcat Impact 
Delopment Concept Plan

Impac 5.1 Pote Efect on the Jobsous Balce in th Af
Signifcance Befo MltgaDn: Potently Sinifcant

Pred Migaon: Mitgati Meare 5.1 a

Signifcance Af Propoed Mitigaton: Potentlly Signifca

Recmended Mitiaton: Mitgaton Meaure 5.1 b

Signifcance Aftr Recmmended Mitigaon: Less than Signifcant

Whe the County ha no exJicit policies quatig the desired jobs-to-housin ratio, the

2003-2008 Housing Element does address the jobs-houg baan. Th element provides a

policy to "facitate econom developt though new buss developme and job

creation" and propses the us of stte and local fudig to support economic development

actvities and job growth.

To mi adverse envinmta impact assted with commutes, may Caorn
communties have made a policy decon to provide an adequate supply of houg with a 15

to 20 miute commute shed for resident worke. A maum 2O-miute commute shed for

seasonal worker in ski reort is tyicaly mataed by a combmatin of loc afordable

houg stk and onse faes (sour Nortta, Mamoth La, and Bear Moun).
Afordable housing, both onite and offsite, must be tied to occ as new job opporti
bece avaiable so tht there is not an excess of employee houg in a communty with few

jobs or vice versa.

For th puroses of th jobshousig balace anysis, a 20-miute COIIute shed has been

established for season employees, and a 4O-mmute commute shd far year-round employees.

Figure 1 ilustrate thes 2Oute an 4Omiute commute sheds for the Dyer Mounta
Resort.

Employee Housing Avalability. As shown in Table 3, approxitey 1,128 vacant dwelg unts
ar avaiable with a 4O-miute commute ditace (Le. Westwood/Gea Creek. 

Alanor/Chter, and Susavi area as shown in Figure 1). These unts couJd potentiy
accommodate all of the 825 yea-round employees and, of those w1ts located with the 20-
mite commute shed, a porton of the 1,051 senal workers.

If no oter affordable housing were to be buit, the WestwoodjQear Creek and Lae
Alanorj01est area could absorb approxitey 67 percent of th yea-roun employee

housolds (asg one (1) Dyer Mounta Resort employee per household) with 549
avaible unts. Housing th remag 276 year-round. employee households and 1,051

seaonal employee woud requie 1) workers to commute frm Susvile and ot ar
outside th 20-miute comute shed; 2) new housig conscton onsite an . in 

Westwood/Oea Crek area; or 3) some combination of the two.
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Some seasnal employee housing would be provided onsitein the form of efficiency aparents
or donntories for the seaonal employees of the rert at buildout. Th measure. is a standard

practice for ski resort tht allows such employers to attact the reasonably inexpensive labor

force needed. during the ski season. In addition, multiamy housing product onsite may

inlude manger unts and accessory aparents, whie second unts may be constrcted on
propertes with single-famly homes. Seasonal housing could potetially accommodate all of

the housing needs for the resort (up to 1,051 employee, which corrponds to a total

population of 2,532), but the actual amount constrcted wi liely be detered by the local

supply of labor and housing. By supplementig the supply of offte housing with seasonal
employee housig onsite, the project would substantialy meet the demand for local afordable
housing.

The project as proposed, asumes that the projec would not generate a substatial demand for

housing by year-round employees and their famlies, because the resort would employ workers
aleady reiding in the vicity of Westwood/Clear Creek, Lake AlanorjChester, and

SusanviIe. While Table 2 shows a tota of approxiately 1,032 unemployed workers in these
areas, the projec would employ up to 1,876 workers. Therefore, it is expected that up to 45
percent of the Dyer Mountain Resour workforce could move into these communities from
more ditant places. As sho'\'D in Table 5.4 and Table 5, ther is ample vacant lad to constrct

up to 522 new units in Westwood and 108 in dear Creek, although "it is more realtic to
assume 218 unts and 80 unts, respectively, durg the plang perod of the Area Plan
(Lassen County 1999b). In either case, these conuunities could provide sufficient vacant lad
to mee the demand for employee housing. 
Of the 87 percent of Westwood/ dear Creek workers tht dre or carpool to work, a majority
are commutig an average of 23 m1utes to ork (Census 2000) because they fid housing

afordable in the area but most jobs are locted elsewhere. Approxiately 20 percent of the

community s workers are employed in service occupations. Therefore, it is anticipated that
among th workers that commute, up to 20 percent could potentially reuce thei commute and

work close to home as Dyer Mountain Resort seric employees.

There are no data available to estimate the number of Lake Alor/Chester area and
Susavile area residents now workig in their own communties who would choose to inrease
their commute to work at the Dyer Mountain Resort. Jobs fied by unemployed or other-

employed workers in more distat communties could alo adversely impact the jobs-housing

baance. The housing supply and afford ability factor wi largely detere what choices futue
employees wil make and whether there is an adverse shit in the jobs-housing balan. The

shit in jobs to-housing balance is consderd a potentialy signcant impact.

Mitigation Measures 5. la and 5.1b, addxessing housing affordabilty as descrbed below, are
recommended to enure the jobs-housing balance is not adversely' affected. To the extent that
employees can aford to live in close proxity to thei work, other adverse environental
effects can alo be mitigated, includig traffic and ai qualty impacts.
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Imact 5.2 Inea in Demd for Afordable Housin in the Prect 
Signifcanc Bere Mitation: Potential Signift
Propoed Mittion: Mitigatin Mea 5.2

Signifcanc Aftr Proposed Mitation: PotentaHy Signicat
I Recomended MIgatn: Mitgaton Meaure 52b an 5.

Signifcace Aftr Remmeded Mlga: Les thn Signifca
Buidout of the Dyer Mouta Resrt prec would reult in concton of appoxiately

104 dweg unts on, with a mi of multiy and single-fay redees. 
sigle-fa. multi-fay, and tO home unts are inted to se vito and residents of

the Dyer Mouta Reor comunty. Owerhi optons wi1nude whole-erhip,
tihare, clubs, and othr frona-own teques.

Housing Affrdabity. Housing afordabi for Dyer Mouta Resrt employees is

sued :i Table 6 belw, showi the maum afordable rent and mortge payment
among varous income categori, and. the num of houeholds project2 for each catego.
Housolds earg betwee 30 and 50 pet of the Co medi income could afd rent

of $334 to $556 pe mont Thos eag betee 50 and 80 peent of the County medi
income coud aford a maum monthy paym of $556 to $89 (whi wi support a
morgage of up to $161,90). Houeholds tht ea mor th 80 pecent of med could

suport month payments of $1,334 and a puchas pri of arund $243,000.

Table 5.6
Dye Mount Reort

Employe Househlds by Affrdaill Catry
Maxmum affrdabl

AnnuBI housIng cost (3t-' 

Income Houold gros incomel Numbr of Employe Houseolds

Category /ncome Rent Own Seasonal Year-round Total

Exremely Less than
Low3C% $13.
Very Low- $2.20 241 190 431
50%
LowBOOk $35. $161. 503 394 897

Modera $5,350 $1334 $2.0DO 307 241
120%

TOTAL 051 876

otaless th 80 of median County income 
144 584 328

1 Fo pus r1 deteg aJdrty, th ansis us tM 200 Sta Inc Guili for Ii thrpen hosehold as

prded by th Sta 1Jf of Houg an Conity Deulomef (BCD) (UJ.hrLaLgov). Me housld
inco fo il th-p hoeJlJ in Lase Co is $4,450. f.eme1y low n: 30% or k8 of Conty medi
im; ve lo rets 50% or le of'Cnty me inco; IC1 resets 80% or le of Conty medi income; 

17dete TBesets 120% or mo r1 Coty men inCD.
2 RCD de hug as afda ifit do no cot grte th 30% 0/ gro55 mry i7U.
3 Motgage 'l assu It 3G-ytr te Il 5.5% IInd includ real estlfe U:, morgage rm horn in.
4 To detein numb of emloy hoeJld by inr: catego, prn07ltfe geaton ra TDe ta fr Figure 3 

Th Ca" EnlDee Housing Nee Ases rm Prsed Mitigalion Pla MRch 1999. 
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The number of households in each income category depends on an estiate of household

income. All employee are projected to ear more th $13,30 per year (the State mium
wage of $6.75 pe hour yields an anual fu-tie salar of $14,000). Table 6 shows relatively

high eargs beuse of the efect of multiple job holding-reort employees tyicaly hold an

average of 1.24 jobs; in addition, the numbe of worker per household is estiated at 2.

beuse sta level employees adapt to a low-wage or high-cost envionment by formg larger

households (Rosenth 1999).

The afordable housin demand would be as much as 744 afordable units to accommodate

seasonal employees, and 584 affordable unts for year-round employee households-tht is,

328 afordable unts would be neded for employee houseolds eamg 80 percent or less of

Lassen County median income. Some seasonal employees would reide in dormtory-style

housing on the proect site, whie others ar expected to commute from nearby communties.

As dicussed above a maxum 20-miute commute shed is considered the ski resort industr
stadard. Year-round jobs would be fied by a combintion of local reidents, commuter frm
the surounding conuurties of Lake Almanor, Cheste, and Susavie, and houseolds that

relocate to these areas from other communties. Consequently, the demand for affordable

housing is expected to be coiderably less than 1,328 unts.

Curently, year-round housing is relatively afordable in the Westwood/Oear Creek and Lake

AlorjChester areas. However, once the Dyer Mountain Resort proect is approved, it is

expected that proper values could increase in thes areas, with correspondig increases in

housing cost. A determtion of adequate employee housing must take into account the
affordabilty factor. A lack of affordable housing could force the majority of workers tht are not

hous onsite to commute from longer distaces. For employees that already reside in the
Westwoodf Clear Creek and Lake Alanor Chester areas and employee households that desire
to move into the community as a result of the new jobs, the potential impact of the project on
housing afordabilty is considered potentialy sigrcant.

An Employee Housing Needs Assessment would be requied to quantiy employee household

distrbution by geographic location and, by extension, detere the local afordable housing

need though project buildout. If housin costs rise substatially, mitigation could include

employer-subsidized "below-market" unts for households earg 80 percent or less of County

median income. New development should offset a proportonate share of total demand in the
context of any shortage of afordable housing, parculaly for those ea.g 50 percent or less of

County median income. Other mitigation could include "' in-lieu" fees to equal the equity

required in order to produce a housing unt. These fees would be combined with other state,

federal, and local fuding sources (e.g., block grants, reevelopment funds, revolving loan

fuds, etc.) to produce the afordable unts. An Employee Housing Needs Assessment update

with each phase of development would help to ensure that the actual need of local affordable

housing is identifed.

Potentially Signifcant Impact Phase Development Plan -

Implementatio of the Phase 1 Development Plan would contrbute to the potenti effect on

the jobs/housing balce in the area (Impact 5.1) and the demand for afordable housing in the

project area (Ipact 5.2) but would not result in any additional impacts nor require mitigation
measures beyond those dicussed above under each impact. 
Dyer MountAin Reort
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MmGAl10N MEARES

The County wi need to implement some of the Geer Plas 20020 Houg Element

prog af budout of the Ph 1 Development Pl in order to facitate cotrcton 
afordable housing for project employee. Thes program inude:

Re\oi zo ordice to ineas denity by righ in th R-3, C-T, and mied use

zone ditrct.

II Use state, feder, and local fudig sources to provde as wi the

development of ne afordable W1 and rehabiltation of exg afordable unts

in ne of reai.
Adopt a denty bonus ordi to provide inenes for ineaed product 
afordable unts.

Adopt a seon unt O1dice to fatate production of afdable second unts on
sine-famy home sites.

. Anuay monitor vaca rate an housing costs (includi reta and for-sale

unts).

With implementation of thes program, the followig mitigation measur ar prposed 

recomended to enure an adequate supply of afordable housing.

Potenti Effect on the Jobs/ousisr Balce in the Ara

Propoed Mitgatin
MitgaticmMeaure5.1a: The prec applicant/deve1ope(s) sh provide an adequate

. supply of onite affordable housg for seasona employee if needed by
contrctg dortory or other houing with the reor ar tht prvides
afordable units for seasonal employees tD off demand not met with the 20-
miut commute shed.

Recommende Mitiation

Mitigation Meas 5.1b: The project applicant/ develope(s) sha prepare an Employee

Housing Nees Assesment and Proposed Mitigation Pl with periodi updates for
each phase of development. The employee Housg Needs Asessment (EA)and
Propo Mitigation Plan shal ideti the amount and tye of housing that will be

needed and the tig of conscton to enure tht the unts are avaible for

employees at each phase of project constrction. The EHA sha be submittd to
Lasen Couty as par of th Projec Complice Program for each developmentpha. 
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Increase in Demad for Afordable Housing in the Prjec Area

Proposed Mitiga60n

Mitigation Measure 5.2a: The project applicant/ developer(s) shal implement Mitigation
Measure S. la, which requies provision of an adequate supply of onsite afordable
housing for seasna employees to offet demand not met with the local
communty .

Recommended Mitigation

Mitigation Measure 5.2b: . The project applicant/ developer(s) shal implement Mitigation
Measure 5. 1", whicl requis preparation and implementation of an Employee
Hous:ig Needs Assessment and Proposed Mitigation Plan. Updates to the
assessment shal be required with each phase of project constrcton.

Mitigation Measur 5.2c: Each new phase of the Dyer Mountain Resort development sha
provide its fa share of afordable housing, as needed, thugh contruction and/ or
payment of in-lieu fees. The projec Compliane Report prepared by the project
applicat/ developer(s) for each development phase shal demonstrate that an
adequate supply of afordable housing is or wil be avaible with each development
phase. This would be accomplished vdth an update of the Employee Housing Nees
Assessment, as determed by Lasse County. 
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